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The relationship between symbolicism and connectionism has been one of the major
issues in recent Artificial Intelligence research. An increasing number of researchers
from each side have tried to adopt desirable characteristics of the other. These efforts
have produced a number of different strategies for interfacing connectionist and sym¬
bolic AI. One of them is connectionist symbol processing which attempts to replicate
symbol processing functionalities using connectionist components.
In this direction, this thesis develops a connectionist inference architecture which per¬
forms standard symbolic inference on a subclass of first-order predicate calculus. Our
primary interest is in understanding how formulas which are described in a limited
form of first-order predicate calculus may be implemented using a connectionist archi¬
tecture. Our chosen knowledge representation scheme is a subset of first-order Horn
clause expressions which is a set of universally quantified expressions in first-order
predicate calculus. As a focus of attention we are developing techniques for compiling
first-order Horn clause expressions into a connectionist network. This offers practical
benefits but also forces limitations on the scope of the compiled system, since we tire, in
fact, merging an interpreter into the connectionist networks. The compilation process
has to take into account not only first-order Horn clause expressions themselves but
also the strategy which we intend to use for drawing inferences from them. Thus, this
thesis explores the extent to which this type of a translation can build a connectionist
inference model to accommodate desired symbolic inference.
This work first involves constructing efficient connectionist mechanisms to represent
basic symbol components, dynamic bindings, basic symbolic inference procedures, and
devising a set of algorithms which automatically translates input descriptions to neural
networks using the above connectionist mechanisms. These connectionist mechanisms
are built by taking an existing temporal synchrony mechanism and extending it further
to obtain desirable features to represent and manipulate basic symbol structures. The
existing synchrony mechanism represents dynamic bindings very efficiently using tem¬
poral synchronous activity between neuron elements but it has fundamental limitations
in supporting standard symbolic inference. The extension addresses these limitations.
The ability of the connectionist inference model was tested using various types of first
order Horn clause expressions. The results showed that the proposed connectionist in¬
ference model was able to encode significant sets of first order Horn clause expressions
and replicated basic symbolic styles of inference in a connectionist manner. The system
successfully demonstrated not only forward chaining but also backward chaining over
the networks encoding the input expressions. The results, however, also showed that
implementing a connectionist mechanism for full unification among groups of unifying
arguments in rules, are encoding some types of rules, is difficult to achieve in a con¬
nectionist manner needs additional mechanisms. In addition, some difficult issues such
as encoding rules having recursive definitions remained untouched.
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The relationship between symbolicism and connectionism has been one of the major
issues in recent Artificial Intelligence research. An increasing number of researchers
from each side have tried to adopt desirable characteristics of the other. These ef¬
forts have produced a number of different strategies for interfacing connectionist and
symbolic AI.
This chapter first illustrates two important AI research paradigms, symbolicism and
connectionism, and various neurosymbolic strategies that has been used to interface
them. The scope of this thesis is a particular neurosymbolic strategy which was ad¬
opted in this research. The following presentation involves motivation, approach, and
summarised results of this research. Finally the organisation of the thesis is described.
1.2 Symbolicism and Connectionism
1.2.1 Symbolicism
Symbolicism has long been a major paradigm of AI research. This paradigm attempts
to understand intelligence by building a working symbolic model of a mind [Dreyfus
& Dreyfus (1988)]. The guiding principle of symbolicism is the physical symbol system
hypothesis [Newell & Simon (1976)]. The hypothesis states that:
1
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A physical symbol system has the necessary and sufficient means for general
intelligent action.
By "necessary" we mean that any system that exhibits general intelligence
will prove upon analysis to be a physical symbol system. By "sufficient" we
mean that any physical symbol system of sufficient size can be organised
further to exhibit general intelligence. By "general intelligent action" we
mean that the same scope of intelligence as we see in human action: that
in any real situation behaviour appropriate to the ends of the system and
adaptive to the demands of the environment can occur, within some limits
of speed and complexity [Newell k Simon (1976)].
A physical symbol system is a symbol system which is composed of symbols, expres¬
sions and processes that operate on expressions. The use of the term "physical" is
intended to imply that such a system would obey the laws of physics and be attainable
in some practical sense. Symbols in a physical symbol system are symbolic mediums
that represent concepts in our physical system and expressions are symbolic structures
obtained by placing symbols in a physical relation. In their view, a computer is a phys¬
ical symbol system that produces an evolving collection of symbolic structures through
time [Bechtel k Abrahamsen (1991)]. One important emphasis made by Newell and
Simon is that there is a semantics (designations and interpretation) within the sys¬
tem itself and intelligence cannot be achieved without this internal semantics. For
example, expressions in stored programs designate locations in computer memory and
these expressions can be interpreted by accessing those locations.
Although a similar realisation of a physical system and its semantics is possible in
connectionism using neural networks, the major emphasis made by the physical sym¬
bol system hypothesis is the use explicitly of symbols. Hence, the physical symbolic
system hypothesis suggests that a physical realisation of a symbol system - which
has a suitable means for performing the designation and interpretation of its symbol
structures into the world - is necessary and sufficient for intelligent action. This hy¬
pothesis is also an empirical hypothesis which is intended to specify a class of such
symbol systems which demonstrate those capable of intelligent action. Two significant
methodological commitments proposed by this hypothesis are the use of symbols and
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systems of symbols to describe the world and the empirical view of computer programs
as experiments [Luger & Stubblefield (1989)]. Although Newell and Simon presented
this hypothesis in the middle 1970s, all the symbolic processing-based AI research that
has been done since AI started in the late 1950s has consisted of various attempts to
investigate this hypothesis or experiments inspired by it.
This hypothesis was further supported by Smith's knowledge representation hypothesis
[Smith (1982)] which states technical meaning of representation. Consequently, a num¬
ber of important knowledge representation and inference techniques were developed out
of AI research, which became basic building blocks to build knowledge-based systems
(or Expert systems).
1.2.2 Connectionism
Connectionism, also called the subsymbolic paradigm, attempts to understand intel¬
ligence by building a working neural network model of the brain [Dreyfus & Dreyfus
(1988)]. An artificial neural network consists of a number of units which are connected
to each other with links. These units correspond to idealised neurons and links cor¬
respond to idealised synaptic connections. Computational features of nodes are very
simple and limited: each of them receives inputs from other units and computes an out¬
put which is propagated to other units. They can only hold limited state information
and their outputs do not have sufficient resolution to encode symbolic names or point¬
ers [Rumelhart & McClelland (1986)]. Instead of using explicit symbols, expressions,
and processes, the knowledge of a neural network emerges as patterns of activation
over some of units of the network based on neural connections and threshold values.
The foundation of neural network research was laid by McCulloch and Pitts in early
1940s [McCulloch tz Pitts (1943)]. They proposed a network model with very simple
neuron-like units which have both inhibitory and excitory inputs. Since these units do
not have threshold, they fire only if the total number of active excitory inputs exceeds
the number of inhibitory inputs. On becoming active, the neuron elements project an
output value of 1. They showed how configurations of these units carry out the logical
operations of AND, OR and NOT. Further research demonstrated that such networks
have the same computational power as a Universal Turing Machine.
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Later von Neumann (1956) showed that introducing more redundant units made Mc-
Culloch and Pitts' networks reliably produce a desirable output even when some units
malfunctioned. This idea was further developed by Winograd &; Cowan (1963) to
provide distributed redundant representations, where a unit contributed to the activ¬
ation decision of some other units are also being affected by some other units. This
procedure is considered as an early version of a distributed representation in neural
networks.
A neural network architecture that uses adjustable thresholds and weights was pro¬
posed by Rosenblatt (1962). These networks were called perceptrons. By making
weights of connection between units continuous rather than binary, as is the case in
McCulloch and Pitts' networks, perceptrons were able to be trained to change their
responses to solve classification problems. If an output of a unit is 0 when it should
be 1, the weights on connections feeding into the unit are incremented. Whereas if
an output of a unit is 1 when 0 is expected, the weights are decremented. Rosenblatt
demonstrated that this training procedure converges in his Perceptron Convergence
Theorem. Although perceptrons were successful and widely studied, their limitation
in dealing with some elementary computations led to decline of interest of this model.
This simplest example is the exclusive or (XOR) problem [Minsky & Papert (1969)].
Even though networks with more layers of units were studied, no learning algorithm
which could determine the weights necessary to implement a given calculation was
known.
It is 1980s that neural network research made dramatic progress on the problems of
perceptrons and other models under the name of connectionism. The most influential
development in this decade was multi-layer perceptrons and back propagation learning
algorithm [Rumelhart & McClelland (1986)]. The previous limitation on perceptrons
was lifted by introducing multiple layers of hidden units and the back propagation
learning algorithm which allows error corrections to be passed through multiple layers
of hidden units. Much recent research on connectionism is based on this model and
its extension. Other network models included Hopfield nets [Hopfield (1982)] and
Boltzmann machines [Ackley et al. (1985), Hinton & Sejnowski (1986)]. Hopfield nets
gave some helpful physical insight by introducing an energy function and Boltzmann
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machines constructed formulations using a stochastic process for adjusting weights.
Further development of new architectures, new training algorithms, and advances in
the mathematical basis of neural systems have made connectionism another important
paradigm in AI research. Neural network systems as compared to symbol systems are
robust and noise tolerant. When a system adopts distributed representations [Hinton
(1984)], the malfunction of individual units has little impact on the system's reliabil¬
ity and performance (graceful degradation). Moreover, they support parallelism and
are easily implemented on parallel computers. Another important attraction of these
systems is the ability to learn new concepts.
Neural network systems has been successful to demonstrate low-level perceptual func¬
tionality in a number of areas such as signal processing, pattern recognition, and clas¬
sifications from noise data. However, the simplicity of a unit's processing ability com¬
pared to the needs of symbolic computation, and the restriction on the complexity of
messages exchanged by neurons, impose strong constraints on the nature of neural rep¬
resentations and processes [Feldman & Ballard (1982), Feldman (1989), Shastri (1991)].
This made it difficult to model higher-level cognitive tasks such as manipulating data
structures, handling dynamic bindings, controlling inferencing and attention.
1.3 Neurosymbolic Integration
Since both AI research paradigms have their own strong advantages, an increasing
number of researchers from each side have tried to adopt desirable characteristics of
the other. These efforts have produced a number of subtle philosophies for interfacing
connectionist and symbolic AI. These neurosymbolic integration strategies are categor¬
ised into two classes: unified approaches and hybrid approaches. Figure 1.1 gives more
detailed view of these two classes of approaches1.
The unified approaches build a system based on a single paradigm and try to enhance
it to obtain both the connectionist and symbolic capabilities. Depending on the type of
paradigm chosen, they are called a symbol-based unified approach or a neural network-
1 Although some attempts to classify these strategies was made by Handler (1989) and Lallement &
Alexandre (1995), the terminologies used here are adopted mainly from Hilario (1995).
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Figure 1.1: Categorisation of neurosymbolic strategies (based on the classification in
Hilario (1995))
based unified approach. The symbol-based unified approach uses symbolic components
as basic building blocks and adopts a network architecture consisting of nodes and
links and propagation of activation over the network. One example of such a system is
the Net-Clause model proposed by Markov (1990). Its ability has been demonstrated
in concept learning [Markov (1992)] and logical inference [Markov (1993)]. The other
unified approach involves two trends: neuronal symbol processing and connectionist
symbol processing. The aim of neuronal symbol processing is to model the brain's
high-level functions. In these models, symbolic functions emerge from neural struc¬
tures and processes which are grounded in biological reality (e.g. Alexandre et al.
(1991), Edelman (1992), Nenov & Dyer (1993, 1994)). Connectionist symbolic pro¬
cessing, however, does not claim neurobiological plausibility. Thus, formal neurons
are used as basic building blocks and model construction begins by taking for granted
the fact that some high-level symbolic functions are performed and proceeded with
the design of the appropriate connectionist infrastructure [Hilalio (1995)]. According
to the underlying representation scheme employed, the architectures of these models
can be either localist [Lange & Dyer (1989b), Shastri &; Ajjanagadde (1993)], where
each neuron represents a concept, or distributed [Gallant (1988), Touretzky &: Hinton
(1988), Browne & Pilkington (1994b)], where a concept emerges from the interaction
of several neurons or combination of both [Sun (1992)].
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Unlike the unified approaches, the hybrid approaches aim at synergistic combination
in systems consisting of both neural and symbolic components. Neurosymbolic models
using these approaches are classified into two groups: translational hybrid models2 and
functional hybrid models. The translational hybrid models do not have an independ¬
ent symbolic component for data processing. They use neural network components
as processors and adopt symbolic structures as input and output descriptions. They
compile input symbolic structures into neural networks and extract symbolic structures
from neural networks after refinement of encoded knowledge. The most widely used
symbolic structures are rules [Giles & Omlin (1996), Towell & Shavlik (1993, 1994)].
The functional hybrid models, however, have independent symbolic and connectionist
components which cooperate with each other. Depending on their integration strength,
functional hybrid models can be either loosely coupled or tightly coupled systems. In
loosely coupled systems, each component is clearly localised in time and space, and
data and control is transfered from one component to the other through external struc¬
tures accessible to both components. In tightly coupled systems, on the other hand,
data and control transfer is carried out through common internal structures, such as
memory, shared by both components. Thus, changes in one component directly affect
the behaviour of the other component via these common structures. Another way of
categorising the functional hybrid system is by four integration schemes: coprocessing,
subprocessing, chainprocessing, and metaprocessing. In coprocessing, both types of
components participate in the data processing as equal partners. Whereas, in subpro¬
cessing, one component is embedded in and controlled by the other. In chainprocessing,
one component serves as a main processor and the other as a pre or post processor.
Finally, in metaprocessing, one component is in charge of basic tasks and the other car¬
ries out meta-level tasks such as controlling and monitoring. Hilario (1995) describes
some example systems which belong to each subcategory of functional hybrid models.
2 These are also called transformational models [Medsker (1994)] or semi-hybrid models [Orsier
Labbi (1995)].
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Connertionist symbol processing attempts to replicate symbol processing functionalit¬
ies using connectionist components. One important ability of a symbol system is easy
representation of a separated symbolic structure and structure-sensitive operations
such as matching and substitution. For instance, the following expression,
own(father-of (torn), holy .bible),
represents a separated symbolic structure very easily: the predicate symbol own and the
structured term father-of(tom) are clearly separated from each other in the physical me¬
dium of representation symbols. Similarly, within the structured term father.of(torn),
the symbol torn and the name of the structured term father.of are also separated from
each other.
Implementing the ability to encode a separated constituent structure and structure-
sensitive operations to manipulate the constituent structure in specific situations is
essential to achieve symbol processing functionalities. However, the representational
ability of a connectionist system to represent and manipulate constituent structure has
been doubted. As McCarthy (1988) noted, most connectionist systems suffer from a
propositional fixation and their representational power is restricted to unary predic¬
ates applied to a fixed object. Foder & McLaughlin (1990) and Foder & Pylyshin
(1988) also claim that representation in a connectionist system does not have con¬
stituent structures (compositionality) and this prevents the system from supporting
systematic, structure-sensitive operations of any interesting symbol processing. These
critiques have acted as an incitant which has stimulated the development of many con¬
nectionist symbol processing models. These models have demonstrated the abilities to
represent and manipulate basic symbolic structures such as lists [Tourentzky (1990)],
trees [Chalmers (1990), Christman (1991), Kiicheler & Goller (1996), Pollack (1988,
1990), Sperduti (1994. 1996), Sperduti et al. (1995)], stacks [Das et al. (1993), Sun et
al. (1993)], and higher symbolic structures such as hierarchies [Bartfai (1996), Mani &
Shastri (1991)], semantic networks [Lange & Dyer (1989a, 1989b), Pereira Castro (1995,
1996), Shastri &: Feldman (1986)], and rules [Shastri Sz Ajjanagadde (1993), Touretzky
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& Hinton (1988), Sun (1992, 1994)]. Their areas of application involve solving con¬
straint satisfaction problems [Pereira Castro (1995,1996)], term unification [Browne &
Pilkington (1994a), Holldobler k Kurfeli(1991), Pollack (1988, 1990)], classification of
structures [Sperduti (1996)], grammar processing [Das et al. (1993). Sun et al. (1993)],
language transformations [Chalmers (1990), Christman (1991)]. reactive sequential de¬
cision making [Sun k Peterson (1995)]. and general inference [Ajjanagadde &; Shastri
(1993), Lange k Dyer (1989a), Touretzky k Hinton (1988), Sun (1992, 1994)]
Neural network models which use a distributed representation [Bartfai (1996), Browne
k Pilkington (1994a), Chalmers(1990), Chrisman(1991), Elman (1989), Harris k El-
man (1989), Pollack (1988, 1990), Pereira Castro (1995, 1996), Touretzky (1990),
Touretzky k Hinton (1988), Sperduti (1994, 1996), Sun et al. (1993)] can be subjected
to structure-sensitive operations without the need of unpacking the representations
into their constituents or converting them into separated versions [Chalmers (1990)].
But even in these cases, there is a type of separated representation at a higher level of
description if a connectionist activation pattern is divided into segments correspond¬
ing to the constituent that the representation intend to have [Barnden (1992)]. These
activation patterns are the main form of short-term constituent structure in these dis¬
tributed connectionist system. In other systems which employ a localist representation
[Ajjanagadde & Shastri (1991), Holldobler & KurfeC(1991), Lange & Dyer (1989a),
Shastri k Ajjanagadde (1993)], a group of nodes is dedicated to represent always the
same part of or whole symbolic structures. Activation patterns on different nodes
or groups of nodes are regarded as different short-term constituent structures. Sun
(1992,1994), however, employs both distributed representation and localist representa¬
tions at the same time. In this system, an activation pattern within each component or
that across both components are used to represent short-term constituent structures.
In contrast to representing short-term constituent structures by activation state, long-
term encoding of constituent structures in connectionist symbolic processing systems
is represented by the weight or specific structures of networks.
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The aim of this thesis is to develop a connectionist inference architecture which can per¬
form standard symbolic inference that can be observed in first-order predicate calculus
[Chang & Lee (1973), Bundy (1983), Manna & Waldinger (1985), Luger & Stubblefield
(1989)]. This work is, therefore, situated in developing a neural network-based unified
model which employs connectionist symbolic processing with a localist network repres¬
entation. Our primary interest is in understanding how formulas which are described
in a limited fragment of first-order predicate calculus may be implemented using a
connectionist architecture. Our chosen knowledge representation scheme is a subset
of first-order Horn clause expressions (the detailed definition will be in Section 4.2.1)
which is itself a subset of universally quantified expressions in first-order predicate
calculus.
As a focus of attention we develop techniques for compiling first-order Horn clause
expressions into a connectionist network which shows a standard symbolic inference
behaviour. Unfortunately, this type of compilation is not straightforward since we, in
fact, merge an interpreter into the connectionist networks. The compilation process
therefore has to take into account not only the first-order Horn clauses themselves but
also the strategy which we intend to use for drawing inferences from them. Although
some connectionist inference systems have been proposed (as surveyed in Section 2.4.1),
all of these impose strong representational limitations and/or rely on neural elements
of high complexity. This thesis shows how some of these fundamental limitations can
be removed, resulting in a significantly improved connectionist inference model.
1.6 Motivation, Approach, and Results
Expressions in symbolic formulas are (in the right hands) effective for describing sys¬
tems and are comparatively easy for designers to understand. However, they normally
require extra machinery, in the form of an interpreter or theorem proving system, in
order to be executed. For many applications - particularly when the system is to be
implemented in hardware - such extra mechanisms are both inefficient and structurally
complex. Connectionist systems, on the other hand, use structurally simple compon-
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ents, may provide very fast inference and have no need of a separate interpreter, but
are difficult to use directly for specification because of the mass of connections between
elements. By providing automatic translation from symbolic to connectionist repres¬
entations, we should be able to cancel out the deficiencies of each style whilst retaining
the advantages of both. This offers significant practical benefits but also forces lim¬
itations on the scope of the compiled system. In particular, it appears that some
fundamental aspects of symbolic inference are difficult to translate directly into a con¬
nectionist framework. It also has proved difficult to provide a full translation of term
unification (in the style of common Horn clause languages like Prolog) and this has. in
turn, placed awkward limitations on the forms of inferences which could be supported
[Sun (1992), Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993), Park (1992), Park et al. (1995)]. There¬
fore, some efforts are needed to explore the extent to which this type of a translation
mechanism can build a connectionist inference architecture to accommodate standard
symbolic style of inference. This thesis explores this through the following procedures:
• constructing efficient connectionist mechanisms to represent basic symbolic com¬
ponents of first order Horn clause expressions;
• building an efficient connectionist mechanism to represent dynamic bindings3;
• finding connectionist equivalents to standard symbolic inference procedures;
• providing additional connectionist mechanisms which address key knowledge rep¬
resentation issues in a target network representation, such as consistency check¬
ing;
• devising a set of algorithms which automatically translate input descriptions in
first order Horn clause expressions to neural networks using the above connec¬
tionist mechanisms.
Implementing the basic symbolic components of first order Horn clause expressions and
an efficient dynamic binding mechanism are carried out by taking an existing mech¬
anism, and extending it to obtain desirable features to represent and to manipulate
3 Dynamic bindings refer to a set of bindings which can be represented dynamically. A connection¬
ist representation makes a clear distinction between dynamic bindings and static bindings. See
Section 2.3.1 for more detailed description.
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symbolic structure. The connectionist mechanism that was employed for this work is a
temporal synchrony mechanism proposed by Ajjanagadde fe Shastri (1991) and Shastri
& Ajjanagadde (1993). The temporal synchrony mechanism represents dynamic bind¬
ings very efficiently using temporal synchronous activity between neuron elements but
it has fundamental limitations for supporting standard symbolic inference [Park (1992).
Park et al. (1993), Park et al (1995)]. Park et al. (1995) extended the temporal syn¬
chrony mechanism to addresses these limitations. The surveys in Section 2.4.1 and
Chapter 3 illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of this mechanism with respect
to others.
A connectionist inference architecture proposed in this thesis is based on this extended
mechanism and employs additional connectionist mechanisms to implement standard
symbolic inference procedures4 and to deal with some knowledge representation issues,
such as consistency checking and unification between groups of unifying arguments.
For a given set of first Horn clause expressions, the corresponding connectionist in¬
ference architecture is built by a number of algorithms that are devised for this pur¬
pose. During compilation, these algorithms automatically decide and build necessary
connectionist components and integrate them to construct a localist neural network
encoding the given expressions. These networks are the basic components of the pro¬
posed connectionist inference architecture over which symbolic inference is replicated
in a connectionist manner.
The ability of the connectionist inference model was tested using various types of first
order Horn clause expressions (as demonstrated in Chapter 7 and Appendix B). The
results showed that the proposed connectionist inference model was able to encode
significant sets of first order Horn clause expressions and replicated basic symbolic
styles of inference in a connectionist manner. The system successfully demonstrated not
only a forward chaining style of inference but also a backward chaining style of inference
over the networks encoding the input expressions. The results, however, showed that
a mechanism to support full unification among groups of unifying arguments in rules,
and encoding of some types of rules, is difficult to achieve in a connectionist manner.
In addition, some difficult issues such as encoding rules having recursive definitions are




1.7 The Organisation of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents an overview of related work. First of all, the nature of standard
symbolic inference is demonstrated. This is followed by presentation of some issues
related to connectionist inference architecture. Then, it surveys the existing connec-
tionist inference systems which were built based on various connectionist mechanisms
for dynamic bindings. Each system will be presented in terms of the connectionist
architecture adopted, a mechanism for dynamic bindings, and its expressive power, as
well as its advantages and disadvantages.
Chapter 3 highlights in more detail a temporal synchrony solution to the dynamic
biding problem proposed by Shastri &; Ajjanagadde (1993). The basic mechanism of
temporal synchrony solution, and the corresponding connectionist system, SHRUTI.
will also be described. The rest of the chapter will focus on SHRUTI's rule and fact
encoding mechanisms, how to encode rules and facts involving n-ary predicates and
how to perform inference over networks. Finally, the limitations of their system will
be explored and discussed.
Chapter 4 describes a connectionist architecture for symbolic inference (CASI) which
was inspired by the temporal synchrony solution. Firstly, we describe the target sym¬
bolic inferences based on first-order formula which CASI is intended to achieve. Then
the overall architecture of CASI will be presented. CASI defines a new neural element,
called a 7r-btu node, and an entity node consisting of a pair of 7r-btu elements. This
entity node is used to represent basic symbolic components: constant and variable en¬
tities and predicates. We also show how CASI's connectionist mechanisms correspond
to the basic symbolic inference procedures.
Chapter 5 explores more deeply how symbolic rules and facts are encoded into net¬
works. Although CASI adopts Shastri & Ajjanagadde's temporal synchrony approach
to represent dynamic bindings, its rule and fact encoding mechanisms are designed to
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deal with various knowledge representation issues. This rule and fact encoding mechan¬
isms consider unification and consistency checking not only within a group of unifying
arguments but also across many groups of such arguments. The functional abilities of
these mechanisms to achieve target symbolic inference procedures will be demonstrated
by applying the connectionist inference procedure over example networks.
Chapter 6 discuses some possible extensions of CASI in order to extend its expressive
power. The extensions include special mechanisms introduced to encode rules in a
special condition and representing structured terms in rules and facts.
In Chapter 7, we first test the behaviour of CASI using variety of sets of rules and
facts. Each of the test sets are carefully chosen to test target symbolic behaviour of
various types of symbolic rules and facts. Each result of the test will be summarised
and analysed. Next, CASI's time and space complexities will be analysed. Then,
CASI's architecture and ability to resemble symbolic inference will be compared with
SHRUTI and other similar connectionist inference systems.
Finally, chapter 8 concludes the thesis and discusses some future directions.
1.8 Summary
This thesis develops a connectionist inference architecture, based on connectionist sym¬
bol processing, which performs standard symbolic inference on a subclass of first-order
predicate calculus. Implementing such a connectionist architecture requires connec¬
tionist mechanisms which represent symbolic data structures and perform basic symbol
processing functionalities. Moreover, such mechanisms needs to handle some specific
issues that any type of connectionist inference models have to cope with. The next
chapter portrays these issues in greater detail and surveys how existing connectionist




This chapter firstly illustrates the nature of standard symbolic inference procedures
with a simple set of first order predicates. Secondly, some issues related to implement¬
ing connectionist inference architectures to achieve symbolic inference will be presented.
The reset of this chapter surveys existing symbolic inference architectures to demon¬
strate how they cope with these issues in their solutions. The surveyed architectures
are compared at the end of this chapter in terms of representation schemes adopted,
structure of networks, and expressive power.
2.2 Nature of Standard Symbolic Inference
Predicate calculus is a formally defined representation scheme which allows us to ex¬
press the knowledge needed to solve a problem. Unlike propositional calculus, it allows
expressions to contain variables and these variables let us create general assertions
about classes of entities. Although the predicate calculus is only one of the represent¬
ational languages1 used to represent symbolic knowledge, it is the most widely used
representation scheme [Turner 1984].
To demonstrate standard symbolic inference that we would like to achieve with the
proposed connectionist architecture, let us think of a step of simple inference in the
1 Other representation schemes involve semantic networks, objects, scripts, conceptual dependencies,
and frames [Luger Stubblefield (1989)].
15
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predicate calculus. If we are given a description of general knowledge, "Every man is
mortal. Adam is a man.", this statement can be translated into first-order Horn clause
expressions as follows. The first statement is represented by the expression
man(X) —> mortal(X).
based on the notion that "X is a man" by the predicate man(X). and "X is mortal"
by the predicate mortal(X). The two symbols man and mortal are called predicate
names and X's in the bracket are called arguments of the predicates. The symbol -r
is normally read as "implies" and called the implication. The second sentence, "Adam
is a man", is then represented by the expression.
man(adam).
In order to draw inference based on these expressions, we need inference rules. An
inference rule is a mechanical means of producing a new expression from other ex¬
pressions. Two frequently used inference rules are universal instantiation and modus
ponens [Luger and Stubblefield (1989)]:
• universal instantiation states that if any universally quantified variable in a true
expression is replaced by any appropriate term from the domain, the result is
a true expression. Thus, if a is from the domain of X, the VA" p(X) lets us
infer p(a). The meaning of the symbol V is "for all" and is called the universal
quantifier.
• if the fact p and the rule p —> q are known to be true, then modus ponens lets us
infer q.
Because the X in the rule is universally quantified, we may substitute any value (also
called a filler) in the domain for X and it still has true statement under the inference
rule of universal instantiation. Based on the known fact, man(adam), we can substi¬
tute adam for X in the rule. As a result, we obtain the expression, man(adam) —►
mortal (adam). From this new expression and the known fact, man(adam), we can
now apply modus ponens and infer the conclusion mortal(adam).
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In order to apply the inference rule, modus ponens, an inference system must be able
to determine when two expressions are the same or match. This requires a decision
process for determining the variable substitutions under which two or more expressions
can be made identical. In the example rule and fact, for instance, the antecedent of
the rule man(X) and the fact man(adam) can be identical when we substitute adam
for the variable X. This substitution is called a binding and represented by the nota¬
tion {adam/X}. This binding is used later to substitute the value adam for all the
occurrences of the variable X in the rule to obtain a new expression on which we can
apply the modus ponens inference rule. A number of issues must be taken into ac¬
count during the substitution procedure: (i) A problem-solving process must maintain
consistency of variable substitutions. It is important that any unifying substitution
is made consistently across all occurrences of the variable in both expressions being
matched, (ii) Once a variable has been bound, future unifications and inferences must
take the value of this binding into account. If a variable is bound to a constant, it
may not be given a new binding in a future unification, (iii) Neither can two different
constants be substituted for one variable [Luger Sz Stubblefield (1989)]. In summary,
a step of forward chaining inference based on modus ponens is carried out by two
sub-tasks, matching and substitution. For a given set of expressions already known,
when an expression is presented, the matching sub-task tries to match between the
known expressions and the expression presented. If there is any match, it produces a
set of bindings. The substitution sub-task then uses these bindings to substitute all
occurrence of variables in the expression matched. The resulting expression is used to
infer the conclusion of inference.
2.3 Some Related Issues
The ability to produce new constituent structure from existing constituent structures is
an important feature of any type of inference mechanism. When constituent structures
are represented in a connectionist manner, structure-sensitive operations are needed
to attain symbolic styles of inference. The previous section emphasised two such im¬
portant operations, matching and substitution. Since these operations communicate
each other through a common symbolic data structure, called bindings, it is required
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for any connectionist inference system to implement an efficient binding mechanism in
a connectionist manner to support symbolic styles of inference.
2.3.1 Representing Dynamic Bindings
The weakness of standard neural networks in representing dynamic bindings was stressed
by Barnden (1984), Feldman (1982), Fodor & Pylyshyn (1988), Malsburg (1986). For
instance, in the following expression,
give{john, mary, book 1),
the entire constituent structure cannot be represented by simply activating the nodes
representing the arguments, give.argl, give.argS, and give.arg3. and the nodes repres¬
enting the fillers john, mary, and bookl. The problem is that the given expression does
not merely express an association between the constituents, it also expresses a specific
relation in which each constituent plays a distinct role. What is required is a con¬
nectionist representation of correct bindings between predicate arguments and fillers:
{john/give-argl, mary/give-arg2, bookl/give.arg3) [Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993)].
The dynamic representation of expressions should also be able to represent multiple sets
of bindings with the same predicate such as givefjohn, mary, bookl) and give(andrew,
sarah, car2) with different sets of fillers without creating an undesirable ghost expression2
such as give(andrew, mary, bookl) [Shastri h Ajjanagadde (1993)]. In addition, at¬
taining a chain of inference on a connectionist architecture also requires the dynamic
generation of inferred expression through bindings. The importance of this is observed
when a set of bindings produced as a result of one step of inference is used again for
the next step of inference. In the following two expressions, for instance:
buy{X,Y) -> own(X,Y)
own(X,Y) -> cansell[X, Y)
starting with dynamic representation of buyfmary, car77) based on the bindings,
{mary/buy-X. car77/buy.Y). should be capable of creating subsequent inferred expres-
2 The process which produces unwanted ghost expressions is called cross talk.
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sions ownfmary, car77) and cansellfmary, car77) with two sets of dynamic bindings
generated, {mary/own.X, car77/own.Y) and {mary/cansell-X, car77/cansell-Y},
without cross talk over the network encoding these rules.
This shows that dynamic representation of bindings differs from the static represent¬
ation found in Shastri & Feldman (1986) and Shastri (1988) where each binder node
binds the appropriate filler to the corresponding argument and the focal node provides
the requisite grouping between the set of bindings that make up the instantiated pre¬
dicate. Although such a static binding may be suitable for representing long-term
constituent structures, it is implausible for representing dynamic changes of bindings
with one set of fillers and another.
Thus, the dynamic variable binding problem in a connectionist system arises when the
system needs a representation of a constituent structure whose constituents (fillers)
change from one step of inference to others. Any connectionist inference systems which
attempt to replicate symbolic style of inference should be capable of representing a
basic form of constituent structures as well as creating and destroying the relationships
between constituents dynamically without decomposing the pre-established structure
of the network.
2.3.2 Knowledge Representation Issues
Even if we use a particular connectionist approach to represent constituent structure
and dynamic bindings, building a connectionist inference system requires additional
solutions to further knowledge representation issues [Sun (1992)] which arise in replic¬
ating standard symbolic inference. A difficulty is that representing symbolic knowledge
does not simply encode expressions into corresponding networks. It also needs how to
implement some symbolic constraints that the syntax of expression imposes in a con¬
nectionist manner.
The first representation issue is representing and distinguishing constant and variable
bindings. The match procedure of a symbolic inference system generates two types of
bindings: a constant binding and a variable binding. A constant binding refers to the
binding between a constant and variable and a variable binding to a binding between
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variables. For instance, if the expression, p(a,U,V), is presented to the following ex¬
pression,
p(X, Y, Z) -> q(X,Y,Z),
the bindings, {a/A', U/Y, V/Z}, will be obtained as the result of the matching pro¬
cedure. In symbolic systems, the constant binding {a/A} is easily differentiated from
the variable bindings {U/Y, V/Z}, and also one variable binding from the other. The
unique symbolic names make each binding differ from others. When this rule is encoded
into a network, however, both types of bindings are equally represented as activation
patterns over neural elements. Nevertheless, a connectionist inference system must
provide a connectionist mechanism to represent these bindings and to distinguish one
binding from others.
Secondly, consistency checking within a group of unifying arguments or across groups
of unifying arguments during inference is a problem in a connectionist system. When
expressions which have constant or repeated variable arguments are encoded, the fol¬
lowing consistency checking is required
• any constant argument should get bound to the constant filler which must have
the same name as the constant argument;
• any repeated variable arguments should get bound to the same constant fillers
or free variables.
This is due to the fact that a variable is not allowed to get bound to two different
constants at the same time. In particular, if there are more than one groups of unifying
arguments, more complicated consistency checking is necessary to draw appropriate
inference. For instance, if we have the following expression
p(X,X,Y,Y) -* q(X,Y),
presenting the expression. p(a,U,U,V), should force consistency not only within each
repeated argument, As and As, but also between them, to produce the desirable
expression, q(a,a), as the result of inference.
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Another issue is how to represent a structured term as an argument of various ex¬
pressions because terms of first-order predicate calculus allow any depth of nested
structured terms in formulas.
2.4 Connectionist Inference Architecture Survey
Until now, many connectionist systems have been proposed to provide solutions to the
dynamic binding problem and to build a connectionist inference architecture on the
basis of those solutions. This section summarises eight connectionist models from the
following point of view:
• what is the basic architecture?
• what is a solution to the dynamic binding problem?
• how is constituent structure represented?
• what are the advantages and disadvantages?
2.4.1 Distributed Connectionist Production Systems
Distributed connectionist production system (DCPS) is a connectionist interpreter de¬
scribed by Touretzky & Hinton (1988) that uses coarse coded representation [Hinton et
al. (1986)] to represent variable bindings. Their system is composed of five groups of
cells called spaces: two spaces for working memory and production rules; one for the
bindings; and the remaining two for clauses. The basic unit of constituent structure
used for each space is a triple of terms which corresponds to frame-slot-filler combina¬
tions.
Rules used in DCPS have the form
T\ T2 -> -T3 - T2 + T4
where each T, is a triple of terms. The antecedent of each rule only consists of two
triples of terms which are either ground or of the form (x A A) and (x ti hi) where
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the capital letters are constants and x is a variable. A variable only appears as the
first argument of each triple and only one variable is allowed in each rule. Each rule is
represented by a collection of 40 rule units and each rule unit positively connected to
the clause spaces. The 40 units comprising the rules form a clique. Since units inhibit
others outside their clique, the rule space is organised as a winner-take-all network
[Feldman & Ballard (1982)]. When the network is settled, the units representing one
rule become active and the other units stay inactive. When the antecedent of a rule is
matched, the triples on the consequent of the rule are either added (+) to or deleted
(-) from working memory.
The working memory consists of 2000 binary state units. Each unit has a receptive
field table and its receptive field is defined to be the cross-product of the six symbols
in each of the three columns. This gives 216 tuples (63) per field. Since the triples are
built out of 25 symbols, there are 253 = 15,625 distinct triples. When these triples
are distributed among the units in the working memory, each triple is recognised by
approximately 28 receptive fields (63/253 * 2000). This means that a triple is stored in
the working memory by activating all units whose receptive fields contain this triple.
Multiple triple bindings are represented by superimposing their receptive fields. Due
to the coarse coding used, the units represent other triples as well. This exhibits local
blurring of closely related triples if too many triples are stored at the same time. An
activated triple can be deleted from the memory by inhibiting all units whose receptive
fields contain this triple. If many triples are deleted, this may cause other stored triples
to be deactivated since the units present more than one triple.
The two clause spaces CI and C2 sire exact copies of the working memory. They also
consists of 2000 units and each unit in the clause space is connected to the correspond¬
ing cell in the working memory The units in clause space inhibit one another to limit
the total number of units that can be activated at the same time to 28. This is because
each clause space is designed to hold only one triple at a time. These two clause spaces
are used to represent two triples of the antecedent of a rule.
To execute a rule firing cycle, DCPS first performs energy minimisation to find a rule
whose left-hand side matches two of the triples in the working memory. When a rule
has a variable, x, the rule is enabled if the system contains the first triple of the
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antecedent in CI and the second triple in C2. If the first symbol of the both triples
matched in Cl and C2 are the same, then variable x will get bound to the symbol. This
binding is realised in the bind space. Since bind space contains a total of 333 units,
each symbol takes the receptive field of 40 bind units (3/25 * 333). And the binding
x to a unique symbol (the first, symbol) is represented in a situation where a set of 40
units in the bind space which vote for a particular symbol as the value of the bound
variable become active. Once a rule is settled, gated connections from the rule space
add and remove receptive fields from the working memory to execute the consequent
of the rule. The cycle is then repeated for another match-execute cycle.
Since DCPS can only deal with single variable rules and allows only two triples of
terms on the antecedent, it has limited expressive power. Each step of reasoning
process involves one rule like a traditional production system, i.e. the system performs
sequential rule-based reasoning and parallel firing of rules is not allowed. The system
has very complex structures and is costly in terms of computational resources, but it
uses only very simple node functions. The rules encoded can be used many times in
different inference cycles.
2.4.2 Tensor Product Production System
Dolan & Smolensky (1989)'s Tensor Product Production System (TPPS) provides a
systematic and principled approach to representing and processing structured data and
variable binding in connectionist networks based on tensor products [Smolensky (1987,
1990)].
The tensor product can be considered as a generalisation of the outer product of two
vectors. When used for variable bindings, arguments and constants are viewed as a
n and m dimensional vectors and argument-constant binding is viewed as the n * m
dimensional vector obtained by taking the tensor product of the appropriate argument
and constant vector. Basically, each combination of variables and values is represented
in the system by a simple node, or a group of them, which detects dynamically if
the right binding is present. If the tensor product of three vectors is used, the data
structure such as a frame s with slots r; and fillers /j, (s, r,, /j), can be represented by
s *rj* Using a network of n * m nodes, a tensor product based variable mechanism
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can only encode n* m bindings without cross-talk.
TPPS was built to show that the tensor product technique can be effectively applied
to the inference task achieved by DCPS. Unlike DCPS. TPPS uses linear working
memory units where superimposed representations are numerically added together.
Also TPPS's clean-up units perform a function similar to the DCPS bind space but its
size is smaller than DCPS's bind space. Since TPPS does not use clause spaces, it is
almost a feed-forward network. Feed-forward networks are easy to design using tensor
representation because the connection patterns are given by simple tensor algebra
expressions. This makes both design and analysis of TPPS much easier than with
custom coarse codings, as is the case in DCPS. Although the tensor product utilises
simple node functions, its network can be of high computational complexity.
2.4.3 CHCL
CHCL [Holldobler & KurfeB(1991)] is a connectionist inference system which can
handle first-order Horn clauses. CHCL consists of 6 layers: the spanning set layer,
connection layer, reduction layer, term layer, unification layer, and occur check layer.
Computing elements in each layer are simple neuron-like units which perform threshold¬
ing operations. They are interconnected through weighted links. The terms of the
formula are represented in the term layer and the connections of the formula are rep¬
resented in the connection layer. By clamping on certain input units, the spanning
set layer first gets activated and then this activation will spread through the connec¬
tion layer and the unification layer until certain output units are activated indicating
whether a proof of the formula has been found or not.
The major technique for variable binding within CHCL relies on a unification algorithm
which computes the most general unifier of two first-order terms [Holldobler (1990)].
The overall strategy pursued by CHCL is to identify so called spanning matings [Bibel
(1987)] in the formula under investigation. A spanning mating defines a proof iff all
connected literals [Stickel (1987)] are simultaneously unifiable. To compose a solution,
the terms in these candidate matings have to be unifiable, i.e. finding a spanning
mating corresponds to deciding the satisfiability of the propositional structure of the
given formula. The search space can be reduced with the help of techniques such
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as removal of non-unifiable connections, useless connections, and solved connections.
CHCL reduces a formula, generates the spanning sets one-by-one and simultaneously
unifies all connected literals in such a set in parallel. Although the time required for
the core unification algorithm is linear to the size of the terms the number of nodes
required is quadratic to the size of terms.
Browne & Pilkington (1994b) implemented Holldobler (1990)'s style of unification us¬
ing a distributed representation. They used Holldobler's scheme to produce a symbolic
representation for terms to be unified, and have used an auto-associative network to
produce a distributed representation. They constructed the network to accommodate
two-argument compound terms such as f(X, Y) or f(a(X), Y) which consist of two con¬
stants a and / and two variables X and Y. A training and test set were chosen from
a sets of 9216 two-argument terms which was generated by taking all possible per¬
mutations of the numbers of given alphabets, with the restriction that only / appears
at the functor position of a compound term. Their model has shown that a complex
structure-sensitive process such as unification can be performed on a distributed rep¬
resentation. However, their model currently performs only a single resolution step and
needs more connectionist mechanisms to support a complete inference system.
2.4.4 ROBIN
Lange & Dyer (1989a, 1989b) describe a connectionist system, ROBIN, capable of
performing high level inferences over structured connections of nodes that encode world
knowledge in semantic networks. It uses structured connections of nodes to encode a
semantic knowledge base of related frames. Each frame has one or more role, with
each role having expectations and logical constraints on its fillers. Every frame can be
related to one or more other frames, with path ways between corresponding role for
inferencing. When constructing a structured semantic network, a special node called
a signature node is attached to each role of a frame-like concept. During inference
ROBIN permanently allocates a unique signature to each concept. Distinct concepts
have different signatures permanently allocated. Signatures tire activation values or
patterns emitted by the signature nodes. Dynamic role-filler associations are achieved
by activating a role's biding node and filler's signature nodes with the same activation
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value. Therefore it can maintain a large number of dynamic bindings and deals witli
rules having multiple variables. Their model can deal with issues such as concurrent
multiple bindings, cyclic connections, and global inhibition. It also supports knowledge
level parallelism. A problem with the use of signatures is that the signatures must be
high precision quantities if each entity is to have a unique signature. Thus propagating
bindings will require that nodes propagate and compare high precision analog values.
2.4.5 COMPOSIT
Barnden(1989) presents COMPOSIT, a connectionist rule-based system that performs
syllogistic reasoning based on some core aspects of Johnson-Laird's mental model the¬
ory [Johnson-Laird & Bara (1984)]. COMPOSIT uses a scratch pad of registers called
Configuration Matrices which hold the short-term data structures on which production
rules act. Such a matrix consists of 32 x 32 registers, each register associated with a
symbol and a vector of binary flags. The symbols denote classes, individuals of classes,
or situations like overlapping classes. The flags denote relationships between neigh¬
bouring registers, for example, the member relationship between a register representing
an individual and a register representing a class. The patterns are associated by means
of the relative position and similarity of these registers which contain those patterns
[Barnden & Srinivas (1991)]. The pattern similarity association refers to a technique
where the use of several occurrences of the same symbol in different registers achieves
a linking power similar to linking by associative addressing in computers. The relative
position encoding refers to a technique to put things into association with each other
rapidly and flexibly by putting them next to each other.
COMPOSIT uses production rules to manipulate a configuration matrix. A production
rule consists of a condition part that tests for the presence or absence of specific sorts
of state configuration in the configuration matrix. The action part of a production rule
changes the symbols and/or highlights states of registers for dynamic variable binding
and propagation. The registers to be changed are chosen on the basis of their current
highlighting or symbol states and the state of their immediate neighbours. By applying
production rules, syllogistic inferences are made.
In a neural-net implementation of COMPOSIT, each Configuration Matrix (CM) re-
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gister is implemented as a neural subnetwork. The rest of the circuitry in the register
is concerned with the registers reaction to command signals. Each CM register net¬
work is connected to the subnetworks for immediately neighbouring registers and used
to represent the sensitive to neighbouring register state. Each register subnetwork is
also connected to the so called parallel distributor, which receives command signals
from nodes corresponding to rule action parts. This parallel distributor uses a tem¬
poral winner-takes-all contention resolution mechanism [ Barnden & Srinivas (1990)]
to perform the arbitrary selection among registers satisfying the symbol or highlighting
conditions specified in a command signal.
To summarise, COMPOSIT can manipulate complex symbolic data structures and
constrained variable bindings and this allows COMPOSIT to deal with the rule: if A
loves B, B loves C, and C is not A, then A is jealous of C. Although the structure of
COMPOSIT is relatively simple, but the symbolic manipulation necessary to match
rules against data is a complicated process. As a result of the matching process,
parallelism in reasoning is not fully captured. The use of an interpreter and control
signals that drive the operation of the system makes COMPOSIT basically a sequential
rule-based system.
2.4.6 CONSYDERR
Sun (1992) has proposed the network model, called CONSYDERR, for commonsense
reasoning. It consists of two sub-systems one of which uses localist representation, the
other distributed representation. The localist sub-system is used mainly for repres¬
enting rules and concepts and the distributed sub-system mainly for similarity-based
reasoning, to supplement and enhance rule-based reasoning mechanisms. Each node
in the localist sub-system is connected to all the relevant feature nodes in the distrib¬
uted sub-system. Similarity matching is achieved by the interaction between these two
sub-systems. During inference, activation of a node in the localist sub-system will be
firstly propagated to related nodes in the distributed sub-system. After a settling down
phase, some activation of nodes in the distributed sub-system goes back to the other
nodes in the localist sub-system.
Rules and variable bindings are dealt by the localist sub-system. Predicates of a
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rule are represented using an assembly of nodes interconnected, one of which is a
predicate node used for computing and storing values of the predicate and the rest
are used for arguments. Thus a predicate with k arguments is represented with one
predicate node and k argument nodes. To encode a rule, the antecedent and consequent
predicates have to be built using an assembly of nodes and then the predicate node of
the antecedent predicates is connected to that of the consequent predicate. Also each
argument node in the antecedent predicate is linked to the corresponding argument
node in the consequent predicate. A binding between a constant and an argument
of the antecedent predicate is established by assigning the same numerical value to
them. Propagation of bindings from the antecedent to the consequent is carried out
by passing these values from an argument node to the node representing the argument
having the same name in the consequent.
Unlike other connectionist inference systems. CONSYDERR's localist sub-system can
deal with a number of important issues in dynamic bindings such as representing a vari¬
able binding3 - a situation where an argument gets bound to a variable - consistency
checking, unification, and function terms. However, the need for high computational
ability of the assemblies and the use of abstraction which hides network details is bey¬
ond simple summation with thresholding and so demands much more sophisticated
neuron elements than we usually require.
2.4.7 SHRUTI And EXCON
Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993) presented a connectionist model, called SHRUTI, which
performs backward and forward chaining inferences based on variable bindings handled
by temporal codings. They described in detail a technique for using simple neuron-like
elements to encode rules and facts involving n-ary predicates with variables. A key part
of their mechanism to solve the dynamic binding problem lies in matching rhythmic
patterns of activity, temporal synchrony, between two nodes. A node presenting an
argument produces a temporal activation pattern (a spike train) with a specific phase
that can be synchronised with a node representing a particular constant. This mech¬
anism efficiently solves the dynamic binding problem. Network circuits for rules and
3 In CONSYDERR, this is called a pseudo binding.
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facts are devised to enable such a synchronisation dynamically and this allows very fast
inference. SHRUTI's network has relatively simple structures but needs nodes with
temporal properties, capable of detecting the activation phase. And it has some limit¬
ations in dealing with knowledge representation issues which are important in enabling
their model to achieve better symbolic processing capabilities. Chapter 3 gives a more
detailed description of their system.
Grant (1991) and Rohwer et al. (1992) implemented a core part of SHRUTI using
a distributed representation rather than a localist representation as is the case in
SHRUTI. Their system, called EXCON, was built on a backpropagation through time
model [Rohwer (1991)] which allows processing to take place through time split into a
specified number of distinct phases. To encode knowledge, EXCON transforms rules
and facts written in a constrained variety of first order logic into a neural network
weight matrix which encodes target knowledge. Further training of networks is possible
using large data sets representing input queries and the desired responses from these
input. This allows the rules encoded in a network to be modified in such a way as to
encapsulate new rules reflected in the training data that were not previously catered
for in the original encoded knowledge. Once the network has been built, EXCON
can be queried in the traditional expert system fashion. Since EXCON is a limited
implementation of SHRUTI, it has limited expressive power in the form of rules allowed.
It also needs to be extended to be able to deal with knowledge representation issues.
2.5 Comparisons
2.5.1 Regarding Representation Adopted
Distributed connectionist models represent knowledge as patterns of activation across
nodes, rather than the single unit representation of individual concepts as is the case in
localist connectionist models. Each of the distributed connectionist models, categorised
in Table 2.1, uses the energy minimisation metaphor to represent individual variable
bindings or rule firings.
Each of these models has successfully demonstrated that distributed connectionist
models have the ability to represent and use explicit rules. Furthermore, their use
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Representation Parallelism Inference
Adopted in Rules Speed
DCPS distributed no very slow-
TPPS distributed no slow
CHCL localist no slow-
ROBIN localist yes fast
COMPOSIT localist no slow
CONSYDERR both yes fast
SHRUTI localist yes very fast
EXCON distributed yes fast
Table 2.1: Comparison regarding implementation mechanisms
of distributed representations allows their models to have robustness to damage and
noise-resistant associative retrieval. The primary problem with each of these distrib¬
uted connectionist models is that although they select their rules through massively-
parallel constraint satisfaction, they actually behave serially at the knowledge level
because they select and fire only one rule at a time. Although one exception is found
in EXCON (based on SHRUTI's original localist model) most current rule-based dis¬
tributed models are serial at the knowledge-level. They still exhibit many of the same
problems that traditional symbolic rule-based systems have. This becomes a major
problem when the tasks are complex and involve high level inferencing such as lan¬
guage understanding and planning tasks which generally require exploration of many
possible inference paths in parallel. Other problem of distributed connectionist mod¬
els involves lack of the ability in representing constituent structure needed to handle
complex conceptual relationships [Feldman 1989].
Localist connectionist systems, on the other hand, represent structural relationships
between concepts. They represent knowledge by simple nodes and their weighted
links, with each node standing for a distinct concept. Activation of a conceptual node
represents the amount of evidence available for that concept in the current context.
Since multiple inference paths can be pursued simultaneously through these networks,
localist connectionist systems are able to fire many rules at once, i.e. they are parallel at
the knowledge level. This dramatically decreases the time required to search through
the rule space to find inference paths connecting the inputs. Two localist systems,
CHCL and COMPOSIT do not allow parallelism in rules. This is because CHCL is
built based on a connectionist unification algorithm which computes the most general
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unifier of only two first-order terms at a time, while COMPOSIT is a neural net
implementation of a serial rule-based system which manipulates a short term, complex
symbolic data structure. The main problems with localist connectionist models are
difficulties in learning new rules and weakness to damage.
2.5.2 Regarding Structure of Networks
Addition comparisons in relation to structures of networks are summarised in Table 2.2.
Node Functional Network Inference
Requirement Scalability Type
DCPS simple bad forward
TPPS simple bad forward
CHCL simple bad backward
ROBIN simple good forward
COMPOSIT simple bad forward
CONSYDERR complex good forward
SHRUTI simple+temporal good both
EXCON simple bad backward
Table 2.2: Comparison regarding network structure and complexities
Apart from CONSYDERR and SHRUTI, all connectionist systems use very simple
neuron elements that perform simple computations on their inputs: summation, sum¬
mation with thresholding and decay. CONSYDERR uses not only these simple ele¬
ments but also another two types of elements which perform selection of one binding
out of many or constraint checking and/or unification and also binding generation
when necessary. SHRUTI uses simple elements with temporal oscillation properties.
As can be seen, scaling up the networks to accommodate more knowledge is difficult
in distributed connectionist systems. To encode large amounts of knowledge such
as knowledge related to commonsense, these models should cope with the scale-up
problem that most of traditional distributed connectionist models suffer from [Giisgen
& Holldobler (1991)]. Localist connectionist systems are relatively more flexible. Since
each node stands for a distinct concept and the connectivity of structured networks
implicitly represents structural relationships between concepts, more concepts can be
added to the network using additional nodes representing new concepts and additional
links.
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As for the types of inference supported, only SHRUTI can perform both backward and
forward inferences. CHCL and EXCON only perform backward chaining, while the
other systems perform only forward chaining.
2.5.3 Regarding Expressive Power
The abilities of connectionist systems to deal with some knowledge representation are
summarised in Table 2.3.
Representation of Consistency unification Function
Variable Bindings Checking Terms
DCPS no no yes no
TPPS no no yes no
CHCL no yes yes yes
ROBIN no no no no
COMPOSIT no no no no
CONSYDERR yes yes yes yes
SHRUTI no limited limited limited
EXCON no no limited no
Table 2.3: Comparison regarding ability in dealing with some issues
CONSYDERR addresses to all these issues and proposed solutions for them. It can
represent variable bindings and deals with consistency checking and unification as well
as function terms in rules. However, CONSYDERR handles these issues not by a
uniform connectionist mechanism but by different types of complex network elements
which are hypothesised to have such a function (see Section 3.2 of Sun(1992)).
CHCL can also deals with consistency checking and unification implicitly by a connec¬
tionist unification algorithm [Holldobler (1990)] adopted. Its representation scheme of
terms using a set of position-label pairs can also easily represent function terms in the
initial stages of inference and variable bindings if any are generated during inference.
SHRUTI performs limited consistency checking and unification but can not represent
full variable bindings. A preliminary solution to incorporate function terms in SHRUTI
is suggested in Ajjanagadde (1990). EXCON can perform limited unification but can
not handle consistency checking, function terms, and variable bindings. DCPS and
TPPS only have built-in unification mechanisms in restricted forms of rules because of
the distributed representation they use. It is not clear how other connectionist models
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2.6 Summary
Eight existing connectionist inference systems are surveyed in this chapter. They
employed various mechanisms and strategies to address these issues to achieve sym¬
bolic inference. Among them, the three localist connectionist systems. ROBIN, CON-
SYDERR, and SHRUTI, provide the most efficient connectionist mechanisms. The
biggest advantage of these systems is that the time taken for a chain of inference is
only proportional to the size of the network, rather than to the number of rules en¬
coded. CONSYDERR and SHRUTI can perform logical reasoning, whereas ROBIN
carries out reasoning based on frame-like knowledge. Although CONSYDERR appears
to have more expressive power in dealing with knowledge representation issues, the need
of high computational ability of the assemblies and the use of abstraction which hides
network details is beyond simple summation with thresholding. SHRUTI, on the other
hand, uses simpler neuron elements and its network can do both types of reasoning,
forward and backward chaining, with a very efficient dynamic binding mechanism. But
it also shows weakness in dealing with knowledge representation issues. In Chapter 3
we explore the advantages and disadvantages of SHRUTI further to get more detailed





This chapter describes in more detail SHRUTI's temporal synchrony solution to the
dynamic binding problem. Firstly, the principle of temporal synchrony will be sum¬
marised from the following points of view:
• the types of neural element used;
• how to represent constituent structures involving symbolic concepts and n-ary
predicates;
• how to represent dynamic bindings over constituent structures.
Secondly, rule and fact encoding mechanisms of SHRUTI will be outlined by showing
the encoding procedures using some example rules and facts. Two types of inference
are also exemplified. Finally, this chapter discusses some advantages and limitations
of SHRUTI.
3.2 Temporal Synchrony Solution
Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993) observed that the existence of rhythmic, temporal by-
synchronous activity in the animal brain suggested one solution to the dynamic binding
34
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problem in connectionist systems. The fundamental features of the temporal synchrony
solution to the dynamic variable binding problem lies in a separation of an inference
cycle (an oscillation cycle) into several phases and the use of phase-sensitive neuron-like
elements.
3.2.1 Phase-Sensitive Neuron Elements
Four different types of neuron-like elements are used to represent symbolic knowledge
in this approach. The behaviours of these elements are differentiated based on the
window of time over which they sample their inputs and the width of their output
pulse.
A p-btu element becomes active on receiving a periodic spike train and produces a
periodic spike train that is in-phase with the driving input. In particular, if node A
is connected to node B then a periodic firing of A leads to a periodic firing of B that
is in-phase with the firing of A. They assume that p-btu nodes can respond in this
manner as long as the period of oscillation, 7r, lies in the interval [7rm,„, nmax]. This
interval can be interpreted as defining the frequency range over which p-btu nodes can
sustain oscillations. A threshold, n, associated with a p-btu node indicates that the
element will fire only if it receives n or more synchronous inputs.
A T-and element becomes active on receiving an oscillatory input consisting of a train
of pulses of width comparable to the period of oscillation. A T-and element behaves like
a temporal "and" element that becomes active if it receives uninterrupted input over
a period of oscillation. On becoming active, a T-and element produces an oscillatory
pulse train whose period of oscillation and pulse width matches that of the input. A
threshold, n, associated with a T-and element indicates that the element will fire only
if it receives n or more pulse trains of width comparable to the period of oscillation.
A T-or element becomes active on receiving one or more spikes within a period of oscil¬
lation. On becoming active, a T-or element produces an oscillatory pulse train whose
pulse width is comparable to the period of oscillation, 7r. A threshold, n, associated
with a T-or element indicates that the element will fire only if it receives n or more
inputs in the same phase.
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Figure 3.1: The functional behaviours of neuron-like elements
A multiphase r-or element becomes active on receiving more than one inputs in differ¬
ent phases within a period of oscillation. On becoming active, a multiple r-or element
produces an oscillatory pulse train whose pulse width is comparable to the period of
oscillation, 7r. A threshold, n, associated with a multiphase r-or element indicates that
the element will fire only if it receives n or more inputs in the same phase.
Figure 3.1 depicts the temporal behaviour of these elements. All link weights and
all thresholds of elements are 1 unless otherwise specified. The number of phases in
one oscillation cycle is assumed to be 6 for the purpose of explanation. When a p-
btu element, depicted with a circle, receives one spike signal in an oscillation cycle, it
produces a periodic spike train that is in-phase with the driving input. A r-and element
is drawn with a pentagon. It behaves like a temporal and element that becomes active
only if it receives uninterrupted input over a period of oscillation. A r-or element
drawn with a triangle shape becomes active when it receives one or more spike signals
within a period of oscillation. A multiphase r-or element drawn with a diamond shape,
on the other hand, becomes active only when it receives more than two spike signals
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in different phases within a period of oscillation. Because of this temporal behaviour,
the multiphase r-or node can be used to check if an input signal contains more than
two spikes in each oscillation cycle. On becoming active, both of them produce an
oscillatory pulse train whose pulse width is comparable to the period of oscillation.
On becoming active, each element may continue to oscillate as long as it is under the
current focus of attention for a chain of inference. Otherwise, its oscillation decays in
a short time unless it is used for another chain of inference.
3.2.2 Representing Entities and N-ary Predicates
One of the basic components of symbolic knowledge is an entity which represents a
concept. Connectionist systems use nodes and links to encode domain knowledge. In
the temporal synchrony approach, each constant entity is represented using a p-btu
node. The entities, "bookl"johnand "man/", for example, are represented using
the dedicated p-btu elements as shown in Figure 3.2. An n-ary predicate, on the other
hand, is represented using an assembly of nodes: two r-and elements and n p-btu
elements. These two special r-and elements are referred to as the collector (c) and the
enabler (e) of the predicate. The role of these two elements will be explained in the
later section of this chapter. The n arguments of the predicate are then represented
using n p-btu elements, called argument nodes. For example, the ternary predicate
give is represented by the three p-btu elements, labelled argl, arg2, and arg3 as shown
in figure 3.2. As can be seen, the binary predicate own is also described using another
assembly of nodes in the figure.
3.2.3 Representation of Dynamic Bindings
When each entity and predicate assembly is represented using neuron elements, dy¬
namic bindings are represented on these nodes by synchronous firing of related nodes.
With reference to the nodes in Figure 3.2, the dynamic representation of the bindings
{john/give-argl, mary/give-arg2, bookl/give-arg3} is established by activating john
and give-argl in the first phase, mary and give.arg2 in the second, and bookl and
give.argS in the third phase. This activation will lead rhythmic pattern of activity
shown in Figure 3.3a and this is considered as the dynamic fact givefjohn,mary,bookl).
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Figure 3.2: The representation of entities and n-ary predicates
The additional dynamic fact own(mary,bookl) is obtained by simply activating own.argl
node in the second and own.arg2 node in the third phase. Then all these relev¬
ant synchronous activities will represent multiple dynamic bindings: {john/give.argl,
mary/give.arg2, bookl/give.arg3, mary/own.argl, bookl/own.arg2} as shown in Fig¬
ure 3.3b.
One important aspect of this approach is that the number of distinct phases within
an oscillation cycle only equals to the number of distinct entities participating in the
dynamic bindings. This does not depend on the total number of dynamic bindings
being represented by the activation pattern. The number of distinct entities that
participate in the bindings at the same time is limited by the ratio of the period of
the rhythmic activity, 7r, and the width of individual spikes, uj. The width of a phase,
to, and the period of inference cycle, 7r, are limited to those indicated by physiological
measurements (see Section 3.5.1).
3.3 SHRUTI
Based on the temporal synchronous approach to the dynamic binding problem, Shastri
& Ajjanagadde (1993) developed a connectionist inference system, called SHRUTI,
which encodes rules and facts involving n-ary predicates into networks and performs
interesting class of inference. They suggested algorithms to encode rules of the form
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Figure 3.3: The phasic representation of dynamic bindings
VXi,... ,Xm pi(- • •) Ap2(*' •) A • • • Apn(- ■ •) —> 3Zi,... ,Zi q(- •),
where pi(.. .)'s are the antecedent of a rule whose arguments are elements of {X1.X2,...,
and q(...) is the consequent of a rule whose arguments are either elements of {X\,..., Xm },
or elements of {Z\,..., Z/}, or constants. They also provided an algorithm to encode a
fact of the form $2* • • • ^k) where U's are either constants or distinct existentially
quantified variables.
3.3.1 Encoding Rules
Each symbolic rule is divided into two parts, the antecedent and consequent. The
distinction between them is made by the symbol —>. Encoding each symbolic rule
consists of two stages. Firstly, the antecedent and consequent predicates of a rule are
represented using corresponding predicate assemblies. These predicate assemblies are
used to represent the bindings between constant fillers and their argument nodes using
synchronous activation. Secondly, an intermediate mechanism is constructed between
the antecedent predicate assembly and the consequent predicate assembly according
to the types of conditions that the rule has to enforce to achieve desirable inference.
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An intermediate mechanism is composed of links and neuronal elements and provides
a means of propagating bindings from one predicate assembly to an other. Links are
directional and constructed in such a way that they propagate bindings either from
the antecedent predicate assembly to the consequent predicate asembly or vice versa.
This directional property decides the types of inference that the network can support:
forward chaining or backward chaining. In order to support both types of inference,
two independent intermediate mechanisms have to be built.
Figure 3.4 shows one of the simplest intermediate mechanisms constructed to encode
the following rule to support forward chaining:
VA", y, Z give(X, Y, Z) —> own(Y, Z).
c c argl arg2 arg3
o o o
john mary bookl
c e argl arg2
Figure 3.4: Encoding of the sample rule, VX,Y,Z give(X,Y,Z) —> own(Y,Z)
Since the example rule only requires simple binding propagation from the antecedent
to the consequent, additional sub-mechanisms are not necessary. Only simple links are
needed as the intermediate mechanism. The enabler of a predicate assembly is used
to indicate the activation of the predicate assembly. It becomes active whenever the
system is queried about the predicate assembly. On the other hand, the collector of
a predicate assembly is used to indicate that the dynamic bindings of the arguments
of the predicate assembly are recognised as an intermediate result or a result obtained
during a chain of inference.
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For example, when the fact give(john,mary,bookl) is presented to the system, it estab¬
lishes the initial bindings {john/give.argl, mary/give.argS, bookl/give-arg3} 011 the
give predicate assembly by activating the constant nodes (john, mary, and bookl) and
their corresponding arguments in distinct phases. The collector of the give predicate
assembly (give-c) will also be activated to indicate the situation that the predicate
assembly are active with proper binding set up.
Apart from the simple rule shown above, SHRUTI can also encode other types of
rules which require special treatments to force special conditions that may be specified
by the syntax of the rules. These types of rules need more complicated intermediate
mechanisms which involve not only links but also some additional neuron elements.
The types of rules which require special treatments are as follows (for more details see
Section 4.5 and 4.6 of Shastri & Ajjanagadde(1993)):
• rules with constants and existentially quantified variables in the consequent;
• rules with repeated variables in the consequent;
• rules with multiple antecedent predicates.
Their rule encoding mechanism conceptually creates a directed inferential dependency
graph: each predicate argument is represented as a node and each rule is represented
by links between nodes denoting the arguments of the antecedent and consequent
predicate assemblies. Propagation of bindings from one predicate assembly to others
to achieve a chain of inference corresponds to a parallel breadth-first traversal of the
directed inferential dependency graph.
3.3.2 Encoding Facts
Facts are a permanent record of a set of bindings describing a particular situation. The
connectionist representation of a fact should encode the bindings pertaining to the fact
in a way that allows the connectionist inference system to rapidly recognise dynamic
bindings that match the encoded fact. Figure 3.5 illustrates the fact encoding mechan¬
ism introduced by Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993) with the fact give(john,mary,bookl).
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t _and node ( ) p_btu node
Figure 3.5: Encoding of the sample fact, give(john,mary,bookl)
A fact is encoded using a r-and element, called a fact node, which receives an input from
the enabler of the associated predicate assembly. This input is modified by inhibitory
links from argument nodes of the predicate assembly. If an argument is bound to an
entity, the modifier inputs from the argument nodes are in turn modified by inhibitory
links from the appropriate entity nodes. The output of the fact node is connected to
the collector of the associated predicate assembly. All the facts which have the name,
give, with three arguments will be associated with the the same predicate assembly,
give. The additional mechanisms, the latch node and the binder nodes, are introduced
for a special type of query processing which will be explained in a later subsection.
This fact encoding mechanism enables a fact node to be active only when the static
bindings it represents match with the dynamic bindings represented in the network's
state of activation. The give.e in the network shown in Figure 3.5 becomes active
whenever any query involving the predicate give is presented to the system. On be¬
coming active, give.e projects an output to the fact node, which will be in turn modified
by an active argument of give unless each filler of this argument specified by the fact is
firing in synchrony with the corresponding argument. The fact node will be activated
only when there is no inhibitory signal coming from the argument nodes.
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3.3.3 Performing Inference
Once a set of symbolic rules and facts are encoded into a network, SHRUTI can perform
either forward chaining or backward chaining styles of inference over the network.
Forward chaining is started by presenting a predicate to the system. The presented
predicate has the form p(t\, ti,..., tm), where /.,'s are either constants or existentially
quantified variables. Presenting a predicate to the system involves specifying the pre¬
dicate and the argument bindings of the predicate to the antecedent predicate as¬
sembly of the encoded rule. The effect of specifying the query predicate to the system
is achieved by activating the collector of the corresponding predicate assembly in the
network. The effect of setting up the initial bindings is obtained by assigning the phase
delay S to fillers of the presented predicate and their corresponding argument nodes in
the network. The 5 is defined |_7r/nJ, where n is the number of distinct constant fillers
appearing in the presented predicate. If to is assumed to be the starting point of 7r, the
phase to + <5; will be assigned to the ith distinct constant filler and its corresponding ar¬
gument node. The value of S decreases as the presented predicate has a larger number
of distinct constant fillers. However, 6 can not be smaller than to which is the minimum
width of the phase in which a single entity is represented in the temporal synchrony
approach. After the initial bindings are set up on the antecedent predicate assembly,
a result of forward chaining is obtained by propagating these initial bindings to the
consequent predicate assembly. Facts which are associated with predicate assemblies
are not used during forward chaining.
In the case of the example rule encoded in Figure 3.4, presenting the predicate,
givefjohn, mary, bookl), establishes the initial bindings {john/give.argl, mary/give.arg2,
boohl/give.argS} on give predicate assembly by activating the constant nodes and the
argument node as follows:
john=[l], mary=[2], bookl=[3],
give.e=[*],give.argl—[l], give-arg2=[2], give-arg3=[3].
The symbol stands for activation throughout the entire oscillation cycle and the
number indicates the specific phase. In the next oscillation cycle, these initial bindings
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propagate to the own predicate assembly through the intermediate mechanism (links
in this case), which eventually activate own.argl in the same phase as give-argS and
own.arg2 in the same phase as give.arg3. The collector, own^c, also becomes active
by give-C. Consequently, the bindings {mary/own.argl, bookl/own.arg2} are obtained
from the own predicate assembly as the result of inference. Time taken to process
this sort of inference is proportional to ird, where d is the maximum diameter of the
network.
Backward chaining is started by posing a query to the system. There are two types of
queries: yes-no and wh-type. For example, the yes-no query, give(john,mary,bookl/? or
give(john,mary,U)'!) can be posed to see whether or not any fact which matches with
the given query is encoded into the network. The query containing variables, such
as give(john,mary,Up., may be considered as a wh-type query to obtain the constant
which will get bound to U of the query if there is any encoded fact matched. Posing
either type of query involves specifying the query predicate to the predicate assembly
having the same argument name and arity. This is achieved by activating the enabler
of the predicate assembly and setting up initial bindings between fillers of the query
predicate and their corresponding arguments nodes. Performing backward chaining
then corresponds to propagating these initial bindings to the antecedent predicate
assembly and any fact node associated. Yes-no query processing succeeds only if there is
a fact encoded into the network which matches with the presented query. Any matched
fact will activate the collector of a predicate assembly with which it is associated and
this activation comes back to the original predicate assembly where initial bindings
were set up. The activation of the collector of the predicate assembly indicates the
affirmative answer, otherwise the negative answer is assumed.
For detailed understanding of SHRUTI's fact encoding mechanism, let us think of the
wh-type query, give(john,U,V). to the network in Figure 3.5 which encodes the fact
give(john,mary,bookl). SHRUTI's wh-type query processing requires two independent
stages: the yes-no query processing stage and the answer extraction stage.
Stage 1 : firstly the system performs yes-no query processing to see if there exists a
fact which matches with the given query in a network:
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• posing the query give(john, U, V) to the system activates give.e. At the same
time phase allocation occurs such that john=[l], U=[0j, V=[0] where the
symbol "0" represents the null phase1 (no phase allocation). The corres¬
ponding argument nodes of the give predicate will also get activated in the
same phases, give.argl=[l], give.arg2=[0], give.arg3=[0], This establishes
the initial dynamic bindings between them;
• in the next oscillation cycle, the active output from give-e activates the fact
node since there is no inhibitory signal coming from the argument nodes.
The output of give.argl is blocked by the same phase signal coming from the
constant node john. The give.argS, give.argS do not project output signals
because they are not activated during the query instantiation procedure;
• after one more oscillation cycle, the fact node activates the give-c and this
indicates an affirmative answer to the given yes-no query. The output from
the fact node also activates the latch node which receives input from the
answer enable. The answer enable signal is activated when a wh-type query
is posed. Once a latch node becomes active it holds activation until the
second stage of wh-type query processing finishes.
Stage 2 : if the result of yes-no query processing is affirmative, the system must
wait until all facts which match the query and their corresponding latch nodes
in the network become active. Then the system performs the answer extraction
procedure as follows. Otherwise inference stops and wh-type query processing
fails.
• at the beginning of the second stage, the system now allocates distinct
phases to the argument nodes which were bound to variable fillers of the in¬
put query and were left without phase allocation during the first stage. Con¬
sequently, new phase allocation is done for two argument nodes: give.arg2=[2],
give-arg3=[3]\
• this activation then propagates to the binder nodes which also receive active
input from the latch node. Note that the threshold of binder nodes is 2. The
nodes b2 and 65 become active in the second and third phase as a result:
1 To be precise, an inactive status of node throughout the entire oscillation cycle.
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• the activation of binder nodes then propagates to the constant nodes, result¬
ing that mary=[2] and bookl=[3j. The desired answer of the given wh-type
query is, therefore, obtained by observing in-phase activity between constant
nodes and argument nodes, i.e. {U/mary,V/bookl}.
Time taken to process each wh-type query is proportional to 4ir(d+l): 2n(l+l) for the
yes-no query processing stage and Hit(2d-l+l) for the answer extraction stage, where
d is the maximum diameter of the network (see Park (1992) for more details).
3.3.4 Combining ISA Hierarchy with Rule-Based Reasoner
The rule-based reasoner described in the previous sub-sections can be integrated with
an ISA hierarchy representing entities, types, the instance-of relations between entit¬
ies and types, and the super/sub-class concept relations between types. Shastri &
Ajjanagadde refer to the instance-of, super-concept, and sub-concept relations collect¬
ively using the ISA relation. This ISA hierarchy allows:
• the occurrence of types as well as entities in rules, facts, and queries;
• knowledge in the ISA hierarchy to interact with the encoding of the systematic
aspects of a rule in order to enforce type restrictions and type preferences on
argument-fillers.
They observed that one of the most important problems which must be solved in order
to integrate the ISA hierarchy and the rule-based component is a representation of
instantiations of a concept and a predicate [Mani & Shastri (1993)]. To address this
problem, Shastri & Ajjanagadde introduced a bank of concept nodes and a switching
mechanism. Each bank of concept node is composed of k p-btu elements, where k is the
multiple instantiation constant. Thus, instead of using a single p-btu element, each
concept in a ISA hierarchy is represented using a bank of elements. Two banks of
concept nodes corresponding two concepts in ISA relationship are linked through the
switching mechanism which mediates communication between them. When a concept
bank needs to represent multiple instantiations during inference this switching mech¬
anism automatically allocates available concept node in the bank. In the same way,
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rules and facts are encoded using banks of predicates and the switching mechanism.
Each predicate in a predicate bank is composed of its own collector, enabler, and n ar¬
gument nodes. In case of a rule, the antecedent and consequent predicates are encoded
using two banks of predicates with the switching mechanism in the middle. Again the
switching mechanism coordinates multiple instantiation of a predicate during inference
when necessary.
Since these mechanisms impose significant space and time costs and structures, in
terms of complexity and specificity of connections [Palm (1993), Eckhorn (1993)], they
estimated the multiple instantiation constant to be a small number, 3. They claimed
that the maximum number of multiple instantiation involved an episode of reflexive
reasoning is no more than 3 (see Section 8.2 of Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993)).
3.4 Advantages of SHRUTI
First of all, the temporal synchrony solution provides an extra time dimension to a
connectionist representation. Consequently, the synchronous activities between neur¬
ons make it possible to represent dynamic bindings in a connectionist manner. It can
efficiently represent a large number of dynamic bindings at the same time and there is
no limit in a number of entities involved in the same bindings. As long as entity nodes
oscillate in the same phase, all of them represent the same variable bindings. The num¬
ber of distinct entities involved in these bindings will be only limited by physiological
measurement of n and cu.
Secondly, SHRUTI can encode rules and facts involving n-ary predicates into a struc¬
tured (localist) network. The structure of the network allows parallelism in the rules
and facts encoded. During inference, it allows large numbers of rule to fire at the same
time and a lot of facts encoded in a network can be active simultaneously as the pre¬
dicate assemblies with which they are associated axe activated. This parallelism and
the efficient dynamic binding mechanism make SHRUTI supports very rapid inference
- a chain of inference in several hundred msecs [Shastri (1992)]. The time taken for
a chain of inference is independent of the total number of rules and equals no more
than In where I is the length of a chain of inference and n is the width of an oscillation
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cycle.
Finally, this model is built based on neurallv plausible data. All nodes of the network
are designed and implemented based on the core features of connectionism presented
in Feldman & Ballard (1982) and Rumelhart & McClelland (1986). And the selection
of the width of phases and that of oscillation cycles is based on physiological meas¬
urements. This makes the model more neurally plausible than other connectionist
inference systems surveyed in Section 2.4.1.
3.5 Some Limitations
3.5.1 Fundamental Constraints
A Number of Distinct Entities Allowed
The most clear constraint on SHRUTI's binding mechanism is the limitation of the
number of different entities allowed to participate simultaneously in dynamic variable
bindings. This limitation is a natural outcome of employing temporal synchrony to
solve the dynamic variable binding problem since each entity of a predicate should
occupy one phase of each oscillation cycle in order to avoid cross-talk. The maximum
number of different entities allowed at a time, therefore, cannot exceed the number of
phases in an oscillation cycle.
If the number of phases is large, the system can accommodate a larger number of dy¬
namic bindings at a time but the time taken for each oscillation cycle will be increased
too. On the other hand, if the number of phases is small, the system cannot support
an enough number of dynamic bindings simultaneously and this will result in frequent
cross-talk during a chain of inference. How can the suitable number of phases can be
decided? Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993) estimated this on the basis of biological and
psychological evidence. Biologically, the limitation on the number of distinct entities
depends on the smallest feasible values of u, the width of a phase, and 7r, the width
of an oscillation cycle, i.e. the maximum number of distinct entities allowed in their
mechanism is bounded by [trmaI/u)J. They estimated neurally plausible value of 7Tmax
is about 28 msec and uj is about 6 msec. This revels that the number of entities refer-
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enced by the dynamic predicates is five or less. Psychologically, they justify this value
in relation with 7 ± 2, a commonly accepted measure of short-term memory capacity
[Miller (1956)]. Consequently, no rule may involve more than 7 to 10 distinct entities
at a time.
Types of Rules Allowed
SHRUTI has a difficulty in dealing with a certain class of rules. When rules are encoded
for backward reasoning,
"any variable occurring in multiple argument positions in the antecedent
of a rule should also appear in the consequent of the rule and get bound
during the query answering process [Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993)]. "
The problem with this constraint is that the system cannot sometimes force the condi¬
tion that repeated variables in the antecedent should be bound to the same constant.
In the rule VX,Y p(X, X,Y) —> q(Y), for example, the variable X occurs in mul¬
tiple positions in the antecedent but does not appear in the consequent. Therefore,
the system cannot enforce the condition that its first and second arguments should
bound to the same constant when the query q(a) is given to the system. This is
because the given query produces the dynamic query p(?,?,a) where the first and
second arguments are unspecified. If the variable X occurs in the consequent such as:
VX, Y p(X,X,Y) -y q[X), the dynamic query of q(a) will be p(a,a, ?) and the condi¬
tion of the rule can be forced by the system. The same constraint can occur when rules
are encoded for forward reasoning: a variable occurring in multiple argument positions
in the consequent of a rule should also appear in the antecedent of the rule and get
bound during the query processing.
The important effect of this constraint is that the mechanism cannot be used to infer
the transitivity of a relation in backward reasoning. For example, the following rule of
transitivity has the variable Y occurring twice in the antecedent but does not appear
in the consequent,
VX, R Z love(X. Y) A love{Y, Z) -> jealous(X, Z),
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thus cannot be used to answer correctly to the query jealous(john,mary)?.
3.5.2 Knowledge Representation Limitations
Disambiguation of Variable Bindings
As symbolic inference systems clearly distinguish different types of symbols (constant,
variable, and function symbols for example), a connectionist inference system which
replicates symbolic inference has to provide a mechanism to differentiate them in a
connectionist manner.
During inference, SHRUTI only assigns a distinct phase to a constant filler appearing
in a presented predicate and leaves a variable filler completely unspecified, without
allocating any phases. This means that SHRUTI can only represent constant bindings
(bindings between constant fillers and argument nodes) and fails to represent some
forms of variable bindings (bindings between variable fillers and argument nodes).
Since all variable fillers are represented using the same temporal tag - inactive states
throughout the entire oscillation cycle - SHRUTI is unable to differentiate variable
bindings. This prevents SHRUTI from performing unification across different groups
of unifying arguments [Park(1992), Park & Robertson (1996a), Park et al. (1995)].
Unification Across Different Groups of Unifying Arguments
Suppose the situation where the predicate fact p(a,U) is presented to the following
rule:
VX p{X,X) -> g(X),
unification between a and U is required to force consistency within the repeated argu¬
ments of the rule. Firing of the rule should allow us to deduce q(a) with the unification
result, {U/a}.
If the rule has an additional variable argument in a different name, we need to keep
track of the unification result during inference, i.e. unification is required across the
unifying groups of arguments. Suppose we add the additional argument Y to the above
rule:
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VA,F p(X,X,Y) -> q(X,Y),
then we will have two unifying argument groups for X and Y. Presenting the predicate
p(a,U,U) now requires not only unification within repeated arguments (A"s) but also
unification between two groups of unifying arguments (A's and Y). What is expected
as the desired answer, in this case, is q(a,a).
This type of unification is well supported by most symbolic rule-based systems which
use a symbolic matching procedure. Connectionist systems, however, are much more
constrained in dealing with this type of unification because they require the network
nodes to exhibit only simple, localised behaviours.
Figure 3.6 depicts how the given rule is encoded using SHRUTI's rule encoding mech¬
anism for forward chaining.
c e argl arg2 arg3
Figure 3.6: Encoding the rule which requires unification across different different groups
of unifying arguments
The predicates, p and 9, tire represented using two predicate assemblies. The interme¬
diate mechanism of the rule is then inserted by connecting appropriate links between
the corresponding argument nodes. Since enablers are used only for backward chain¬
ing, there is no link between the two enablers. As described in the previous section,
presenting the predicate to the system allocates a unique phase to constant fillers and
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activates them and their corresponding argument nodes in the same phase. Posing the
query p(a, U,U) results in:
phase allocation and constant activation: a=[lj. U=[0]\
predicate activation: p.c=[*], p.e=[0], p-argl=[l], p.arg2=[0], p.arg3=[0].
This initial in-phase oscillation between a and p:argl represents the initial variable
binding, {a/p.argl}. Note that their system does not allocate any phases to the variable
fillers (U's) and their corresponding argument nodes (p.argS and p.arg3).
Once initial variable bindings are set up, these bindings propagate to the consequent
predicate assembly through the directed links. At this point, the network needs a
way of performing unification and forcing the consistency condition for the first two
arguments of the p predicate assembly because they are represented using the same
variable name in the rule. The mto node, which is a multiphase r-or node, is inserted
for this purpose. As defined earlier, the mto node gets activated only when two different
constant fillers are assigned to P-argl and p^argS. In the case of the presented predicate,
p(a, U,U), the mto node remains inactive because only the input coming from p:argl is
active during inference. As a result, the q predicate assembly will be activated in the
following phases:
q~c=[*], q.argl=[l], q.arg2=[0].
This incorrectly indicates the answer q(a,U) over the q predicate assembly and this is
not the desirable result, q(a,a). This has been caused simple because the unification
restrictions in the antecedent of the rule are not carried forward to the consequent.
Even if the predicate p(a, U,b) is presented to the network, the unification result { U/a}
is only observed in the procedure of inference and is not explicitly represented on the
the arguments of the q predicate. In addition, if the predicate p(U,V,b) which has
variable fillers in the repeated argument positions is presented, there is no way to
represent the binding { U/V) in SHRUTI's dynamic binding mechanism.
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Consistency Checking Over Encoded Facts
When the fact p(a, a. b) is encoded into a connectionist inference system, the system
should be able to answer both, yes-no and wh-type queries. For example, the yes-no
query p(a,a,b)I can be posed to see whether or not any fact which matches with the
given query is encoded into the network. Also the wh-type query p(a,U,V)? may be
posed to obtain the constants which will get bound to U and V of the fact if there is
any encoded fact matched.
[ | T _and node p_btu node
Figure 3.7: The network which encodes the fact p(a,a,b) using Shastri & Ajjanagadde's
mechanism
Figure 3.7 shows the network with the fact node and the answer extraction mechanism,
which encode the fact, p(a,a.b). If we explore this network by posing a series of wh-
type queries, we discover that SHRUTI has limitations in performing proper unification
between the posed queries and encoded facts. As shown in Table 3.1, SHRUTI's fact
encoding mechanism fails in forcing consistency on repeated variables in the input
queries. Their mechanism can not produce proper answers to the the last three queries
which require any repeated variable fillers in the input query should get bound to the
same constant during inference.
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Query Posed Desired Answer S&A's Answer Result
p(U.V.W) Yes - {U/a,V/a,W/b} Yes - {U/a.V/a,W/b} right
p(U,U,V) Yes - {U/a,U/a,V/b} Yes - {U/a,U/a.V/b} right
p(U,U,U) No Yes - {U/a,U/a.U/b} wrong
P(U,V,U) No Yes - {U/a,V/a.U/b} wrong
p(a,U,U) No Yes - {a/a,U/a,U/b} wrong
Table 3.1: Response to the various queries presented to the encoded fact
Clarifying Bindings Among Multiple Encoded Facts
A further limitation of SHRUTI's fact encoding mechanism is that it does not disam¬
biguate bindings obtained by wh-type query processing over multiple facts encoded
(facts which share the same predicate name and arity). Suppose the following facts
are encoded into a network:
fl:p(a,b.c), f2:p(a,a,b), /3 : p(a,a,a).
Since all facts have the same predicate name and arity, all of them are associated
with the same predicate assembly p. Each fact requires its own answer extraction
mechanism for wh-type query processing, which consists of a latch node and a set of
binder nodes as described earlier.
If we pose the wh-type query, p(U, V, WJ, the system first performs yes-no query pro¬
cessing. During this stage, all three fact nodes and their corresponding latch nodes
become active. At the beginning of the answer extraction stage, the system activates
the argument nodes which correspond to the variable fillers as follows:
p.argl=[l], p-arg2=[2], p-arg3=[3].
As inference cycles continue, the constant nodes, o, 6, and c, will be activated by each
set of binder nodes of the facts as follows:
by the binder nodes of fl: a=[lJ, b=[2], c—[3];
by the binder nodes of f2: a=[l], a=[2], b=[3j\
by the binder nodes of f3: a=[l], a=[2], a=[3].
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The final representation of these results will be:
a=[l,2,3], b=[2,3], c=[3],
where a=[I,2.3] represents that the node a becomes active in the first, second, and
third phases of each oscillation cycle. If a single p-btu node is used for each constant,
these results cannot be represented properly because this type of node handles only a
single phase. Using the special mechanisms, a bank of concept nodes and a switching
mechanism, introduced to address multiple instantiations, the above result. a=[l,2,3],
will be represented using the constant bank a by making the first constant node of
the bank active in the first phase, the second constant node of the bank in the second
phase, and the last constant node in the third phase. The rest of results, b=[2,3] and
c=/3/, have to be represented using constant banks b and c.
From this representation, what we can observe is that the constant a occupies the first,
second, and third argument positions of the predicate p; the constant b the second and
third argument positions: and the constant c the third argument position. These in-
phase oscillations between constant banks and argument nodes activated in the same
phase as those of variable fillers do not necessarily disambiguate the desired bindings,
{U/a, V/b, W/c}, {U/a, V/a, W/b), {U/a, V/a, W/aj. The problem is that although
we can tell which constants occupy which argument positions as the result of inference,
we can not tell externally what the valid combinations are. Additional mechanism may
be necessary to enable their fact encoding mechanism to provide enough information
to disambiguate the corresponding bindings for each encoded fact.
3.6 Summary
The temporal synchrony solution is efficient mechanism which provides dynamic bind¬
ings in a connectionist manner. Also the way that SHRUTI encodes rules and fact
using assembly of nodes allows parallelism in the network constructed. However, this
solution is fundamentally limited in representing variable bindings during inference.
This limitation in turn makes SHRUTI unable to deal with important knowledge rep¬
resentation issues, especially disambiguation of bindings and unification across different
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groups of unifying arguments. Furthermore SHRUTI's rule and fact encoding mechan¬
isms do not consider all the consistency conditions that the syntax of rules and facts
enforces when encoding rules and facts.
Therefore, it would be interesting to build a connectionist system which utilises the
advantages of the temporal synchrony solution, yet overcomes the limitations high¬
lighted in this chapter. Exploring such a system will help us to understand the extent
to which this type of a connectionist architecture can accommodate basic concepts of
symbolic inference. Chapter 4 extends this idea further and proposes a design and




Having recognised the limitations of existing connectionist models, this chapter pro¬
poses another connectionist model, called a Connectionist Architecture for Symbolic
Inference (CASI). CASI adopts the temporal synchrony approach and extends it to
obtain desirable features.
This chapter firstly defines a target symbolic model whose knowledge representation
and inferential ability will be replicated by the proposed architecture. Then, we present
CASI's overall architecture and details about the extension made to provide better
dynamic binding mechanism will be described. This extension can be summarised as
follows:
• generalisation of a p-btu element
• representing entities and predicates
• representing dynamic bindings
Based on this extension, this chapter describes possible connectionist interpretations
of standard symbolic inference procedures which become an important infrastructure
of CASI.
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CHAPTER 4. A CONNECTIONIST ARCHITECTURE
4.2 A Target Symbolic Model
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4.2.1 A Symbolic Knowledge Representation Scheme
The language that has been chosen to describe the target symbolic knowledge is a
subset of first-order Horn clause expressions defined as follows:
Definition: First-order Horn clause expressions are a set of universally quantified
expressions in first-order predicate calculus of the form:
Pit'") A p2(- ■ •) A ■ ■ • A pn(- ■ ■) -> 9(---)-
where Pi(...):s and q(...) are all positive atomic expressions. The conjunction of p,(...)
is the antecedent and the q(...) the consequent. An expression with no antecedent is
called a {act and an expression which has both antecedent and consequent is called a
rule. □
To describe a target symbolic model, we use the subset of first-order Horn clause
expressions which do not contain negations or recursive rules which have multiple






The form of fact and rule which are not supported by the proposed connectionist
architecture is:
—>son(abraham,jacob),
path(X, Y) A path(Y, Z) -> path(X, Z).
Symbols used in first-order Horn clause expressions are the same as those defined in
first-order predicate calculus [Chang & Lee (1973), Bundy (1983), Manna & Waldinger
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(1985), Luger & Stubblefield (1989)]. The basic symbolic constituent structure of rules
and facts is a predicate which consists of a predicate symbol followed by n constant or
variable arguments.
4.2.2 Target Symbolic Inference Procedures
Two important procedures of symbolic inferences have been recruited to be imple¬
mented in a connectionist manner. Section 2.2 described the importance of these two
inference procedures, match and substitution, in standard symbolic inference based on
first-order predicate calculus.
To summarise their roles again in drawing symbolic inference, let us consider the fol¬
lowing rule written in a first-order Horn clause expression:
p(X,X,Y)->q(X,Y).
When the predicate, p(a,U.V), is presented to the antecedent of the given rule to
instantiate forward chaining, an inference system will normally use the match procedure
to see if the antecedent of the rule matches with the presented predicate. If it is, this
procedure yields a set of bindings between variables and constants in the matching
terms as represented in the following notation:
Match[p(a, U, V), p(X,X,Y) -> q(X, Y)\ = {a/X, U/X, V/Y}.
From the match procedure, two types of bindings are produced: the constant binding
between a and X and the variable binding between U and X and between V and Y.
The term a constant binding refers to the situation where a variable gets bound to a
constant value and a variable binding the situation where a variable gets bound to a
variable value. These bindings are usually differentiated using different symbol names
in a symbolic inference system - a constant symbol for a constant binding and a variable
symbol for a variable binding.
Once a set of bindings is obtained from the match procedure, these bindings are then
used for the symbolic substitution procedure. The substitution procedure takes the
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matched expression and consistently substitutes all occurrences of variables in the
expression using the binding set. This procedure may be represented as follows:
Substitute[{a/X,U/X.V/Y], p(X,X,Y) -> q(X, Y)\ = p(a,a,V) -> q(a, V)
Given the result of this substitution, a symbolic inference system can apply the modus
ponens inference rule to infer the new logical assertion, q(a,V). Note that the first
two bindings, {a/X, U/X], were obtained from the repeated arguments (Xs), in other
words, from the same group of unifying arguments. The intermediate binding, {a/U},
obtained from these bindings is necessary for the substitution procedure to produce
the desirable result, q(a, V).
In a symbolic system, these standard inference procedures are clearly separated and
are usually implemented as independent modules. In a connectionist system, however,
knowledge representation and inference procedures cannot be easily separated because
inference procedures have to be represented either in the form of weights on the network
or in the design of the appropriate connectionist infrastructure. In addition, there exists
a wide range of algorithms to implement symbolic inference procedures in a symbolic
inference system. However, we are much more constrained in a connectionist system
because of the uniformity of network components and the simplicity of their computing
abilities. Nevertheless, any connectionist system which wishes to follow a symbolic style
of inference must have connectionist mechanisms which represent symbolic knowledge
and perform some form of matching with substitution.
4.2.3 Dynamic Bindings
As can be seen in the above inference procedures, one of the most important short-
term constituent structure in symbolic inferences is the dynamic bindings representing
the relationship between the presented fillers and arguments of the predicate matched.
The inference procedures firstly shows that there are clear distinction between constant
bindings and variable bindings as well as between variable bindings.
Secondly, the substitution procedure requires bindings obtained from the same group
of unifying arguments to be represented explicitly during inference so that intermediate
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bindings can be deduced. In the previous inference, for example, bindings pertaining
to the same unifying argument group were represented using the same argument name
such as {a/X,U/X}, from which the intermediate binding, {a/U}, is obtained. This is
necessary for the substitution procedure to substitute all occurrences of the argument
X in the consequent of the rule with the constant a rather than the variable U.
More complicated set of bindings which belong to the same unifying argument group
can be seen in the situation where the predicate p(a, U, V) is presented to the following
rule:
p(X,X,X)->q(X).
In this case, a set of bindings produced by the match procedure is {a/X, U/X, V/X}
and this generates the intermediate bindings, {a/U,a/V}. These intermediate bindings
are needed for the substitution procedure to produce the desirable result q(a).
This suggests that the ability to represent both constant and variable bindings dy¬
namically is an essential feature for a connectionist system which replicate a standard
symbolic style of inference. In addition, a way of representing a set of bindings per¬
taining to a group of unifying arguments is necessary to deduce intermediate bindings
when necessary. A connectionist architecture that will be introduced in the following
section will be designed to provide such connectionist mechanisms to represent not only
required dynamic bindings efficiently but also the strategies used to draw inference in
a connectionist manner.
4.3 A Connectionist Architecture
4.3.1 Overall Architecture
A Connectionist Architecture for Symbolic Inference (CASI) is a connectionist model
which encodes symbolic rules and facts in first-order Horn clause expressions into a set
of corresponding networks called structured predicate networks (SPNs). Once input
rules and facts are encoded, it can perform symbolic inferences over these networks.
Having SPNs in common, CASI provides two independent phases to achieve symbolic
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inference: The knowledge compilation phase and the inference phase. Figure 4.1 illus¬


















Figure 4.1: The structure of Connectionist Architecture for Symbolic Inference
During the knowledge compilation phase. CASI uses a knowledge compiler to build
SPNs from input rules and facts. On receiving input rules and facts, the knowledge
compiler translates them into the corresponding SPNs using special algorithms devised.
A collection of SPNs is considered as a connectionist logical database (CLDB) which
may correspond to a symbolic logical database in a symbolic inference system. Once
SPNs are constructed, CASI can perform inference in a standard way over these net¬
works by activating a group of nodes corresponding to a presented query predicate and
propagating their activation to other groups of nodes through links. The initial activ¬
ation of a group of nodes to start inference involves how to establish dynamic bindings
between the presented predicate and a group of nodes corresponding to it. CASI's
architecture must provide an efficient way of representing dynamic bindings between
them. This series of initial binding set up procedure is carried out by the inference
initiator. Since we consider Shastri & Ajjanagadde's temporal synchrony approach is
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an efficient way of representing constant bindings in a connectionist manner. CASI's
dynamic binding mechanism adopts this approach and extends it to explore the extent
to which this type of connectionist architecture can accommodate basic concepts of
symbolic style of dynamic bindings.
4.3.2 Structured Predicate Networks
SPNs are the most important component of CASI, which are defined as follows:
Definition: A structured predicate network (SPN) is a localist network which encodes
a rule or a fact. Each SPN is composed of three parts, SPNi = (PSi, Mi, P(J, where
PSl is a group of nodes representing the source predicates, Pt, is a group of nodes rep¬
resenting the target predicates, and Mi is the intermediate mechanism which connects
them. When encoding a rule for forward chaining, the corresponding source and target
predicates are the antecedent and consequent of the given rule and vice versa when the
rule is encoded for backward chaining. When encoding a fact, the source predicate is
the base form of the given fact and the target predicate is an additional predicate to
be inserted. □
Figure 4.2 depicts the structure of a SPN.





A group of node
representing
the target predicate
Figure 4.2: The structure of SPNs
Whenever a rule or a fact is encoded, the knowledge compiler translates it into the
corresponding SPN and puts it into the CLDB. Since syntax of some rules or facts
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impose additional conditions such as consistency of an argument for a chain of inference,
one part of the SPN has to take care of those conditions in a connectionist manner. The
SPN's intermediate mechanism. M,, is introduced for this purpose. Each M, for a rule
or a fact will be implemented in such a way that it includes several sub-mechanisms
which carry out all the necessary sub-tasks to achieve the target symbolic inference.
In many cases, a set of rules and facts share the same base form of predicate - by
having the same predicate name and arity. When encoded, this allows their SPNs to
be connected to each other through this common predicate. This series of connected
SPNs is used to draw a chain of inference. For instance, when two rules, p(X) —> q(X)
and q(X) —> r(A'), are encoded, only three groups of nodes representing the predicates,
p, q, and r, are required because the consequent of the first rule is the same as the
antecedent of the second rule. The SPN encoding the rule, p(X) —y q(X), is connected
to the SPN representing the rule. q(X) —> r(X), through the common groups of nodes
representing the predicate q(X). In a similar way, SPNs encoding facts which have the
same predicate name and arity share a group of nodes representing a base form of the
predicate. This allows parallelism when they are used in a chain of inference.
4.4 Building The Components of SPNs
To build major structural components of an SPN, we need neuron elements and links.
This section describes the necessary neuron elements to be employed in CASI to extend
the temporal synchrony approach.
4.4.1 Basic Neuron Elements
The first important extension made to extend the temporal synchrony approach is
generalisation of a p-btu element and employing it as a basic element to build groups
of nodes for an SPN.
Before we define a generalised p-btu element, it may be helpful to remind two time
scales used in the temporal synchrony approach: a phase is a minimum time inter¬
val in which a neural element performs the basic computations - sampling its inputs
and thresholding: an oscillation cycle is a window of time in which neuron elements
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show their oscillatory temporal behaviours. Like a p-btu element, a generalised p-btu
element, which will be called a 7r-btu element, also samples their inputs over several
phases of an oscillation cycle and determines their output patterns depend on the input
patterns sampled during this time period.
The temporal behaviour of a 7r-btu element is defined as follows:
Definition: A it-btu element is a generalised p-btu element. It becomes active on
receiving one or more spikes in any oscillation cycle. On becoming active, a 7r-btu
element projects an oscillatory spikes that are in-phase with the driving input. On
becoming active, the 7r-btu element continually produces the output (oscillating) even
after its input has ceased - while they are under the current focus of attention for a
chain of inference. Otherwise, their output decays in a short time unless they are used
for another chain of inference. A threshold, n, associated with this element indicates
that the element will fire only if it receives n or more spike inputs in the same phase.
□
Input I I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I ! I I I I ...
123456 123456 123456
rc-btu node
output i,, i,,,, i n n, i, i n n, i, i...
123456 123456 123456
Figure 4.3: The temporal behaviours of a 7r-btu element
Figure 4.3 depicts the temporal behaviour of a 7r-btu element. The number of phases in
one oscillation cycle is assumed to be 6 for the purpose of explanation. When the 7r-btu
element, depicted with an octagon, receives two spikes in an oscillation cycle as shown
in the figure, it produces the same spike train that is in-phase with the driving input.
The behavioural difference between our 7r-btu element with respect to that of Shastri
& Ajjanagadde's p-btu element is that: the temporal property of a p-btu element is
restricted to carrying only a single phase signal per oscillation cycle, whereas CASI's
7r-btu element allows multiple phase signals per oscillation cycle and propagates these
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in synchrony with the driving inputs. This requires higher signal transfer rates than
Shastri & Ajjanagadde's p-btu element. In relation to this, Eckhorn (1993) observed
that the signal transfer rates on biological neurons are much higher than those of p-
btu elements. Such high rates in a single neuron are capable of signalling complex
messages, including routing dynamic representations. This allows the possibility that
there exists a type of neuron whose signal transfer ability is even higher than the 7r-btu
element.
In CASI. the defined rr-btu element will be used as a basic element to build groups
of nodes of different types. These groups of nodes are used to represent entities and
predicates. To build an intermediate mechanism of a SPN, different types of phase-
sensitive nodes are needed. CASI adopts other three types of phase-sensitive elements
from SHRUTI [Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993)]: the r-and. the r-or and the multiphase
r-or elements (refer to Section 3.2.1 for detailed definitions of them).
4.4.2 Entity Nodes
Symbolic inference systems use symbols to represent components of knowledge. Each
symbol is represented using a unique symbolic name to be differentiated from others.
Two types of symbols are used to represent entities in first-order Horn clause expres¬
sions: a constant symbol and a variable symbol. A constant symbol is used only to
represent a known entity or concept but a variable symbol plays a different role. A
variable symbol can unify with a constant, a variable, or even with a structured term
in some inference systems but cannot unify with two different constants at the same
time. Therefore identifying one variable symbol from others is an important prop¬
erty in first-order Horn clause expressions because sometimes it may be necessary to
represent many groups of unifying variables during inference. For example, we may
want to represent that "Variables X, Y, Z unify and Variables U, V, W unify." Any
connectionist system which resembles symbolic inference must provide a connectionist
mechanism that differentiates not only one constant entity from others but also one
variable entity from others.
To cater for this. CASI introduces a special cluster of neuron elements, called an entity
node. The detailed structure of the entity node is defined as follows:
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Definition: An entity node is a pair of 7r-btu elements. The left element is used to
represent a variable role of the entity node and the right element a constant role. A
symbolic name may be used as a label of an entity node to differentiate one node from
others. For convenience in discussion, we represent an entity node symbolically using
the notation, entity.name ([0],[0]), where the left square bracket represents the state
of the left 7r-btu element and the right square bracket that of the right 7r-btu element.
The symbol "0" denotes the state in which an element is inactive. The notations,
entity.nameieft[0] or entity.nameright/O] are used to indicate each inactive state of
the left or right 7r-btu element. When an entity node is used simply to represent a
constant or a variable, the notations, var.name[0] or const.namefO] are used to shorten
the representation. □
According to the usage of either or both elements, an entity node is used to represent
a constant node, a variable node and a binding node. When an entity node is used to
represent a constant entity, only its right element is used during inference. When the
entity node is used to represent a variable entity, only its left node is used. When it
is used to represent a binding entity, either or both elements may be used at the same
time. In CASI, constant nodes and variable nodes are used to represent constant fillers
and variable fillers and binding nodes to represent arguments. When both elements of
a binding node become active, the left element represents variable binding(s) and the
right element constant binding(s) involving an argument represented by it. Figure 4.4
gives a graphical and symbolic representation of each role of an entity node.
As a constant node a [0]
As a variable node Ul<M
Aa a binding node
The use of an entity node A graphic representation A symbolic representation
Figure 4.4: The representation of roles of an entity node
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In the graphical representation, entity nodes used for constant and variable nodes are
represented using only one 7r-btu element to simplify the representation because only
their right, or left elements are used respectively. To differentiate these two graphical
representations, symbolic tags are used. A single 7r-btu element with a symbolic name
beginning with an upper-case letter is considered as a variable node and one with a
symbolic name beginning with a lower-case character as a constant node. When the
entity node is used as a binding node, a specific name or 6, will be used as a symbolic
label.
4.4.3 Predicate Assemblies
A predicate is a basic structured unit of symbolic rules and facts. CASI uses an
assembly of nodes, called a predicate assembly, to represent symbolic predicates. Like
a symbolic predicate, a predicate assembly has an arity. When a predicate is encoded
using a predicate assembly, it is always represented in the form of a base predicate
which is defined as follows:
Definition A base predicate of an n-ary predicate, p(A\,A2,.. .,An), is a predicate
which has the same predicate name p followed by the n argument names, arg\, arg2,
..argn. All predicates which share the same predicate name and arity have the
same base predicate. For each Ai of the given predicate, we say that org, of the base
predicate is the base argument of At, where A, is either a constant or a variable. □
Some example base predicates are shown as follows:









The first two predicates have the same base predicate because they have the same
argument name and arity. In the first predicate, the base arguments of X and Y are
argi and arg?.
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Based on the above definition, an n-ary predicate assembly is defined as follows:
Definition: An n-ary predicate assembly is composed of one T-and node and n binding
nodes. A r-and node is called a predicate activator (labelled pa) and n binding nodes,
which will be also called argument nodes (labelled argi, arg2. .... argn). The predicate
activator is used to indicate whether the predicate assembly is active or not. Dynamic
bindings represented on its argument nodes will be valid only when the predicate
activator becomes active. The notation, pred-name:{pa[0],arg\ ([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0]),
..., argn([0],[0])) will be used to represent an n-ary predicate assembly symbolically.
When any individual argument node needs to be named, a prefix "pred-name:" is used
before the symbolic name of the argument node. □
The predicate, p(X,Y), for example, is represented using one predicate activator and
two argument nodes. The symbolic representation of the predicate assembly will be
p:{pa[0],argi ([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0])}
where pa is the symbolic name of the predicate activator and arg\ and argo are those of
argument nodes (each corresponds to X and Y arguments). When the node arg\ needs
to be named individually, the prefix "p:" is used before the name such as p:arg\.
Figure 4.5 illustrates the graphical representation of this predicate.
^SvaTo'r Argument nodes
p O CO CD 00
pa argl arg2
Figure 4.5: The representation of a predicate assembly
A predicate activator and two argument nodes are found in the predicate assembly
called p. One argument node is differentiated from the other by their symbolic labels.
Two fillers, the constant a and the variable U, are also shown in the figure. The
distinction between a constant filler and a variable filler is made by whether their
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symbolic labels start with a lower-case letter or a upper-case letter. Note that all such
labels are a notational convenience for the reader. In the system itself, differentiation
of roles of nodes is Hptprmined by their connections in the network.
4.4.4 An Example of an SPN
To give an example how a rule is encoded into its corresponding SPN. let us reconsider
the following example rule:
p[X,X,Y) -> g(X,Y)
If this rule is encoded to support forward chaining, the predicate pfX,X, Y) is considered
as the source predicate of the rule and the predicate q(X,Y) as the target predicate.
The SPN is built by creating two predicate assemblies corresponding to the source
and target predicates. An intermediate mechanism is then needed between them. The
structure of the SPN will therefore looks like the network shown in Figure 4.6.




Figure 4.6: The example SPN encoding the rule, p(A", X, Y) —► q(X,Y)
Assuming the name of the example rule to be "exl", we use the following symbolic
notation to describe the SPN:
SPNexi = {Ps„1,Meli,P(„1}, where
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pstxl = p:{pa[0], argi([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0]), arg3([0],[0])},
Pt„ 1 = q:{pa[0], arg\ ([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0])}.
Mexi = an intermediate mechanism between them.
The whole structure of the SPN will be completed after the intermediate mechanism
is built. Each intermediate mechanism of a rule is constructed with its own set of con-
nectionist sub-mechanisms which perform the required sub-tasks, such as consistency
checking, that syntax of the rule may enforce. The detailed design and implementation
of intermediate mechanisms according to types of rules will be described in Chapter 5.
The rest of this chapter gives more details about CASFs connectionist interpretations
of dynamic bindings and symbolic inference procedures. CASI provides connectionist
mechanisms to perform the tasks required for symbolic style of inference based on these
interpretations.
4.5 Representing Dynamic Bindings
In the description of the target symbolic system, we emphasised the importance of
representing constant and variable bindings as well as a set of bindings which belong
to the same group of unifying arguments. To meet these requirements CASI's dynamic
binding mechanism uses temporal synchronous activities between constant or variable
node and argument nodes to represent dynamic bindings.
To illustrate the extension made, let us consider the two filler nodes, U[0] and a[0], rep¬
resenting the variable U and the constant a, and the two argument nodes, argi([0],[0])
and argj([0],[0]). CASI's dynamic binding mechanism establishes a constant binding
and a variable binding between the filler nodes and the argument nodes as follows:
• the variable binding between U and argl, {U/arp,}, is represented by activating
the variable node representing U and the left element of the argument node
representing arg, in the first phase, so that U[0] becomes U[l] and arglle/t[0]
becomes argt[tft[l], where the number 1 indicates the first phase;
• the constant binding between a and arg3, {a/arp,}, is represented by activating
the constant node representing a and the right element of the argument node
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representing argj in a different phase, so that a[0] becomes a[2j and argJrisht [0]
becomes a.rgJrtghl[2], where the number 2 stands for the second phase.
Figure 4.7 illustrates these two types of dynamic bindings graphically. A shaded ele¬
ment indicates that the element is in active state.
arg. a U
•OO#
(a) a variable binding
argj a U
cm m o




u n n r7





1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1,11,1,1 1 1 2 3 1
Oscillation Cycles
Figure 4.7: CASI's representation of two types of dynamic bindings
As shown in Figure 4.7a and b, a constant binding or a variable binding is distinguished
by the position of the activated element of the argument involved. By activating a
different set of filler nodes in-phase with the argument nodes, a set of different temporal
dynamic bindings can be obtained.
CASI's dynamic binding mechanism also provides an easy way of representing a set of
dynamic bindings generated by the same group of unifying arguments. Two bindings.
{a/argt, U/argi}, which have been produced by the same argument name argt, for
instance, can be represented by activating two filler nodes and the argument node as
follows:
a[l], U[2], argt([2],[l]).
Assuming that the constant node and the variable node is activated in the first and
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the second phases already, a[l] and U[2], activating the left and right elements of the
aT9i([0][0]) node in-phase with these filler nodes gives the required representation of
the dynamic bindings. The left element of the argument node (arg,lt/l [2]) and U[2j
indicates the variable binding. {U/arg,}, and the right element (argiTight[l]) and a[lj
the constant binding {a/arg,}. from which {a/U} is obtained.






1 i 1 2 1 3 1
Oscillation Cycles
Figure 4.8: Representing two bindings {a/arg,, U/arg,} belonging to the same unifying
group
If more than one variable fillers are involved in dynamic bindings pertaining in the
same unifying group such as {a/arg,, U/arg,, V/arg,}, this situation is represented as
follows:
a[l], U[S], V[S], arg,([2,3],[l]).
If the filler nodes are active in a[l], V[2] and V[3], this can be achieved by activating
the left element of the argument node in the second and third phase and the right
element in the first phase. Because the left element of the arg, is active both the
second and third phases in each oscillation cycle this is interpreted as the two variable
bindings, { U/arg,, U/argi}. On the other hand, the activation of the right element in the
first phase produces the constant binding {a/argi}. Based on these, the intermediate
bindings {a/U,a/V) are obtained. Figure 4.9 demonstrates this situation.
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Figure 4.9: Representing the dynamic bindings {a/argi, U/arg,, V/argi) pertaining to
the same unifying group
4.6 Connectionist Inference Procedures
To replicate standard forms of symbolic inference procedure, CASI has to provide con¬
nectionist equivalents to two important inference procedures, match and substitution.
This section illustrates how these procedures can be implemented in a connectionist
manner using the connectionist dynamic binding mechanism previously introduced.
4.6.1 A Connectionist Match procedure
If we reconsider the symbolic match procedure between the predicate p(a,U,V) and
the rule, p(X, X, Y) -> q{X. Y):
match\p(a,U,V),p(X,X,Y) -> q(X,Y)} = {a/XM/X,V/Y}.
Applying the match procedure produces the set of bindings {a/X, U/X, V/Y). Al¬
though the detailed sub-tasks required for the match procedure axe not specified, one
obviously necessary sub-task is consistency checking on the bindings produced by the
repeated arguments. The output of the match procedure should be generated only if
the bindings do not violate the consistency condition (that the repeated arguments
should be unifiable). Thus, representing the symbolic match procedure in a connec¬
tionist manner requires us to provide connectionist equivalents to sub-tasks involved
in the symbolic match procedure, especially consistency checking and representation
of the generated bindings.
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In CASI, this symbolic match procedure is resembled by providing connectionist sub-
inechanisms which perform the necessary sub-tasks. Instead of implementing the match
procedure as a whole, its sub-tasks are implemented by separate connectionist sub-
mechanisms within the corresponding SPN. When the given example rule is encoded,
it is translated into the following SPN:
SPNt = {PS:,Mi,Pti}, where
PSi = p:{pa[0], argi([0],[OJ), arg2([0],[0J), arg3([0],[0])},
Pu = q:{pa[0], argx([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0])},
M, = the intermediate mechanism between PSt and P(l.
The effect of representing a set of dynamic bindings, {a/X,U/X, V/Y), - which is the
same as obtaining these bindings from the symbolic match procedure - on this SPN is
achieved in the following way:
1. for each filler appears in the presented predicate, create its corresponding filler
node using an entity node. In the case of the presented predicate, p(a, U, V), the
constant node a[0] and the two variable filler nodes, U[0J and V[0], are created
as the result;
2. set up initial dynamic bindings between the filler nodes and argument nodes of
the source predicate assembly by activating them in the same phase. In the
example SPN, for instance, this is done by activating the nodes involved in the
following phase:
a[I], U[2% V[3],
(p:{pa[*J, argx([0],[l]), arg2 ([2],[0]), arg3([3],[0])}, Mit
q:{pa[0], argx([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0])}).
These in-phase oscillations between the filler nodes and argument nodes of the p
predicate assembly represent the set of bindings {a/p:arg\, U/p:arg2, V/p:arg3}.
Note this binding set is the same as the one obtained by the symbolic match pro¬
cedure, {a/X, U/X, V/Y). The phase activator pa[*] also becomes active through¬
out the entire oscillation cycle to indicate that the bindings represented on the
argument nodes can be recognised from the predicate assembly;
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3. since the above sub-procedure does not involve any type of consistency checking
over these initial bindings, insert a consistency checking sub-mechanism into the
M, to carry out this task. Make the rest part of the SPN use these initial
bindings only if they do not violate any consistency condition imposed by the
sub-mechanism inserted.
The symbolic match procedure is usually carried out by the unification algorithm which
involves necessary consistency checking. Thus, a set of binding is produced only when
the two input predicates matched satisfy all the consistency conditions forced by the
algorithm. Whereas CASI's connectionist match procedure sets up the initial bindings
without any consistency checking involved. The necessary consistency checking is
carried out by separate sub-mechanisms inserted into the intermediate mechanism.
The initial bindings will be valid on the SPN only if they satisfy consistency conditions
forced by these sub-mechanisms. A detailed algorithm that will be used to determine
the structure of these sub-mechanisms will be described in Chapter 5.
In general, when a predicate, p(F\,F2,.. .,Fn), is presented, where F, is each filler of
the predicate, CASI uses the following algorithm to set up the initial bindings:
PROCEDURE Instantiation of the initial bindings for Forward Chaining
Stepl: let p(argi.arg2, ■.. ,a.rgn) be the base predicate of p(Fj, F2,.... Fn)
Step2: if the base predicate assembly is encoded into CLDB
Step3: then
Step4: do i = 1 until i = n
Step5: if node Fz is not in CLDB
Step6: then create an entity node with the label F;
Step7: if Fi is already active in phase P}
Step8: then if F, is a variable name
Step9: then activate argtlI/t in the phase P-j
SteplO: else activate argirigftl in the phase Pj
Stepl 1: else get a new phase available Ft
Stepl2: if Ft is a variable name
Stepl3: then activate Fzuft and arg,^fl in the phase Ft






else activate Firigkt and argirigkl in the phase Pj.
increase i by 1
activate pa[0] in the phase I\
end do
else return(fail)
At the beginning of the algorithm, the existence of the base predicate assembly corres¬
ponding to the presented predicate is checked first. If such a predicate assembly does
not exist, inference has to stop. Otherwise the binding instantiation procedure contin¬
ues to set up the initial bindings between the presented predicate and the antecedent
predicate assembly using the dynamic binding mechanism. Each dynamic binding is
set up by activating the filler node and the right or the left element of the argument
node in the same phase according to the type of binding required. When this proced¬
ure is finished, the predicate activator of the base predicate assembly becomes active
throughout the entire oscillation cycle (p:paf*J). Note that this predicate activator
becomes active in each phase during the whole initial binding instantiation procedure.
4.6.2 A Connectionist Substitute Procedure
After the match procedure, the generated bindings are needed for the substitution
procedure:
substitute[{a/X,U/X,V/Y},p{X,X,Y) ->g(X,y)] = p(a,a, V) -> q(a,V),
to produce the new expression, p(a, a, V) -> q(a, V), from which the conclusion, q(a,V),
is obtained by applying the modus ponens inference rule. Note that two initial bindings,
{a/A', U/X], generated between the fillers and repeated arguments of the antecedent
are used to deduce the intermediate bindings, {a/U), so that the substitution procedure
substitutes all the occurrences of the argument X in the consequent with the constant
a.
To complete inference, the same effect of the substitution procedure must be achieved
in CASI by replicating it in a connectionist manner. Note that this substitution result
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represents the situation where all arguments (corresponding JTs and Y) of the ante¬
cedent and consequent predicates are substituted with the constant a and the variable
V. In CASI, this is achieved by activating all the argument nodes of the antecedent
and consequent predicates in phase with the constant node a[0] and the variable node
U[0] in the same phase. Because the argument nodes of the antecedent predicate p and
the filler nodes already have been activated by the initial binding instantiation (in the
first phase in case of the example), all we have to do is activate the predicate activator
and the argument nodes of the consequent predicate q in the same phase as follows:
a[l], U[2], V[3]
(p:{pa[*j, argi([0],[l]), arg2([2],[0]), arg2([3],[0])}, Mt,
q:{pa[*], aTgx([2],[l]), arg2([3],[0])} )
The new in phase oscillatory behaviour between q:argi([2],[l]) and the filler nodes, a[l]
and U[2], represents the new binding {a/q:arg\} with the unification result {a/Uj and
the other in phase oscillation between q:arg2([3],[0]) and the variable node V[3] repres¬
ents another new binding { V/q:arg2}. This situation, as a whole, can be interpreted as
the result of a symbolic substitution procedure, to yield p(a,a,V) —» q(a, V). A con-
nectionist way of achieving this effect is propagating the initial bindings represented
on the antecedent predicate assembly to the consequent predicate assembly according
to argument match between them. The easiest way to implement this is setting up
binding propagation sub-mechanisms between the antecedent argument nodes and the
constant argument nodes as well as between the predicate activator of the p predicate
assembly and that of the q predicate assembly. The structure of these binding propaga¬
tion sub-mechanisms can be as simple as ordinary links if a rule does not impose any
consistency conditions. The example rule, however, requires the consistency checking
sub-mechanism for the repeated arguments, Xs in the antecedent, to complement the
match procedure, the binding propagation sub-mechanism has to cooperate with a
consistency checking sub-mechanism mentioned in the connectionist match procedure.
The initial bindings on the antecedent predicate assembly should propagate to the con¬
sequent predicate assembly only if they do not violate consistency conditions imposed
by this consistency checking sub-mechanism. Note that the first argument node of the
q predicate assembly represent both the inference result and the unification result gen-
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erated by the repeated argument of the antecedent. To achieve this activation state,
we need yet an additional sub-mechanism to collect an intermediate bindings from the
repeated argument nodes during inference.
This connectionist substitution mechanism suggests the intermediate mechanism, M,,
of the SPN to have not only the consistency checking sub-mechanisms but also the
binding propagation sub-mechanism and an additional sub-mechanism to represent
intermediate bindings. Chapter 5 will be devoted to describe how CASI decides all the
necessary sub-mechanisms automatically to build a proper intermediate mechanism
when encoding a rule and a fact.
4.7 Summary
This chapter proposes a connectionist architecture for symbolic inference (CASI). CASI
can translates rules and facts in first-order Horn clause expressions into corresponding
networks, called structured predicate networks (SPNs), and performs standard sym¬
bolic style of inference over them. To build SPNs from input rules and facts, CASI
uses entity nodes and predicate assemblies consisting of 7r-btu elements.
To replicate symbolic inference, CASI extends the temporal synchrony approach to
accommodate more general representation of dynamic bindings and provides connec¬
tionist equivalents to two basic symbolic inference procedures.
The initial binding instantiation procedure and the consistency checking sub-mechanism
of the intermediate mechanism performs the task similar to that of the symbolic match
procedure. In the similar way. the binding propagation sub-mechanism of the interme¬
diate mechanism performs a similar task of symbolic substitution. When the presented
predicate satisfies all the consistency condition forced by the consistency checking sub-
mechanism, the initial activation will automatically propagate from the source predic¬
ate assembly to the target predicate assembly. The result of inference is then obtained
by observing the predicate assemblies activated during inference.
Therefore, the role of a intermediate mechanism in CASI is important. It should include
both consistency checking mechanisms and a binding propagation sub-mechanism. To
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achieve proper symbolic inference according to various types of rules, the knowledge
compiler should be capable of constructing different types of intermediate mechanisms






One of the most important issues in encoding rules and facts into the corresponding
SPNs is how to build an intermediate mechanism for each type of rule or fact. Since the
representation of the source and target predicate assemblies and the dynamic binding
mechanism alone cannot support the entire symbolic inference procedure required,
the intermediate mechanism has to perform necessary sub-tasks to complete those
procedures. To complete the match procedure, the intermediate mechanism has to
provide consistency checking sub-mechanisms and to complete the substitute procedure
the intermediate mechanism needs binding propagation sub-mechanisms.
This chapter describes the detailed procedure to decide the necessary sub-mechanisms
of the intermediate mechanism when encoding each rule and fact. The contents are:
• basic definitions which are used throughout this chapter to describe the necessary
conditions to decide the structure of an intermediate mechanism;
• the detailed procedure to determine the sub-mechanisms of the intermediate
mechanism for each rule, with an example rule;
• the detailed procedure to decide the sub-mechanisms of the intermediate mech¬
anism for each fact, with an example fact;
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• the overall inference procedure over SPNs, encoding the example rule and fact.
5.2 Basic Definitions
The following are some basic definitions that will be used to decide the structure of
intermediate mechanisms.
Definition For a given predicate and its base predicate, p(Ai, A2, .... An) and
p(argi, arg?,..., argn), a unifying argument group (UAG) of the predicate p, G.4,.
is a set of base arguments whose corresponding arguments have an identical symbol
name .4,. If arguments have a constant name, G/\i is called a constant UAG and if
argument have a variable name, Ga{ is called a variable UAG. Since each symbolic
rule has source and target predicates, we can obtain two sets of UAGs from them. To
differentiate a set of UAGs generated by the source predicate from that produced by
the target predicate, we use two symbols, Ss and St. O
Definition For the two sets of UAGs corresponding to the source and target predicates
of a rule:
Ss = {G>tii Ga2, ■ ■ ■, Ga„},
St = {Gai , Ga2, • • • , <?/!„},
we say that Ga, in Ss is related to G4. in St and vice versa if A, and Aj refer to the
same symbolic argument name, i.e. A, = Aj. In other words, two UAGs obtained
from the source and target predicates are related if they are obtained from the same
symbolic argument name. Any UAG which does not have the related UAG is called an
isolatedUAG. The set operators, "C", "D",and "=" are used to represent relationships
between any two sets of UAGs. □
For a more detailed explanation, let us consider the following rule:
p(X,X,Y,Y)-+q(X,Y).
When the given rule is seen in terms of forward chaining, we can obtain a set of UAGs
from the source predicate, p(X,X,Y,Y), and its base predicate, p(argi,arg2,args,argi),
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as follows:
Ss = {Gx,Gy}, where Gx = {.p:arg,,p:arg2}, Gy = {p:arg3,p:argA}.
From the target predicate, q(X.Y), and its base predicate, q(arg\,arg2), we obtain:
St = {Gx,Gy}, where Gx = {q:argx}, Gy = {q:arg2}
From Ss and St, we say that Gx in Ss is related to Gx in St because they are obtained
from the same argument name X. Also Gy in Ss is related to Gy in St. Since every
UAG in Ss is related to a UAG in St, we can say that Ss = St.
Definition The size of a set of UAGs is the number of UAGs in the set and the size
of a UAG is the number of base arguments in the UAG. If the size of a UAG is greater
than 1, this means that the UAG was obtained from repeated arguments of a predicate.
□
When considering the following rule in terms of forward chaining:
p(X,Y)^q(X,Y,Z).
The Ss and St of the rule are
Ss = {Gx,Gy}, where Gx = {p.'argi}, Gy = {p:arg2},
St = {Gx,Gy,Gz}, where Gx = {q^rg,}, Gy = {g:arp2}, Gz = {q:arg3}.
The size of Ss and St are size(Ss) = 2 and size(St) = 3 and the size of all UAGs in 5S
and St are 1.
Definition A balanced rule is a rule which does not have any isolated UAG in the
target predicate. A rule which has isolated UAG(s) in the target predicate is called an
unbalanced rule. □
The above example rule is an unbalanced rule because, Gz in St is an isolated UAG.
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5.3 Intermediate Mechanisms for Rules
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5.3.1 Some Considerations
When a symbolic rule is given to be encoded into the corresponding SPN. its source
and target predicates are represented by creating their corresponding base predicate
assemblies as described in Section 4.4.4. The main issue is how to build a proper inter¬
mediate mechanism between them because it has to be designed not only to provide a
path for binding propagation but also to prevent incorrect substitution during unifica¬
tion. This needs to take into account binding interaction within each UAG and across
different UAGs in the source predicate to produce intermediate bindings when neces¬
sary; consistency checking on intermediate bindings generated by binding interaction
to complete unification: and propagation of initial bindings from a UAG in the source
predicate to its related UAG in the target predicate to achieve the effect of substitu¬
tion procedure. To decide necessary sub-mechanisms which perform these tasks, the
compiler has to consider the various syntactic conditions that each rule imposes.
To explain a procedure for deciding necessary sub-mechanisms, let us reconsider the
following example rule:
p(X,X,Y)^q(X,Y).
The corresponding SPN of this rule is
SPN, = {PSi,M„Pti}, where
Ps, = P--{pa[0j, argi([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0]), arg3([0],[0•])},
Pt, = q:{pa[0], arg\ ([0],[0]), arg2([0],[0])},
= the intermediate mechanism between PSi and Pti.
To refer a sub-mechanism needed between arguments in the predicate assemblies, we
obtain Ss and St of the rule as follows:
Ss = {Ga,G)<}. where Gx = {p:argup:arg2}, Gy - {p:arg3}.
Si = {Gx,Gy}, where Gx = {q-argi}, Gy = {q:arg2).
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Using a UAG of the source or target predicate of a rule is one way of grouping ar¬
guments appearing both predicates according to the symbolic names by which they
are represented in the rule. When the compiler determines necessary sub-mechanisms
for the intermediate mechanism, base arguments of a UAG in a predicate correspond
to argument nodes of the predicate assembly encoding that predicate. Thus build¬
ing sub-mechanisms between UAGs means constructing connectionist. sub-mechanisms
between argument nodes corresponding base arguments of UAGs.
The required sub-mechanisms can be categorised into two classes:
• sub-mechanisms required within each UAG in the source predicate;
• sub-mechanisms required between each pair of UAGs in the source predicate.
Firstly, there are three types of sub-mechanisms required within each UAG in the Ss:
the binding collection sub-mechanism, the consistency checking sub-mechanism, and
the binding propagation sub-mechanism. Binding collection refers to the limited uni¬
fication procedure within a UAG if it has repeated arguments. When these repeated
arguments get bound to a constant or free variable fillers, the binding collection pro¬
cedure carries out a limited unification between the fillers. If the predicate p(a,U,V)
is presented to the example SPN, two fillers, a and U, are assigned to the UAG, G.y
in Ss. Therefore, a binding collection sub-mechanism is necessary to collect bindings
represented on the repeated arguments so that the intermediate binding, {a/Uj, can
be represented. Since this procedure simply collect bindings without checking any
consistency for them, it is a very limited unification procedure and should not be
used on its own. A UAG which has a single variable argument does not require this
sub-mechanism.
Before the binding propagation is carried out, the consistency of the intermediate
bindings and the initial bindings are checked first. This ensures the conditions that:
any arguments of a constant UAG in the source predicate should not get bound to the
constant filler other than the one specified as the constant argument name; and the
arguments of the UAG whose size is greater than 1 (a repeated variable UAG) should
not get bound to more than one constant filler at the same time. Therefore special
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mechanisms are needed to enforce these consistency conditions during inference. If
the predicate, p(a,b, V), is presented to the example SPN, this consistency checking
sub-mechanism should be able to detect a consistency violation within the UAG. G;\
in Ss, because two different constants are assigned to the repeated variable arguments.
After considering the binding collection and consistency checking, initial bindings es¬
tablished on argument nodes of each UAG in the source predicate need to be propagated
to the those of the related UAG in the target predicate. This binding propagation will
be achieved by a binding propagation sub-mechanism. When the predicate, p(a.a.b),
is presented to the example SPN, the initial constant bindings established on the G\
and Gy in Ss must propagate to the Gx and Gy in St to produce the desirable result.
q(a,b). Those UAGs which only appear in the source predicate (isolated UAGs) do
not need this sub-mechanism but they may be used for further consistency checking
or binding interaction across different UAGs in the source predicate.
Secondly, there are two sub-mechanisms required between each pair of UAGs. The
first sub-mechanism performs binding interaction between two UAGs and the other
sub-mechanism carries out consistency checking after binding interaction. Binding
interaction between UAGs refers to the situation where two sets of bindings generated
by two UAGs need to unified together. This situation occurs when the same variable
filler is assigned to arguments belonging to two different UAGs, provided one of UAGs
has a constant argument or repeated variable arguments. This procedure makes sure
the further unification process between two UAGs - a required property to achieve
symbolic inference. For instance, if the predicate p(a, U, U) is presented to the example
SPN, the intermediate binding obtained from Gx in Ss needs further interaction with
the variable binding obtained from Gy in Ss because they share the same variable
filler. In CASI's rule encoding mechanism, this interaction will be carried out by
a separate sub-mechanism. The result, p(a,a), cannot be obtained without further
binding interaction by this sub-mechanism. After this binding interaction, another
consistency checking procedure is needed to make sure of the consistency of the bindings
produced as the result of the binding interaction. Whenever a consistency violation
occurs, this procedure detects it and blocks the binding propagation from the source
UAG to the target UAG.
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The following procedure summarises an overall procedure of encoding a symbolic rule
including how to determine the necessary sub-mechanisms for the intermediate mech¬
anism:
PROCEDURE: encoding a symbolic rule
Step 1: compute Ss and St for a given rule;
Step 2: build base predicate assemblies corresponding to the source and
target predicates;
Step 3: build the intermediate mechanism in such a way that
(1) within each UAG:
- for a UAG, Ga,. in Ss whose size is greater than 1 (repeated arguments)
build a sub-mechanism for binding collection:
- for a UAG, Ga,, in Ss, if it is a constant UAG or a variable UAG
whose size is greater than 1, build a sub-mechanisms for consistency checking;
- for a UAG, Ga„ in Ss which has the related UAG, Gaj, in St, where At = A},
build a sub-mechanism for binding propagation from Ga, in Ss to Ga, in So
(2) between a pair of UAGs:
- for each pair of UAGs, Ga, and Ga in Ss, where A, Aj.
if any of Ga, and Ga, is a constant UAG or a variable UAG whose size
is greater than 1, build sub-mechanisms for further binding interaction and
consistency checking.
The following subsections will describe in more detail procedures for deciding necessary
sub-mechanisms within each UAG and between a pair of UAGs in the source predicate.
5.3.2 Sub-Mechanisms Required within Each UAG
The sub-mechanism required within each UAG are the binding collection sub-mechanism,
the consistency checking sub-mechanism, and the binding propagation sub-mechanism.
The Binding Collection Sub-Mechanism
The purpose of the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCM) is to produce intermediate
bindings and to represent them in a connectionist manner. Each UAG in the source
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predicate can has either a single argument or repeated arguments. A UAG whicli
has a single argument will represent only one binding on the corresponding argument
node during the initial binding instantiation procedure. A UAG which has repeated
arguments, on the other hand, will represent a set of bindings over all its argument
nodes. Since any repeated arguments should get bound to the same constant filler
or free variable fillers, the BCM is required to collect all bindings generated from the
repeated arguments for further consistency checking. A group of UAGs which requires
this mechanism can be determined by checking their size as follows:
Figure 5.1 depicts the structure of a BIM for Ga, in Ss. The argument nodes labelled
argv ..argk represent the repeated arguments of the UAG. The binding node bl
and links from the argument nodes serve as the BCM. When the initial bindings are
assigned to the argument nodes, all their variable bindings are propagate to the left
element of bl and all their constant bindings to the right element of bl. Consequently,
the left element of bl represents all the variable bindings of the argument nodes and
the right element all the constant bindings of the argument nodes. These bindings are
called the intermediate bindings on bl.
BCM = {G^.l GAi € Ss,size(GA,) > !}■
size<GA. ) > 1
Figure 5.1: The structure of a binding collection sub-mechanism
The Consistency Checking Sub-Mechanism
Two types of sub-mechanisms are required for consistency checking during inference:
consistency checking for a constant UAG (CCMc); consistency checking for a repeated
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variable UAG (CCMV). The CCMc forces the condition that all arguments of a con¬
stant UAG in the source predicate must get bound to the constant specified in the
constant argument or free variable fillers during inference. This condition should be
forced whether the UAG is obtained from repeated arguments or not (regardless of its
size). In the same way, the CCMV forces the condition that all the repeated arguments
in a variable UAG should get bound to the same constant filler or free variable fillers.
The groups needing these treatments are determined by
CCMc = {Ga,\ Ga{ € 5s,con.sf(vl,)},
CCMV = {G.4J Ga, £ Ss,var(A,), size(ga,) > 1},
the predicates. const(Ai) and var(Ai), check if the name of the UAG, Ga,, is a constant
or a variable. Constructing corresponding networks for these two types of consistency
checking sub-mechanisms require us to consider whether the given UAG is isolated or
not. Since non-isolated UAGs do not need a BPM, this affects the structure of the
network to be built.
Inhibit the
argument and rule Inhibit the rule
CO
Target argument node(s)
of Ga, in St
(a) The CCMc for an ordinary (b) The CCMc for an isolated
constant UAG constant UAG
Figure 5.2: The structure of a consistency checking sub-mechanism for a constant UAG
Figure 5.2a illustrates the CCMc for an ordinary constant UAG, Gax in Ss, which has
the related UAG, Gj\- in St- The name of the constant UAG is assumed to be c, i.e.
A{ = c, for the purpose of explanation. The CCMc consists of the tol node, which is a
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r-or element, and the link from the right element of the source node which is modified
by the constant node c. The source node is the associated binding node, inserted as the
BCM. if a UAG has repeated argument, otherwise the source node is the argument
node(s) of the UAG. Ga, in Ss. The dashed lines are inhibitory links and the solid
lines are excitory ones. The tol node will get activated whenever the right element
of the source node gets bound to a constant other than c. The link from the right
element of the source node which is modified by the inhibitory signal coming from the
constant node ensures this condition. On becoming active, the tol node projects an
inhibitory signal which will be used as an argument and rule inhibitory signal. As
an argument inhibitory signal, it inhibits the binding propagation sub-mechanism that
will be inserted between the source node of Ga, in Ss, and the target argument node(s)
of Ga, in St, which prevents the target argument nodes from becoming active. As a
rule inhibitory signal, it is used to inhibit other binding propagation sub-mechanisms
to be built for other UAGs in the source predicate.
If the given constant UAG is an isolated one, the CCMc will be established as a
stand-alone sub-mechanism. Figure 5.2b depicts the corresponding network for this.
If consistency violation occurs during inference, tol becomes active and its inhibitory
output will be used as a rule inhibitory signal.
The other sub-mechanism, CCMV, is relatively easy to implement. When a repeated
variable UAG in Ss has the related UAG in the target predicate, the CCMV for the
UAG is implemented using an mtol node, which is a multiphase r-or element, as shown
in Figure 5.3a. Whenever the right element of the source node receives two different
constant bindings, the mtol node will detect this and projects an inhibitory signal
which will be used as an argument and rule inhibitory signal.
When the variable UAG is an isolated UAG, the output of mtol is used only as a global
inhibitory signal as can be seen in Figure 5.3b.
The Binding Propagation Sub-Mechanism
Whenever a UAG, Ga, in S„ has the related UAG. Ga, in St, a binding propagation
mechanism (BPM) is needed to provide a path for binding propagation between them.
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argument and rule Inhibit the rule
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Target argument node(s)
of G/^ in St
(a) The CCMv for an ordinary
variable UAG
(b) The CCMv for an isolated
variable UAG
Figure 5.3: The structure of a consistency checking sub-mechanism for a variable UAG
This sub-mechanism directly connects the argument nodes representing arguments of
the source UAG and their counterpart representing arguments of the target UAG. If
the source UAG has an associated BCM, the links for the BPM start from the binding
node inserted as the BCM.
The BPM constructing procedure involves providing one of two different circuitries for
each type of UAG: a BPM for a UAG which has constant argument (BIMC)\ a BPM
for a UAG which has variable arguments (BIMV). Firstly, the set of UAGs which
require a BPMC are determined by the following condition:
Figure 5.4 demonstrates a sub-mechanism corresponding to the BPMC. Again the
constant argument, A,, is assumed to be c for the purpose of explanation. When
the target UAG has a single argument, the BPMC connects the source node and the
argument node representing the target argument as shown in Figure 5.4a. Variable
binding propagation is achieved by a simple link between Nlu/t and the left element
of the target argument node and constant binding propagation by two separate links
between c and the right element of the target argument node and between c:gate and
the right element of the target argument node to deal with two different situations.
BPMC = {Ga, I Ga, € Ss,Ga, e St, const(Ai)}
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The first situation occurs if the source node gets bound to a variable filler after initial
binding instantiation. The binding set up on the left element of the source node first
propagates to the c:gate node and then to the right element of the target argument
node, as well as to the constant node c. This makes both the right element of the
target node and the constant node c active in the same phase. While, the binding set
up on the left element of the source node also propagates to the left element of the
target argument node. The activation states of the target argument nodes represent
the result of the unification between the variable filler and the constant argument.
When several rules share the same constant, each rule requires a separate gate node
for the constant to represent its own binding state.
The second situation occurs if the source node gets bound to a constant filler c, for
instance, the right element of the target argument node becomes active by the direct
input coming from the constant node. The constant node becomes active during the
initial binding instantiation when the filler is presented to the argument of the source
predicate. Therefore, receiving activation from the c node makes the right element of
the target argument node active in-phase with the constant node. This achieves the
required constant binding propagation to the target argument node. Activation of the
constant node also makes the c:ihb node active, whose output blocks the other binding
propagation path from c:gate to the right element of the target argument node so that
the target argument nodes receives input only from the constant node.
If the related UAG, Ga, in St. has repeated arguments, a separate set of binding
propagation mechanisms are necessary from the source node to each target argument
node. Figure 5.4b shows n different sets of connections between the source node and
the n target argument nodes when the related UAG has n repeated arguments.
Note that, in Figure 5.4a. it takes two oscillation cycles for activation to be propagated
from N{lcfl to the left element of the target argument node, whereas it takes one
oscillation cycle from Nllcfl to the c:gate node and another one oscillation cycle from
the c:gate node to the right element of the target argument node. This time delay
between A,, ,, and the left element of the argument node is to ensure the activation
projected from N,u/t reaches the left and right element of the target argument node
at the same time to represent binding correctly. This sort of time delay, whose length
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of G^. in St
(a) When the target argument is a single (b) When the target arguments are repeated
Figure 5.4: The structure of a binding propagation sub-mechanism for a constant UAG
depends on a type of intermediate mechanism, is computed by the rule compiler in
advance and applied when the corresponding network is built. Also note that neuron
elements continue to oscillate in phase with an input signal even after the element's
input has ceased - as long as they are under the current focus of attention for a chain
of inference.
In a similar way, a set of UAGs which require BPMV is determined by the following
condition:
If the related UAG has a single argument, the structure of the BPM„ simply connects
the source node and the target argument node of the related UAG as shown in Fig¬
ure 5.5a. Unlike the BPMc. the BPMV consists of simple links and does not have any
associated nodes. Whenever the source node gets activated, this activation directly
propagates to the target argument node through these links. If the related UAG has
repeated arguments, additional sets of links are required between the source node and
each target argument node as shown in Figure 5.5b.
BPMV = {GAi I GAi 6 Ss,Ga, e St,var(Ai)},
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of Ga, in St
(a) When the target argument is a single (b) When the target arguments are repeated
Figure 5.5: The structure of a binding propagation sub-mechanism for a variable UAG
If the source UAG, Ga,, does not have a related UAG in the target predicate (i.e.
isolated), the BPM is not required to provide paths for binding propagation between
them. However, the source node Ni may be used for a consistency checking sub-
mechanism within the UAG or for a binding interaction sub-mechanism across different
UAGs.
5.3.3 Sub-Mechanisms Required Between Each Pair of UAGs
For any pair of UAGs in the source predicate, if either or both of them are constant
UAGs or variable UAGs which have repeated arguments, binding interaction across
those two UAGs and consistency checking after binding interaction is required to en¬
sure proper propagation of bindings from the source predicate assembly to the target
predicate assembly. There are three combinations in pairing two different types of
UAGs:
• a pair of a constant UAG and a variable UAG.
• a pair of two variable UAGs,
• a pair of two constant UAGs.
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The following specifies detailed structures of the required sub-mechanisms between
each pair of UAGs.
Sub-Mechanisms Between Constant and Variable UAGs
Between a constant UAG and a variable UAG, we require a binding interaction sub-
mechanism (BIMCV) and a consistency checking sub-mechanism (CCMcv). The bind¬
ing interaction between UAGs refers to the situation where the same variable filler is
assigned to argument nodes belonging to two different UAGs. This situation requires
the binding obtained between the variable filler and the constant UAG to migrate to
the variable UAG. Since this binding interaction procedure does not involve consist¬
ency checking, a separate consistency checking sub-mechanism is needed. The pairs
of UAGs which require these two sub-mechanisms are determined by the following
condition:
B/M&CCMc = {(GU,, GAj)\ Ga, 6 Ss,Ga, G Ss, const(Ai), var(Aj)}.
Before these sub-mechanisms are built, the sub-mechanisms required within each UAG
have to be constructed first: a BCM if any of UAGs has repeated arguments, CCMs
for constant UAGs and for variable UAGs which has repeated arguments, and BPMs.
The BIM$zCCM„, is then inserted into the intermediate mechanism. The structure
of these mechanisms is illustrated in Figure 5.6a.
The N, is the source node of the constant UAG (GaJ and the Nj that of the variable
UAG (GAj)- The name of the constant UAG is assumed to be c.
Firstly, the BIMCV consists of to2, b2, and links coming from the source nodes and the
constant node c. The node to2 is used to check if both left elements of source nodes
get bound to the same variable filler. This is done by checking if those elements are
active in the same phase. Since the to2 has threshold 2, it becomes active only when
it receives two inputs in the same phase. On becoming active, to2 sends an inhibitory
signal to the BPMs for the two UAGs and, at the same time, sends an excitory signal
to the binding node b2. Blocking the BPMs allows the initial bindings to propagate
to the target argument nodes only through the binding node. Since the left and right
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Figure 5.6: The structure of sub-mechanisms between a constant UAG and a variable
UAG
elements of the binding node receive activation from those of the two source nodes,
the binding node represents intermediate bindings when to2 becomes active. Note that
the right element of b2 has two links coming from the constant UAG side, one coming
from c and the other from c:gate. As explained in the constant consistency checking
sub-mechanism, the right element of the binding node receives activation from the
c constant node if it is activated at the beginning of inference, otherwise it receives
activation from the c:gate node. Any intermediate bindings represented on the binding
node are generated as the result of binding interaction between the two UAGs. The
consistency of these bindings has to be checked next by the mto2 node which serves
as the CCMcy. Note that the dashed link from mto2 to one black dot near to the
bottom of the network, which is connected to three other black dots by a dashed link.
This is to reduce the complexity of a full connection from mto2 to each black dot in
the drawing. Intermediate binding propagation from the binding node to the target
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argument nodes occurs only if those bindings do not violate consistency enforced by
the mot'2 node. When the motS node is associated with two BIM&CCMs at the same
time, it can be used to ensure consistency across pairs of UAGs. For instance, if the
constant UAG, G^, is involved in two BIMLlCCMs. one with Ga, and the other with
Gaj at the same time, any consistency violation occurring in either BIM&CCM with
GAk will block the binding propagation from the source nodes to the target argument
nodes through both BIM&lCCMs.
Figure 5.6b shows how these BIM&iCCMcv cooperate with other sub-mechanisms in
the intermediate mechanism.
If Ga{ and Ga, are isolated UAGs, the corresponding network will not have appropriate
target argument nodes. However, the outputs of mtoS will serve as a rule inhibitory
signal to prevent a rule from firing.
Sub-Mechanisms Between Variable UAGs
A BIM and a CCM between variable UAGs (a BIMVV and a CCMVV) are only needed
when one of them has repeated arguments so that bindings generated by the repeated
arguments interact with those produced by the argument(s) of the other UAG. If both
variable UAGs have a single argument, these sub-mechanisms are not required because
no binding interaction is needed between them. The pairs of UAGs which require the
BIMVV and the CCMVV is determined by the following condition:
BIMIlCCMvv = {(G/t,.,G/^)! Ga, £ Ss,Gaj € Ss,var(Ai),var(Aj), Ai ^ Aj,
size(GAi) > 1 or size(GAj) > 1}.
Figure 5.7a illustrates the corresponding circuitry for these sub-mechanisms and Fig¬
ure 5.7b depicts how this BIMHzCCMvv cooperate with BPMs.
When starting inference, if the same variable filler is assigned to argument nodes in
Ga, and Ga, , both left elements of the source nodes become active. This activation
then propagates to the to2 node and makes it active. On becoming active, the to2 node
projects an inhibitory signal to block the BPMs and also sends an excitory signal to the
binding node, b2. Then, the binding node represents intermediate bindings produced as
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Figure 5.7: The structure of sub-mechanisms between variable UAGs
the result of the binding interaction between these two source nodes. After consistency
checking by the mto2 node, the intermediate bindings are propagated to the target
argument nodes. If the same variable filler is not assigned to the two different UAGs,
to2 will not be activated. As a result, the initial bindings are propagated directly to
the target argument nodes through the BPMs.
Sub-Mechanisms Between Constant UAGs
The binding interaction between two constant UAGs refers to the situation where
the same variable filler is assigned to the constant argument nodes belonging to two
constant UAGs. This situation allows the same variable filler to get bound to two
different constant arguments. The purpose of the binding interaction sub-mechanism
between constant UAGs (BIMcc) is to detect this situation and to prevent the rule
from firing. Unlike the previously mentioned two BIM&CCMs, this sub-mechanism
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does not require a CCMcc because their consistency is checked by separate CCMs
associated with each constant UAG. This allows the sub-mechanism between constant
UAGs to be much simpler the other two cases. The pairs of UAGs which require this
sub-mechanism is determined by the following condition:
BIMCC = {(Ga,, Cmj)I Ga, € Ss,GAj e Ss,ccmst{Ai),c<mst(Aj),At / Aj}.
The structure of a BIMCC is demonstrated in Figure 5.8a.
Source node Source node
of Gy\. in S, of Gyy. in Sa
Ihibit BPMs
OO CO
Target argument Target argument
nodeis) nodeis)
of Ga, in St of Ga in St
(a) A BIMcc
Source node Source node
of Ga, in Sa of Ga in S.
Ni Nj
Target argument Target argument
node(s) nodets)
of Ga, in St of Ga . in St
(b) A BIMcc in cooperation with BPMs
Figure 5.8: The structure of sub-mechanisms between constant UAGs
Again the source nodes, and Nj, correspond to the two UAGs, Ga, and Gaj in Ss.
As shown in the figure, the BIMCC is represented only with the to2 node. This node
detects the situation where the same variable filler is assigned to the constant argument
nodes of the two constant UAGs. When the to2 node becomes active, its output is
used as a rule inhibitory signal which blocks any binding propagation to the target
arguments by other BPMs or BIM&CCMs. Figure 5.8b illustrates how the BIMCC
cooperates with other sub-mechanisms. The names of the two UAGs are assumed to
be G'ci and Gc2- Each constant UAG has the associated CCMc. The inhibitory link
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between the to2 node and one of the block dots are used to prevent the rule from firing
if the to2 node becomes active during inference.
5.3.4 An Example of Encoding a Rule
To demonstrate the entire rule encoding procedure, let us reconsider the following
example rule:
p(X,X,Y) -> g(X,Y).
Encoding the rule starts by constructing the base predicate assemblies which corres¬
pond to the predicates appearing in the rule. Then the intermediate mechanism is
built between them, which involves the following procedure to determine the required
sub-mechanisms.
First, the syntax of the rule is checked to obtain two sets of UAGs (Ss and St). From
the example rule, we obtain
Ss = {Gx,Gy}, where Gx = {p:argup:arg2}, Gy = {p:arg3}
St = {Gx, Gy}, Where GA' = {?:argi}, Gy = {q:arg2}
Secondly, the number of arguments of each UAG in Ss is examined. The antecedent
of the example rule has two UAGs: Gx which has two occurrences of the variable
argument X and Gy which has the single variable argument Y. Since size(Gx) > 1
and size(Gy) = 1 only Gx requires the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCM):
BCM = {Ga-}.
Thirdly, in order to determine the consistency checking sub-mechanisms, the types of
arguments are checked. In the case of the example rule, we only need the CCMV for
the repeated argument X's because it does not have any constant argument. This
CCMV ensures the consistency condition that all variable fillers which get bound to
these repeated arguments should be the same constant filler or free variable fillers.
Thus we get
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CCMc = {}, CCMV = {Ga.}.
In the next stage, the matching between arguments in the antecedent and those in
the consequent must be checked. This is carried out by examining each related UAG
pair in Ss and St. Since both UAGs in Ss have their related UAGs in St, binding
propagation sub-mechanisms (BPM) are needed between the first two arguments of
p and the first argument of q and between the third argument of p and the second
argument of q:
BPM = {Ga, Gy}.
Finally, binding interaction and consistency checking between each pair of UAGs will be
accommodated. As explained in the previous section, these sub-mechanisms between
variable arguments (BIMkCCMvv) is needed for the pair of UAGs, Ga, and Gy-,:
BIMkCCMcv = {}, BIMkCCMvv = {(Ga, Gy)}, BIMCC = {}.
Figure 5.9c shows the complete network generated for the example rule. Two base
predicate assemblies are shown at the top and bottom of the network and between
them are the BCM, the CCMv, the BPMV, and the BIMkCCMvv. The binding
node bl is used as the BCM, the mtol node as the CCMV, and the rest as the BPMV
and the BIMkCCMv„. Although the complete network looks very complex, it is
modularised. Figure 5.9a shows the network only with the BCM and the CCMV
and Figure 5.9b with the additional BPMV. As can be seen, the complexity of the
network mainly due to the binding interaction and consistency checking mechanisms
between two UAGs. Rules which do not require this mechanism are encoded with a
much simpler intermediate mechanism and therefore shorten the time taken for a step
of inference on the network. Section 7.3.1 will deal with this issue in greater detail.
5.3.5 Encoding Rules with Multiple Predicate Antecedent
Until now, we have dealt with how to encode rules whose antecedent has only one pre¬
dicate. However, there are rules whose antecedent consists of more than one predicate.
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p. pa pargl p:arg2 p:arg3 p:pa p:argl p:arg2 p:arg3 ppa p:argl p:arg2 p:arg3
(a) BCM and CCMv (b) BCM, CCMv and BPMv (c) BCM, BPMv, CCMv and BIM&CCMw
Figure 5.9: Building the intermediate mechanism for the rule p(X,X,Y) —► q(X,Y)
An example of such a rule is as follows:
p(X,X)Aq(Y)^r(X,Y).
To obtain a right inference result from the r predicate, the two predicates p and q
must be activated at the same time with their initial bindings. Because this rule is the
same as the one shown in the previous sub-section except the antecedent is divided
into two predicates, encoding the rule has to build the same intermediate mechanism
but with an additional sub-mechanism which makes the rule fire only when the two
antecedent predicates become active. This is achieved by inserting one r-and element
and n binding nodes if the rule has n target UAGs. Figure 5.10 depicts these new nodes
and shows how these nodes are used in cooperation with existing sub-mechanisms.
The node paxy is the r-and element and two nodes 63x and b1y Eire the binding nodes
inserted. The node paxy becomes active only if it receives two input signals from
p:pa and q:pa at the same time. Consequently, this node is used to check if both
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p:pa p:argl q:argl
r:pa r:argl
Figure 5.10: Encoding the rule p(X,X) A q(Y) —> r[X,Y) which has the multiple
antecedent predicates
predicate assemblies are active at the same time at the beginning of inference. Once
it becomes active, its output is sent to the two bindings nodes (63's) to allow binding
propagation from the source argument node (q:argi) or the binding node (b2), to the
target argument nodes (r:argi and r:an/2). These binding nodes have the threshold 2
and will be activated on receiving inputs from the paxy and from one of other links
at the same time. Therefore, these nodes Eire used to control the binding propagation
sub-mechanism according to the situation whether paxy becomes active or not.
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5.4.1 Some Considerations
Symbolically, an n-ary fact is represented by the fact name followed by n constant
arguments. It has the same structure as that of an ordinary predicate except that
it has pre-established bindings. One operation we can perform against encoded facts
is posing a query predicate with constant or variable fillers to see if there is any fact
which matches with the given query in the logical database. If there is a match, we
expect a set of bindings between the constant arguments of the fact and variable fillers
of the given query predicate. Thus, implementing a fact encoding mechanism in a
connectionist manner requires us to provide a connectionist equivalent to this query
processing. To demonstrate connectionist sub-mechanisms required to support this, let
us consider the situation where the example fact, p(a,a,b), is encoded into the logical
database:
• posing the query predicate, p(a.b,c), should fail to match with the example fact
because the second and the third constant fillers are not the ones specified in
the encoded fact. In general, posing a query predicate which has only constant
fillers requires consistency checking within each UAG to check the consistency
between each argument of the encoded fact and corresponding filler of the query
predicate:
• posing the query predicate, p(U,U,V), will result in the affirmative answer with
the binding {U/a, V/b}. This indicates that posing a query predicate which
has only variable fillers first requires consistency checking across UAGs which
checks the situation where the same variable filler gets bound to two different
constant arguments at the same time. If the query predicate does not violate
consistency, bindings between the variable fillers and constant arguments should
be represented in some way;
• posing the query predicate, p(a,U,b), should also result in an affirmative answer
with the binding {U/a}. This shows that posing a query predicate which has
mixture of constant and variable fillers requires both types of consistency checking
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This sort of query processing is relatively easy in symbolic inference systems because
matching between two predicates is done by a symbolic pattern matching algorithm
and the variable bindings produced are easily shared by other variables using pointers.
However, it is difficult to achieve using a connectionist approach because
• it requires built-in connectionist mechanisms for consistency checking both within
each UAG and across UAGs;
• unlike symbolic systems, the result of variable bindings should be explicitly rep¬
resented on a network in the form of activation.
These conditions suggest that encoding a fact requires associated sub-mechanisms
to check consistency and an additional sub-mechanism to represent result bindings.
CASI's fact encoding mechanism uses a fact assembly and the intermediate mechan¬
ism for this purpose. The structure of the fact assembly is the same as that of the base
predicate assembly. We use the suffix after predicate name to differentiate the fact
assembly from the base predicate. The fact assembly of the given fact p(a,b,c), for
instance, is represented as pf{pa[0],arg\([0],[0]),aTg2([0],[Oj),arg^([0],[0])}. Therefore,
constructing an SPN for a fact involves building the base predicate assembly, the fact
assembly, and the intermediate mechanism between them (see Figure 4.2).
When a fact SPN is used for a step of inference, the base predicate assembly (as the
source predicate assembly) is used to represent initial bindings and the fact assembly
(as the target predicate assembly) to represent result bindings. The sub-mechanisms
that will be embedded into the intermediate mechanism are used for binding collection,
consistency checking, and binding propagation. Whenever a query predicate is posed
for backward chaining, the initial binding instantiation procedure will set up bindings
between filler nodes of the query predicate and the argument nodes of the base predicate
assembly. These bindings will then propagate through the intermediate mechanism
where their consistency is checked. If they do not violate any consistency condition,
the activation reaches to the fact assembly and represents the result of unification over
its argument nodes.
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During the fact encoding procedure, all facts which have the same predicate name
and arity share the same base predicate assembly with which all their fact assemblies
are associated. This allows parallelism on the SPNs encoding those facts when used
for inference. Whenever a base predicate assembly becomes active by posing a query
predicate, all fact assemblies associated with it become candidates to be fired. Fact
assemblies which can unify with the presented query predicate are activated in parallel.
The following summarises the procedure for encoding each fact:
PROCEDURE: encoding a symbolic fact
Step 1: compute Ss and St for a given fact;
Step 2: build base predicate assemblies corresponding to the fact predicate
if it does not exist in CLDB;
Step 3: build a fact assemblies for the given fact;
Step 4: build the intermediate mechanism in such a way that
(1) for each UAG, Ga, in S,, which has repeated arguments
build a sub-mechanism for binding collection;
(2) for each UAG. G At in Ss, build sub-mechanisms for
consistency checking within each UAG and across UAGs;
(3) for each UAG, Ga, in Ss, build a sub-mechanism for binding propagation
As can be seen, the same UAG concept is used to decide necessary sub-mechanisms
for the intermediate mechanism. Since the base predicate assembly is considered as
the source predicate assembly and the fact assembly as the target predicate assembly,
sets of UAGs obtained from the example fact, p(a,a,b), are:
•5S = {G„,G(,} where Ga = {pmrgl,p:arg2}, Gt, = {p:arp3},
St = {Ga,G(,} where Ga = {pj:argl,pj:arg2}, Gb = {Pf:arg3}.
The following sub-sections describe how to determine the necessary sub-mechanisms to
build the intermediate mechanism for each type of a fact based on these sets of UAGs.
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Each UAG of a fact has either a single argument or repeated arguments. Like the BCM
used within each UAG when encoding a rule, the binding collection sub-mechanism for
each UAG of the fact (BCAIf) is only needed when the UAG has repeated arguments
as follows:
BCMf = {G,4,| G.4, e Ss,size(GA.) > 1}-
Constructing the BCMj for the UAG which has repeated arguments is done by insert¬









(b) The BCM for G.d of the fact pta.a.b)
Figure 5.11: The structure of a binding collection sub-mechanism
If we consider the example fact, p(a,a,b), Ga has repeated arguments and G(, a single
argument. The binding node b4 is only needed for Ga as shown in Figure 5.11b. Since
all the argument nodes in Ga are connected to bj, any constant and variable bindings on
p:argl and p:argS will be propagated to the b4 node after initial binding instantiation.
5.4.3 Consistency Checking Sub-Mechanisms
Fillers that can be assigned to argument nodes of the encoded fact can be either
constants or variables. Thus, two types of sub-mechanisms are necessary to force
consistency within each UAG and across UAGs.
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Firstly, the consistency checking sub-mechanism within each UAG (CCMlf) makes
sure that any constant filler(s) assigned to the argument(s) of the UAG is the same
as the one specified as the constant name of the UAG. Since all arguments of an
encoded fact are constants, this sub-mechanism is required for all UAGs of the fact.
The CCMlf for the given example fact is shown in Figure 5.12a.
Fact inhibit Fact inhibit
Source node Source node Source node
p:argl p:arg2 p:arg3 SI Si Sm
Ga Gb Gel Gc j Qcm
(a) The CCMlf for the example fact p(a,a,b) (b) The CCMlf for a fact with m UAGs
Figure 5.12: The structure of a consistency checking sub-mechanism within each UAG
In the figure, the node b4 is the source node of Ga and the node p:arg3 that of Gb-
The right elements of the binding node and p:args are connected to to3 node by links
which are modified by the signal coming from the constant nodes a and 6. The to3
and these links serve as the CCMlf. Whenever an argument node in Ga or Gb gets
bound to any constant filler other than a or 6, to3 will be activated. The activation
of to3 blocks the binding propagation from the base predicate assembly p to the fact
assembly pf. This ensures the consistency condition of the example fact.
In general, if there are m UAGs in a given fact, the CCMlf will have the circuitry as
shown in Figure 5.12b. The source node is the associated binding node (used as the
BCMf) if a UAG has repeated argument, otherwise the argument node is considered
as the source node.
Secondly, the consistency checking sub-mechanism across UAGs (CCM2f) in encoding
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piargl p:arg2 p:arg3
Ga Gb
(a) The CCM2f for the example fact p(a,a,b) (b) The CCM2f for a fact with m UAGs
Figure 5.13: The structure of a consistency checking sub-mechanism across UAGs
a fact is used to ensure that the same variable filler does not get bound to more than one
constant at the same time. This sub-mechanism is needed among all UAGs of the fact.
The corresponding CCM2j is depicted in Figure 5.13a. The CCM2f is associated
with the same source nodes, bj (for Ga) and p:arg3 (for G&). All the left elements of
the source nodes are connected to a special 7r-btu element, called pbl, whose threshold
is 2. This node becomes active if it receives more than one spike signal at the same
phase of any oscillation cycle. Since each UAG has only one connection to pbl, this
corresponds to the procedure to check if argument nodes in different UAGs get bound
to the same variable filler. If this is the case, pbl will become active and then to3 by
pbl. The activation of to3 eventually stops the activation flow from the base predicate
to the fact assembly during inference. The CCM2j for a fact which has m UAGs is
shown in Figure 5.13b.
As shown in Figure 5.12 and 5.13, both sub-mechanisms, the CCM1 f and the CCM2j.
share the same source node and to3 as a common part of their sub-mechanisms. There¬
fore, these two sub-mechanisms can be merged together as shown in Figure 5.14. On
the left hand side are two separated sub-mechanisms and on the right hand side is the














pa argl arg2 arg3
Figure 5.14: The merged consistency checking sub-mechanisms
merged network for consistency checking. The merged sub-mechanism are associated
with the base predicate assembly p. When any of these two embedded sub-mechanisms
detect the violation of the consistency during inference, the node to3 will be activated
and the output of to3 is then used to inhibit binding propagation from the base pre¬
dicate assembly to the fact assembly. If the query predicate satisfys the consistency
conditions forced by these sub-mechanisms, the initial bindings between the query pre¬
dicate and the base predicate assembly will propagate to the fact assembly, which will
represent the result bindings. A more detailed sub-mechanism for binding propagation
will be explained in the next subsection.
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The binding propagation sub-mechanism (BPMf) provides a path for binding propaga¬
tion from the base predicate assembly to the fact assembly. According to the size of a
related UAG in St, the structure of the BPMf for each UAG requires a different set
of links for the circuitry.
Source node
of Gc in S,
Source node
of Gc in S«
(a) When the size of the UAG is 1 (b) When the size of UAG > 1
Figure 5.15: The structure of sub-mechanisms for the binding propagation
Target argument node
^*>1 of Gc in St
Target argument nodes
argj argk ofGcinS,
Figure 5.15 demonstrates two different variations of BPMf s. The basic structure of the
BPM] for the UAG which has a single argument is shown in Figure 5.15a. Whenever
the source node, N, of Gc, gets bound to a variable filler, the variable binding will be
propagated to the gate node of the constant (c:gate) and the left element of the target
argument node of Gc in St- The output of c.gate then activates the constant node c
and the right element of the target argument node. As a result, the presented variable
filler node, the constant node, and the left and right elements of the target argument
node are activated in the same phase. This represents the result of unification between
the variable filler and the constant.
The BPMf for a UAG which has repeated arguments can be treated in the same
way except it requires additional sets of links from the source node to the target
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argument nodes according to the number of the target argument nodes. As shown
in Figure 5.15b, the BPMj is used to propagate the variable binding from the left
element of the source node to all the left elements of the target argument nodes, as
well as to the right elements of the target argument nodes through the c:gate node.
The output of the gate also propagates to the constant node c to produce the desired
unification result.
5.4.5 An Example of Encoding a Fact
Let us go back to the example fact, p(a,a,b). Since the base predicate and the fact
predicate of the given fact are p(arg1,arg2,arg3) and p/ (argi,arg2,arg3), Ss and St of
the example fact are:
Ss = {Ga,Gb} where Ga = {p:argl.p:argS}, Gb = {p:arg3},
St = {Ga.G;,} where Ga = {pj :argl,pf :otrg2}, Gb = {pj:arg3}.
Based on this information, encoding the example fact firstly involves creating the base
predicate assembly p and its corresponding fact assembly pf. Then the intermedi¬
ate mechanism which involves the binding collection sub-mechanisms, the consistency
checking sub-mechanisms, and the binding propagation sub-mechanisms are built.
By applying the condition for deciding the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCMj),
we can obtain the UAG as follows:
BCMj = {GQ}.
Since all UAGs require the CCMlj, the CCM2j, and the BPMj, we can obtain
CCMlj = {G„, G/,},
CCM2{ = {G„, Gb},
BPM, = {Ga,Gb}.
The intermediate mechanism of the SPN for the fact is then constructed by putting all
the required sub-mechanisms together. Figure 5.16 illustrates the structure of the fact
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pa argl arg2 arg3
Figure 5.16: Encoding of the fact, p(a, a, 6)
SPN. We can see the fact assembly pf and its base predicate assembly p. Between them
are the binding collection sub-mechanism, the binding propagation sub-mechanisms,
and the consistency checking sub-mechanisms. The binding node bj is used as the
BCMj for the repeated arguments a's. The modified links between b4right and to3,
and between p:arg3right and to3, are used for CCMXj to check consistency checking
within each UAG. The nodes, b4ieft, p:arg3teft, pbl, and to3 and related links between
them serve as the CCM2f which checks consistency across UAGs. When a posed
query violates any of these consistency conditions, to3 will be activated and this will
prevent the fact assembly from becoming active. Otherwise, the initial bindings will
propagate from the base predicate assembly to the fact assembly on which the result
bindings will be represented. The nodes a:gate and b:gate are used to activate the
right arguments nodes of the fact assembly and their corresponding constant node at
the same time when variable fillers are assigned to the argument nodes of the base
predicate assembly. Note that links to the two constant nodes are modified by the
inhibitory signal coming from pj:pa. This makes both constant nodes to be activated
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5.4.6 Clarifying Bindings Among Multiple Encoded Facts
Since CASI's fact encoding mechanism provides uniformity in representing rules and
facts, argument nodes of each fact assembly can easily represent bindings generated
during query processing. CASI's fact encoding mechanism therefore provides informa¬
tion that can be used to disambiguate bindings even when multiple facts are encoded
under the same predicate name.
Suppose we have encoded the following two facts which share the same predicate name
into CASI's CLDB:
pn(a,b,c), pf2(a,a,b).
Posing the query p(U, V, W) to CASI first performs initial phase allocation to the fillers,
U[l], V[2], W[3], and activation of corresponding argument nodes of the p predicate
assembly. This results in the set of initial bindings { U/p:argl, V/p:arg2, W/p:arg3}.
Because these bindings do not violate consistency conditions, they propagate to the
fact assemblies, p/i and pf2. through the binding propagation sub-mechanisms. Con¬
sequently, the constant nodes and their gate nodes for each fact and argument nodes
of each fact assembly are activated in the following phases:
a=[l,2], b=[2,3], c=[S],
pn:{pa[*], argl([l],[l,2j), arg2([2],[2,3]), arg3([3],[3])},
Pf\:a.gate[l,2], pf\:b.gate[2,3], pf\:c-gate[3],
Pf2--{pa[*l, argl([1,2],[1,2]), arg2([l,2],[l,2]), arg3([3],[2,3])},
Pfi :a-gate[l,2], pf\:b.gate[2,3],
Since the oscillation states of the constant nodes represent both unification results
with pji and pj2 at the same time, we need the activation states of the constant
gate nodes to distinguish the unification result obtained from pf\ from the obtained
from p/2- Therefore by observing the temporal patterns of the argument nodes of
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each fact assembly and their corresponding constant gate nodes, we can obtain the
answers to the given query. For example, from the first argument node of pfi os¬
cillating in pfi:argl([lj,[l,2]) and its corresponding constant gate node oscillating in
Pfi:a.gate[l,2J, the binding {a/U} is obtained and also from the second and third ar¬
gument nodes and their corresponding constant gate nodes, the bindings {b/V) and
{c/W}. In a similar way. from the oscillation states of the arguments of the second




5.5.1 Types of Inference
Two types of inferences are possible in the proposed connectionist inference architec¬
ture: forward chaining and backward chaining. Each type of inference is started by
presenting or posing the predicate to the system. This input predicate has the form,
pred.name(t\, t2, tn), where £,•'s are either constants or existentially quantified
variables. We can think of each input predicate as being part of a description of a
real situation. For instance, the sentence, "Mary bought car7", may be represented
by the predicate, buyfmary, carl). Also "John owns something'" by the predicate,
own(john,U). In forward chaining, presenting these predicates corresponds to telling
CASI the initial description and deriving its consequences. In backward chaining, on
the other hand, these predicates are considered as queries for which we ask CASI to
find proper answers. The above two example predicates are therefore interpreted as
the sentences, "Did Mary buy car7?" and "What does John own?".
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Presenting the predicate, buyfmary, bookl) to CASI for forward chaining will automat¬
ically produce a series of the dynamic predicates own(mary, bookl) and can.sellfmary.
bookl) over the SPNs which encode these example rules. This is the procedure for
deriving the fact "Mary can sell bookl'' by being told "Mary bought bookl".
On the other hand, posing the predicate, can.sellfmary, car7), to CASI for backward
chaining will produce a yes answer because of the fact that CASI already knew "Mary
owns car7". In this case, CASI considers the input predicate as the question "Can mary
sell car7?". If the query predicate which contains variable such as cansellfmary, U) is
posed to CASI, the system should produce not only the affirmative answer but also
the unification result between the constant of a fact matched and the variable filler U.
5.5.2 Inference Examples
Forward chaining is started by presenting a predicate to the network. Presenting a
predicate involves specifying the argument bindings between the presented predicate
and its corresponding base predicate assembly in the network. If we consider the
network shown in Figure 5.9c, which encodes the following rule:
p{X,X,Y) -* q(X,Y),
presenting the predicate. p(a,U,U), to the network will set up initial variable bindings,
{a/p:argl, U/p:arg2, U/p:arg3), by activating the filler nodes and their corresponding
argument nodes in the following phases:
*[11, U[6],
p:{pa[*], argl([0],[lj), arg2([6],[0j), arg3([6],[0])},
where the numbers specify the particular phases. Once these initial variable bind¬
ings are set up. these bindings Eire then propagated to the target predicate assembly
through the intermediate mechanism between them. As inference continues, the result
of the binding collection from p:argl and p:arg2 will be represented on the bl node
by activating it as bl([6],[l]), and this state is used again for binding interaction with
p:arg3 and activates the b2 node in b2([6],[l]). Since the presented predicate does not
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violate any consistency condition of a rule, these initial bindings propagate to the q
predicate assembly and activate its argument nodes as follows:
q:{pa[*], argl([6],[l]), arg2[6],[l])}.
The right elements of the argument nodes represent the constant bindings and the
left elements the variable bindings. Consequently, the result of inference, q(a.a), and
the result of unification during the inference, {a/U}, are represented. The detailed
procedure for this forward chaining is demonstrated in Appendix A.2.
In a similar way. backward chaining is also initiated by supplying a predicate to the
network but in this case we interpret the predicate as a query. Posing a query predicate
sets up the initial bindings between the fillers of the query predicate and the corres¬
ponding base predicate assembly (the consequent predicate assembly). The result of
inference is then obtained by propagating these initial bindings to the antecedent pre¬
dicate assembly or the associated fact assemblies if any. An associated fact assembly
will only be activated if it matches with the query predicate posed. If the posed query
contains variable fillers, the arguments of the activated fact assembly will represent the
result of unification produced during inference.
The final result of backward chaining is then obtained by observing the states of fact
assemblies activated during the propagation of activation on the network. If there is
any fact assembly activated, this is considered as the affirmative answer "yes" (with
appropriate bindings) to the given query predicate, otherwise the answer is considered
as "no".
An example of the backward chaining inference can be seen by posing the query pre¬
dicate, q(a.U,V), to the network shown in Figure 5.16 which encodes the example
fact p(a,a,b). The initial bindings, {a/p:argl, U/p:arg2, V/p:arg3} will be set up by
activating the filler nodes and their corresponding argument nodes in the following
phases:
a[l], U[4], V[71,
P;{P°/7> argl(lOJ,llJ), arg2(l4],[U]), arg'3(['l],[U])}
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These initial bindings then propagate through the intermediate mechanism consisting
of consistency checking and binding propagation sub-mechanisms. Since the posed
query does not violate any consistency conditions, these bindings propagate to the fact
asembly. Consequently, the argument nodes of the fact assembly and their correspond¬
ing constant gate nodes will be activated as follows:
P/-'W7> argl([0],[l,4]), arg2([4],[l,4]), arg2([7],[7])},
P-fl:a.gate[l,4], p-fl:b.gate[7].
The constant bindings are represented on the fact assembly, {a/pf :arg\, a/pf:arg2,
b/pf :arg^}, by in-phase oscillation between the constant gate nodes (p.flia.gate and
P-fl:b.gate) and the argument nodes of the fact assembly. This represents that the
encoded fact, p(a,a,b), matches with the posed query and the result of unification
obtained from the second and third argument nodes of the fact predicate is { U/a, V/b).
Appendix A.3 demonstrates the detailed steps of this backward chaining.
5.6 Summary
Encoding a rule and a fact into their corresponding SPNs involves creating the source
and target predicate assemblies and building an intermediate mechanism between them.
The previous chapter has shown how to build the source and target predicate assemblies
using our basic neuron elements and this chapter has described how to construct the
intermediate mechanism.
The concept of unifying argument groups (UAGs) is used to categorise arguments
appearing the source and target predicates. The structure of an SPN for a rule and
a fact is decided on the basis of the size and the type of each UAG. and the forms
of matching between the source and target UAGs. As can be seen section 5.5.2, the
intermediate mechanisms designed for the example rule and fact provides the required
sub-mechanisms to complete the symbolic inference over the SPNs encoding them.
One rule encoding procedure which is not described in this chapter is how to encode
unbalanced rules - rules which have isolated UAGs in the target predicate. Unlike
balanced rules, an unbalanced rule requires a special treatment called binding gener-
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ation. Thus, an additional sub-mechanism has to be inserted into the intermediate
mechanism. The next chapter deals in more detail with the procedure for encoding
unbalanced rules.
Also the rules and facts used in this chapter have only variable or constant arguments.
They are not allowed to have any other types of arguments such as structured terms.
The next chapter also illustrates the possible encoding procedure to handle rules and




This chapter describes the possible extension of CASI' knowledge encoding mechanism
to accommodate the following:
• unbalanced rules
• rules and facts involving structured terms
An unbalanced rule is a rule which has isolated UAG(s) in the target predicate. En¬
coding this type of rule requires a special sub-mechanism, called a binding generation
sub-mechanism. The first part of the this chapter describes a necessary condition to
decide which type of a rule needs this sub-mechanism. The detailed structure of the
binding generation sub-mechanism will then be demonstrated using an example.
The rest of the chapter deals with possible extensions of the knowledge encoding mech¬
anism to encode rules and facts involving structured terms. This involves the represent¬
ation of a structured term, an extension of the initial binding instantiation procedure,
and introduction of special sub-mechanisms required in encoding both balanced and
unbalanced rules and facts involving structured terms.
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6.2 Encoding Unbalanced Rules
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Encoding unbalanced rules requires a special sub-mechanism called a binding gen¬
eration sub-mechanism (BGM) which has to interact with an external connectionist
mechanism. The condition to decide which rule requires a BGM is given as follows:
BGM={G,i,| Ga, <ZSs.GAi € 5,}
where GA. is defined as an isolated UAG in the target predicate.
Let us refer to the following rule:
trangle(X) —> no-.ofsides(X, three).
The Ss and St are
Ss = {Ga"} where Gx = {triangle:argx}
St = {Gx, Gthree} where Gx = {no-ofsides:argx}, Gthree = {no.o].sides:arg2}
Since Gthree appears only in St, this rule is unbalanced. If the predicate triangle(a) is
presented to the SPN encoding the example rule for forward chaining, the network must
produce no.of.sides (a, threeJ as a result of inference. If we follow the detailed inference
steps over the SPN, presenting the predicate first activates the constant node, a[0],
and the corresponding argument node, triangle:arg\ ([0],[0]), in the following phase to
set up the initial binding:
*11],
triangle: {pa[*J,arg\ ([0],[1])}.
When this binding propagates to the predicate assembly no.of.sides, the first argu¬
ment node will be activated in no.of.sides:arg\([0],[l]) by the binding propagation
sub-mechanism. This only represents the binding, {a/no.of.sides:arg\}, and leaves the
other binding needed {three/no.of.sides:arg2} unspecified in the form of phases. The
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expected set of bindings in this inference are {a/no-of.sides:arg\, three/no.of.sides :arg-2}
To represent the second binding using phases, the model has to allocate an unused
phase to both the constant node three[0] and the right element of the argument node
no-ofsides:arg2right [0]. This requires
• an external phase manager (EPM) which monitors available phases;
• a binding generation sub-mechanism which request the external mechanism an
available phase when the source predicate assembly becomes active.
The structure of the EPM will not be dealt with in this thesis. One possible structure
of the EPM could be similar to the Free Phase Map described in Aaronson (1991).
The structure of the binding generation sub-mechanism, introduced to encode unbal¬
anced rules, depends on the number of UAGs in the target predicate which requires
binding generation during inference. The most important components of this sub-
mechanism will be the component, called the phase requester, which requests a number
of available phases to the EPM. The following subsections will describe the structure of
the phase requester and how unbalanced rules are encoded using the binding generation
sub-mechanism to be introduced.
6.2.1 The Phase Requester
The required functional behaviour of the phase requester can be summarised as follows:
• the phase requester needs to be activated by the source predicate when it becomes
active;
• the phase requester needs to communicate with EPM to request available phases
and to receive them;
• if there are more than one isolated UAG in the target predicate, the phase re¬
quester has to ask the EPM for the proper number of phases.
The graphical representation of the behaviour of the phase requester is shown in Fig¬
ure 6.1. The phase requester is drawn with a hexagon. If the target predicate has
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The predicate activator
of the source predicate
The predicate activator
of the source predicate
( The externalphase manager The externalphase manager
Phase 1 Phase 1 Phase n
(a) When requesting one unused phase (b) When requesting n unused phases
Figure 6.1: The graphical representation of the behaviour of the phase requester
only one isolated UAG, the phase request asks the EPM for one phase. On receiving
the signal from the predicate activator of the source predicate assembly, the phase
requester sends the request to the EPM and asks for a free phase. After receiving the
free phase from the EPM, the phase requester propagates this phase to the argument
node(s) of the isolated UAG.
In general, if the target predicate has n isolated UAGs, the phase requester has to ask
the EPM for n free phases. The number inside the hexagon indicates the number of
phases that the phase requester has to ask.
6.2.2 Encoding Rules with a Single Isolated UAG
Let us consider the following two rules:
p(A')->9(X,y),
p(X) -+q{X,a).
The Ss and St of the first rule are
Ss = {Ga'}, where Gx = {p:arffi},
St = {Gx,Gy}, where Gx = {q:argi}, Gy = {q:arg2},
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and those of the second rule are
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Ss = {Gx}, where Gx = {p.arg,},
St = {Gx ,Ga}, where Gx = {q:argx}, G„ = {q:arg2}.
The isolated UAG of the first rule, Gy in St, is the variable UAG and therefore
requires variable binding generation during inference. On the other hand, the isolated
UAG of the second rule, Ga in St, is the constant UAG and requires constant binding
generation.
pa argl pa argl
<003 03
pa argl arg2
(a) p(X) --> q(X,Y)
<oco
pa argl arg2
(b) p(X) -> q(X,a)
Figure 6.2: Encoding the rules which have one isolated UAG in the target predicate
The SPNs which correspond to the two example rules are shown in Figure 6.2. Fig¬
ure 6.2a demonstrates how the phase requester is used to generate a variable binding.
The output of the phase requester is connected to the q:arg2lt)l[0]. Thus the propaga¬
tion of the new binding from the phase requester to q:arg2lt/t[0] will set up a variable
binding on q:arg2. Now we demonstrate how the phase requester is used to generate
a constant binding. The output of the phase request is sent to the right element of
the target argument node and the corresponding constant node at the same time to
achieve required constant binding. Figure 6.2b illustrates this situation.
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6.2.3 Encoding Rules with More Than One Isolated UAGs
The following is a rule which has more than one isolated UAGs:
p(X) ->q(X,Y,a).
The Ss and St of the given rule are
Ss = {Ga}, where Gx = {p:argt},
St = {Gx,Gy,Ga}, where Gx = {^/argi}, Gy = {q:arg2} Ga = {q:arg3}.
Since Gy and Ga in St are isolated, they need BGMs:
BGM = {Gy, Ga}.
pa argl
pa argl arg2 arg3
Figure 6.3: The intermediate mechanisms for a repeated argument
Figure 6.3 depicts the corresponding SPN of the given rule. The number shown on the
phase requester indicates the number of free phases that the phase requester has to ask.
Since there are two isolated UAGs in the target predicate, the phase requester has to
ask two phases at the same time. The generated phases then propagate to q:arg\left[0]
and q:arg2rtght[0] and a[0] to set up the variable binding and the constant binding on
each target argument node.
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6.3 Dealing with Structured Terms
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Allowing a structured term as an argument of a rule and a fact extends the express¬
ive power of CASI. Although Ajjanagadde (1990) proposed a provisional connectionist
mechanism which encodes rules involving structured terms based on temporal syn¬
chrony. his solution does not specify how it can deal with consistency checking and
unification during inference. Neither does his system provide any mechanism to en¬
code facts with structured terms. The following subsection shows how rules and facts
involving structured terms are represented into the corresponding SPNs and how these
networks are used for inference.
6.3.1 Representing Structured Terms
Since we consider Ajjanagadde's representation of structured term [Ajjanagadde (1990)]
to be elegant, we adopt his representation in CASI. A structured term s of n argu¬
ments, s(argi,arg2,. ■ .,argn), is represented using an assembly of nodes consisting of a
structured term binder (sb) and n arguments nodes as shown in Figure 6.4a. The n
argument nodes are the same as ordinary argument nodes used in an n-ary predicate
assembly. The structured term binder is a single 7r-btu node and is used to refer to the
whole structured term. If any variable node becomes active in-phase with this binder,
this situation indicates that the variable is bound to the structured term.
A dynamic structured term, s(F\,F2, ■ ■.,Fn), is represented by activating a node rep¬
resenting each filler Fi and the corresponding argument node of the structured as¬
sembly in the same phase. If Ft is a variable filler, a variable binding needs to be
set between them and if F, is a constant filler, a constant binding. An example of
binding involving a structured term can be seen in Figure 6.4b. The in-phase oscil¬
lation between issac[2] and father-o}:argirxglit[2] represents the instantiated structured
term father-of(issue) and the in-phase oscillation between U[l] and father.of:sb[l] the
binding {{ather-of(issac)/U].
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Oscillation cycles
(b) The phasic representation of the binding lfather_oflissac)/U)
Figure 6.4: The intermediate mechanisms for a repeated argument
6.3.2 Inference Involving Structured Terms
When a structured term is used as a filler for any argument of the source predicate,
a special mechanism is not necessary to accommodate the structured term. However,
the binding instantiation procedure has to be changed to activate a structured term in
appropriate phases when a predicate involving the structure term is presented. Suppose
we have rule whose corresponding SPN is shown in Figure 6.5.
buy(X,Y) —> own(X,Y).
If the predicate, buy(father.of(andrew), cameraS), is presented to the SPN which en¬
codes the example rule, the predicate, own(father.of(andrew), camera!!), must be ob¬
tained as a result of inference. In order to get the correct result, the initial binding
instantiation procedure has to be extended as follows:
• for each filler appearing in the predicate presented,
Step 1: if the filler is a structured term,
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pa arg 1 arg 2





pa arg 1 arg 2
Figure 6.5: Inference involving the function term, father.of(andrew)
— firstly create the corresponding structured assembly (if it does not ex¬
ists in the CLDB) and activate its binder in one of the available phases.
To activate each argument node of the structured term, apply this pro¬
cedure recursively;
— secondly, activate the right element of the corresponding argument node
of the base predicate assembly in the same phase allocated to the binder,—_
Step 2: if the filler is not a function term, create a filler node and activate
the filler node and the corresponding argument node of the base predicate
assembly in such a way that:
— if the filler is a constant, activate both the filler node and the right
elements of the argument nodes;
— if the filler is a variable, activate both the filler node and the left ele¬
ments of the argument nodes.
Applying this extended initial binding instantiation procedure to the SPN shown in
Figure 6.5 produces in the initial bindings as follows:
father.of:{sb[l].argi([0],[2])}, andrew[2], camera2[3],
buy:{pa[*],argx ([0],[l]),arg2 ([II],[3])
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When these initial bindings are propagated to the target predicate assembly, they
activate the own predicate assembly in
own:{pa[*],argi ([0],[l]),arg2 ([0],[3]).}
This activation represents the desired result, own(father.of(andrew),camera2).
Therefore, if a structured term is used as a constant filler, pre-established SPNs can
accommodate the structured term without adding any special sub-mechanism except
using the new binding procedure to set up initial bindings between the source predicate
assembly and the presented predicate involving structured terms.
6.3.3 Encoding Balanced Rules with Structured Terms
If the antecedent of a balanced rule has a structured term whose argument name
is also used as an argument of the consequent, a special binding propagation sub-
mechanism is necessary to encode the rule. When encoding this type of balanced
rule, the knowledge compiler should detect this situation and insert an additional sub-
mechanism to support proper binding propagation between them. The following rule
exemplifies this situation:
greater {age-of (X), fifty) —► onjpension{X).
The structured term age.of(X) is used as the first argument of the greater predicate.
Since the argument of age.of(X) appears in the target predicate, the initial binding
involving this argument needs to be propagated to the related argument of the target
predicate through the binding propagation sub-mechanism during inference. However,
this situation is different from the one demonstrated when encoding an ordinary rule
where the BPM directly connects between argument nodes of a UAG in the source
predicate and those of the related UAG in the target predicate. Encoding the example
rule requires a modification of the BPM to represent the relationships between the
argument of the structured term used as the first argument of the greater predicate
and the argument of the on.pension predicate to provide a binding path between them.
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The information needed to decide this special sub-mechanism can be obtained from Ss
and St of the given rule. If we consider the above rule, Ss and St are
Ss - {G.\age_orGftfty}
where GXagc^, = {greatenargt}, Gfifty = {greater:arg2},
S( = {Gx} where G\ = {on-pension:argj} .
The notation, Gx OJ in Ss. represents that the UAG, Gx. is obtained from the
structured term ape_o/whicli appears as an argument of the source predicate. The more
detailed information, Gx _J)I = {greater:argi}, tells that the function age.of is used
as the first argument of greater predicate. Based on the two sets of UAGs obtained, all
sub-mechanisms required to build the intermediate mechanism are decided as follows:
BCM = {}, CCMc = {Gfifty}, CCMV = {},
BIMkCCMcv = {(Gx^.Gfifty)}, BIMUCCM„V = {}, BIMCC = {},
BPM={GXag_,}.
The intermediate mechanism of the SPN encoding the example rule thus requires:
• the CCMc for the second argument of the greater predicate because it is the
constant argument;
• the BIMSzCCMcy between the argument of the structured term age.of and the
second argument of the greater predicate;
• the BPM between the argument of the structured term age.of and that of the
on.pension predicate;
• additionally, a sub-mechanism which specifies the relation between the first ar¬
gument of the greater predicate and the structured term, age.of.
Figure 6.6 depicts the SPN encoding the example rule.
On the top right and bottom of the SPN show two predicate assemblies corresponding
to the greater and on.pension predicates. On the top left is the structured assembly
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Figure 6.6: Encoding of the rule, greater(age-offX),fifty) —* on.pension(X)
corresponding to age-of(X). The intermediate mechanism is illustrated in the middle
of the SPN. The node toll, the constant node fifty[0] and its associated nodes are used
as the CCMc for the second argument of the greater predicate. The nodes to2, b2,
mto2 and associated links serve as the BIMkzCCMcv between the first argument, the
structured term, and the second argument of the greater predicate. The links between
age-of:arg\([0],[0]) and on.pension:arg\([0],[0]) provide the BPM between them. Fi¬
nally, an additional node, tol2, and associated links ensure the relationship between
the first argument of the greater predicate and the structured term. If the first argu¬
ment is bound to any filler other than the structured term, age.ofi tol2 becomes active
and projects an inhibitory signal to stop the inference.
If the predicate, greaterfage.of(torn),fifty), is presented to this SPN to demonstrate a
step of inference, the source predicate assembly, the function assembly, and involved
constant filler nodes are activated in the following phases by the extended initial binding
instantiation procedure:
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age.of:{sb[l],argi([0],[2])}, tom[2], fifty[3j,
greater:{pa[*],arg\ ([0],[l]),arg2([0],[3])}.
As inference continues, the binding on age-of:arg\ ([0],[2]) propagates to the argument
of the on.pension predicate. The nodes toll and to 12 are not activated during the in¬
ference because both the greater:argirtsht [0] and greater:arg2righl[0] elements get bound
to proper fillers age.of(tom) and fifty. As a result, the on.pension predicate assembly
will be activated in
on.pension:{pa[*],argi ([0],[2])}.
This indicates the result of inference on.pension(tom).
If the predicate, greaterfage.of(U),fifty), is presented to the network, the initial bind¬
ings will be
age.of:{sb[l],argi ([3],[0])}, U[2], fifty[S],
greater:{pa[*],argl([0],[l]),arg2([0],[3])}.
After binding propagation, the target predicate assembly will be activated
on.pension:{pa[*]f arg\ ([2],[0])},
from which the result on.pension(U) is obtained. This result can be interpreted as "U
is on a pension".
During these two inferences, the binding propagation from age.of:arg\ ([0],[0]) to
on.pension:argi ([0],[0]) is achieved through the direct links between them. However,
if the predicate, greater(age.of(U),U), is presented to the network, the SPN shows
a different behaviour. Since the argument of the structured term and the second
argument of the greater predicate are bound to the same variable filler, the initial
bindings, in this case, will be
age.of:{sb[l],argi ([2],[0])}, U[2],
greater:{pa[*],arg\ ([0],[l]),arg2 ([2],[0])}.
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In the next inference cycle, to2 becomes active because of the two inputs coining from
age-of:arg\lt/l[2] and greater:argilt/t[2], The node fifty:gate[0] also becomes active by
the input coming from greater:arg\teIt [2], and the same activation also propagates to
the constant node fiftyfO]. The activation of to2 blocks the BPM and allows the initial
bindings to be propagated only through the b2 node. When the binding node 62
becomes active in b2([2],[2]), these intermediate bindings propagate to the on.pension
predicate and activate it in
on.pension:{pa[*], argi ([2],[2])}.
Since the constant node fiftyfO] also becomes active in the second phase during in¬
ference by the signal coming from fifty:gate[2], the result obtained is interpreted as
on.pension(fifty) with the binding {fifty/U}. This result may be seem strange but this
refers to the situation where the name of the person is the same as the word repres¬
enting the number "50". As long as they are represented with the same entity name,
CASI uses one entity node to represent them. When encoding rules and facts, CASI
analyses them only syntactically and does not consider any semantics involved. Thus
CASI treats the above rule syntactically the same as the rule. p{f (X), fifty) —¥ q(X)
where presenting the predicate, p(f(U),U) produces the result, q(fifty), with the binding
{fifly/U}-
6.3.4 Encoding Unbalanced Rules with Structured Terms
If the example rule shown in the previous section is seen from the backward chaining
point of view, the rule becomes unbalanced. Because the source predicate becomes
the target predicate and vice versa when a rule is used to construct the corresponding
SPN to support backward chaining, the sets of UAGs of the example rule are now as
follows:
Ss = {<?a} where Gx = {on.pension:argi) ,
st = {Gxa„_„f,Gfifty)
where Gxas,_„, = {greater.-argt}, Gfifty = {greater:arg^).
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The given rule has an isolated UAG, Gfifty, in St and is therefore unbalanced. Since the
given rule has neither any constant UAG nor any variable UAGs which have repeated
arguments in Ss, it does not require any sub-mechanisms to build the intermediate
mechanism except the BPM:
BCM = {}, CCMc = {}, CCMV = {},
BIMUCCMc = {}, BIMkCCMvv = {}, BIMCC = {},
BPM = { Gx } ■
By applying the condition to decide the BGM shows that the rule requires one BGM
because of the isolated UAG, Gfifty in St, as follows:
BGM = {Gfifty}.
Encoding this unbalanced rule needs the BGM and a modification of the BPM to
deal with the structured term involved. Figure 6.7 illustrates the corresponding SPN
encoding the example rule to support backward chaining.
pa arg 1 arg 2
Figure 6.7: The SPN which encodes the rule, greater(age.of(X)ufifty) —► on-pension(X),
to support backward chaining
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On the right hand side of the figure shows the BGM for the second argument of the
greater predicate and on the left hand side the modified BPM between the argument of
the on.pension predicate and the first argument of the greater predicate. The difference
is that the outgoing links of the on.pension:argi ([0],[0]) are connected to the argument
of the structured term age.of and the outgoing link of age-of:sb[0] is connected to
greater:ary\right [0], These links provide path for the binding propagation from the
source predicate assembly to the target predicate assembly.
During backward chaining, two phases have to be generated: one for the binder of
the structured term age.of and the other for the constant node fifty[0J. The phase
requester will get these phases from the external phase manager when it is activated
by the predicate activator of the on.pension predicate assembly. Therefore, posing the
query predicate, on.pension(U), will activate on.pension predicate assembly and the
variable U in the flowing phases:
on.pension:{pa[*],argi ([1],[0])}, U[l].
After generation of two phases, the assembly representing the structured term age-of
and the node fifty:gate[0] will be activated as follows:
age.of:{sb[2],argi ([1],[0])}, fifty:gate[3%
assuming that the second phase is generated and assigned to age-of:sb[0] and the third
phase to fifty:gate[0]. When the propagation of bindings are completed, the predicate
assembly greater and the constant node fifty[0] will be activated in
greater:{pa[*],arg\ ([0],[2]),arg2 ([0],[3])}, fifty[3] .
This will be interpreted as the intermediate query greater(age.of(U),fifty) and will
be used for further inference to find if there is any encoded fact which satisfys this
intermediate query.
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6.3.5 Encoding Facts with Structured Terms
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To complete backward chaining with a rule which has a structured term, a fact in¬
volving structured terms should be able to be encoded into the CLDB. In the previous
section, for example, the generated intermediate predicate greater(age.of(V),fifty) can
be satisfied only if any fact such as greater(age-of(torn),fifty) is pre-encoded into the
CLDB. Therefore. CASI has to provide a proper encoding mechanism for facts involving
structured terms.
If we use the fact, greaterfage-of(tom),fifty), as an example, after constructing the
source and target predicate assemblies the fact encoding procedure needs to decide the
necessary sub-mechanisms to build the intermediate mechanism. Since the base pre¬
dicate and the fact predicates of the example fact are represented as greater(argi, org?)
and greaterf (arg\,arg2), their sets of UAGs are
Ss = {Gtomagt^j fifty]
where Gtomag= [greater:argt], Gfifly = { greater:arg2},
St = {Gtomagt^,pGfifty}
where Gtomagc_of = {greaterf :argi}, Gftfty = {greaterf :arg2}.
The example fact does not need the BCMf because no UAG in Ss has repeated
arguments therefore
BCM, = {}.
By applying the conditions to decide other sub-mechanisms for consistency checking
and binding propagation, we obtain
CCMlf = {GtOmggg^f ,Gfifty},
CCM2f = {Gtomagg_„f,Gfifty},
BPMf = {Gtorriagg^f ,Gfifty}-
Building the intermediate mechanism for the example fact is carried out in the same
way that used in encoding an ordinary fact except a slight modification of the bind-
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ing propagation sub-mechanism to handle the structured term used as an argument.
Figure 6.8 illustrates how the example fact can be encoded.
Figure 6.8: The SPN which encode the fact, greater(age-of(torn,fifty))
At the bottom of the network shows the node pbl used for consistency checking across
UAGs (the CCMIj) and modified links from greater:arg\rxght [0] and greater:arg2rlgkl [0]
to to3 are used to check consistency within each UAG (the CCMlf). Note that
the link between greater:arglright [0] and to3 is modified by the inhibitory link coming
from age.of:sb[0]. This makes sure that the first argument of the greater predicate
to get bound to the structured term age.of. Between greater.arg? and greaterj .-arg^
has a normal binding propagation sub-mechanism including the links to the constant
node fifty[0]. However, the binding propagation between greater:arg\ and greaterj :arg\
has been modified because of the structured term age.of(tom). The constant node
tom[0J and its associated nodes are attached to the argument of the structured term
to represent a constant binding on the argument node. Actual binding propaga¬
tion to greaterf :arg\ is carried out by the link between the node age.of:sb[0] and
greater} :argUxght[0].
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To demonstrate a step inference involving this SPN, let us start the inference with
the following initial binding setup which were obtained from the previous backward
chaining:
age.of:{sb[S],argi ([1],[0])}, U[I], fifty(3],
greater:{pa[*],arg\ ([0],[2]),arg2 ([0],[3])}.
Since the right elements of the argument nodes of the greater predicate assembly are
active in the same phase with age.of:sb[2] and fifty[3] this is considered as the state
that the predicate greater(age.of(U),fifty) is presented to CASI.
When this initial activation propagates to the intermediate mechanism, they do not
activate to3. Therefore there is no inhibitory signal from to3 to stop the inference. The
activation of age-of:arg\ujt[l] first propagates to tom:gate[0] and then to the constant
node tom[0], activating both of them in the first phase. This is the the same phase
allocated to the variable node U at the beginning of the previous inference. In addition,
the activation of age.of:sb[2]also propagates to the greater, :arg\rxght[0] to make it active
in the second phase.
At the end of binding propagation, the assembly representing the structured term
age-of and the fact assembly greater, will be activated in the following phases:
age-of:{fb[2],argi ([l],fl])}, tom[l],
greater,:{pa[*], argi([0],[2]),arg2 ([0],[3])}.
From the in-phase oscillation between tom[l] and the argument of age.oJ:arg\([l]Tl]),
the binding {tom/U} is obtained and the activation of the fact assembly indicates that
the encoded fact greater(age-of(torn),fifty) is matched with the posed query predicate.
Consequently, the query on.pension(U) in the previous subsection is succeeded with
the binding {tom/U}.
6.4 Summary
This chapter has described how CASI can be extended to deal with unbalanced rules
and rules and facts involving structured terms. Encoding unbalanced rules required ad-
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ditional sub-mechanisms: the phase requester and the external phase manager (EPM).
The necessity of these sub-mechanisms is due to the fact that all the bindings have
to be represented in the form of phases in CASI. Extending the knowledge encoding
mechanism to accommodate rules and facts involving structured terms also required
the modification of binding propagation sub-mechanisms. To setup proper bindings 011
SPNs encoding these rules and facts, the initial binding instantiation procedure had




This chapter describes the evaluation of CASI. The first part portrays experiments
involving detailed behaviour of CASI as a compiler of rules and facts in first-order
Horn clause expressions. Each experiment is carried out by encoding example rules
and facts into a network and performing inference over the network. A test set of rules
and fact are chosen to test a specific sub-mechanism of CASI.
The second part will analyse the time and space complexities of CASI. The time
complexity is measured on the basis of oscillation cycles taken for each type of inference.
The space complexity is analysed by counting the number of nodes required to construct
an SPN for each type of rule or fact.
The last part of this chapter compares CASI with other similar connectionist inference
systems. Architectural differences as well as advantages and disadvantages of CASI
will be illustrated with reference to those of other systems.
7.2 Experiments with CASI
The experiments are carried out to test CASI's knowledge encoding and inference
mechanisms. Each test set of rules and facts are selected to test one of the functional
abilities of CASI summarised as follows:
• representation of dynamic bindings including constant bindings and variable
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bindings;
• various types of consistency checking not only within UAG but also across UAGs:
• inference involving various types of rules;
• representation of unification results during inference;
• forward chaining and backward chaining.
When each set of rules and facts are given to CASI. its knowledge compiler translates
them into the corresponding SPNs. The SPNs are then used to perform a symbolic
style of inference when a predicate with various combination of fillers is presented to
initiate inference over the SPNs. The results of inference are obtained by observing
predicate assemblies activated during inference. To help the interpretation of these
result, CASI's user interface provides the corresponding symbolic representation of
these activations. The type of inference used in each experiment is forward chaining
unless otherwise specified. Appendix B also shows additional experiments with six
more rules which are not dealt with in this chapter.
7.2.1 Representation of Dynamic Bindings
Objectives:
Representing dynamic bindings involves representing constant bindings and variable
bindings. The purpose of this experiment is to test if CASI correctly represents con¬
stant and variable bindings over an SPN which encodes a simple basic rule. The exper¬
iment also tests if represented bindings correctly propagate from the source predicate
assembly to the target predicate assembly to achieve a step of inference.
The sample rule used:
p{X,Y) -> q{X,Y)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a,b) - to test representation of constant bindings and their propagation;
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P2: p(U, V) - to test representation of variable bindings and their propagation:
P3: p(U,a) - to test representation and propagation of both bindings at the same
time.
The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p: {paO] ,argl ( [0] , [1] ) ,arg2( [0] , [6] )>
. inference result - q:fpa[*],argl([0],[1]),arg2([0],[6])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b)
. inference cycles taken - 1 cycle
(P2) predicate presented: p(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[1],V[6],
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1],[0]),arg2([6],[0])}
. inference result - q:{paO],argl([1],[0]),arg2([6],[0])>
(symbolic meaning) by left elements - q(U,V)
. inference cycles taken - 1 cycle
(P3) predicate presented: p(U,a)
. phase allocation - U[l],a[6],
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([1],[0]),arg2([0],[6])>
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([1],[0]),arg2([0],[6])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(0,a)
by left elements - q(U,0)
. inference cycles taken - 1 cycle
The result of each inference was extracted from the output of CASI and slightly mod¬
ified before it was put in here to help readability. Each number stands for a specific
phase and the number "0" is used to indicate the inactive state of a 7r-btu element. As
mentioned earlier, the symbol is used to present activation throughout the entire
oscillation cycle. The predicate activators (pa's) are represented with this symbol.
Since this is the simplest type of rule, it took only one oscillation cycle to obtain
the answer for each predicate presented. (PI) shows the representation of constant
bindings and (P2) variable bindings. In (P3), a constant and a variable binding are
represented together. As designed, a constant binding was represented using the right
element of an entity node and a variable binding the left element of an entity node.
The results of inference were obtained by automatic propagation of initial bindings
from the antecedent predicate assembly to the consequent predicate assembly on the
SPN.
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This experiment is to test consistency checking sub-mechanisms within each UAG.
Two types of consistency checking mechanisms will be explored: a consistency checking
sub-mechanism for a constant, UAG (CCMc) and that of a variable UAG which has
repeated argument (CCA/,.).
For a Constant UAG
Objectives:
When a rule whose antecedent has a constant argument is encoded, a constant con¬
sistency checking sub-mechanism (CCMc) is added into the intermediate mechanism.
This sub-mechanism forces consistency between the constant argument and its corres¬
ponding filler during inference. This experiment explores the behaviour of the CCMc.
The sample rule used:
p(a) -> g(a)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a) - to test the consistency checking sub-mechanism (CCMc) when the given
constant does not violate consistency. The completion of inference by the binding
propagation sub-mechanism (BPM) is expected;
P2: p(b) - to test the consistency checking sub-mechanism when the given filler violate
consistency. The inference should not be completed;
P3: p(U) - to test unification between the variable filler and the constant argument
when a variable filler is assigned to the argument.
The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a)
. phase allocation - a[l]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[#],argl([0][1])}
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. inference results - q:{pa[*],argl([0][1])>
(symbolic meaning) by right element - q(a)
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(b)
. phase allocation - U[1]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0])>
. inference results - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P3) predicate presented: p(U)
. phase allocation - U[l]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0])}
. inference results - q:fpa[*],argl([1][1])},
p_q:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right element - q(a)
by left element - q(U)
unification result - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
At first test, (PI), the filler a satisfied the constant consistency condition, therefore
the initial binding {a/p:arg\} propagated to the target predicate and produced the
desirable result q(a). In the last test, the variable filler U was presented to the argument
node and this resulted in the activation of the argument of q predicate in argl([l][l]).
Since the left element is active in-phase with the variable node U[l] and the right
element in-phase with the constant gate node of the given rule, p.q.-a.gatefl], this
represent the result q(a) and the result of unification {a/U}. The second test did not
produce any results since the presented constant filler b is not the same as the one
specified as the constant argument. This inconsistency was detected by the CCMc
and a step of inference was stopped by it.
For Variable UAGs Having Repeated Arguments
Objectives:
Repeated variable arguments of a rule have to get bound to the same constant fillers or
free variable filler in order not to violate consistency of a variable UAG. This experiment
is carried out to test whether the variable consistency checking sub-mechanism (CCMV)
performs proper consistency checking during inference.
The sample rule used:
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p(X.X)^q(X)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a,a) - to test the CCMV when the same constant fillers are assigned to the
repeated variable arguments. The completion of inference is expected;
P2: p(a,U) - to test the CCMV when a constant filler and a variable filler are as¬
signed to the repeated variable arguments. The completion of inference with the
representation of unification result between the constant and the variable filler is
expected;
P3: p(U, V) - to test the CCMV when two different variable fillers are assigned to the
repeated variable arguments. The completion of inference with the representation
of unification result is expected;
P4: p(a,b) - to test the CCMV if it stops the inference when two different constant
fillers are assigned to the repeated variable arguments.
The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,a)
. phase allocation - a[l]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0] [1]),arg2([0][1])>
. inference result - q:{pa[»],argl([0][1])}
(symbolic meaning) by right element - q(a)
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(a,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p: {paO] ,argl ( [0] [1] ) ,arg2( [6] , [0] )>
. inference result - q:{pa[»],argl([6][1])}
(symbolic meaning) by right element - q(a)
by left element - q(U)
unification result - {a/U>
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P3) predicate presented: p(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([6],[0])>
. inference result - q:fpa[»],argl([1,6][0])}
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(symbolic meaning) by left element - q(U)
unification result - {U/V}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P4) predicate presented: p(a,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0],[6])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
When the same constant was presented to the repeated argument, the CCMV did not
became active as can be seen in (PI). Thus, the initial bindings propagated to the
argument of q predicate and produced the desirable result q(a). During the second test,
two fillers, a and £7, are unifiable. Thus the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCM)
first produced intermediate binding, {a/C/}, without checking consistency. Since no
consistency violation was found, the intermediate binding was propagate to the argu¬
ment node of q predicate assembly through the binding propagation sub-mechanism
(BPM). Consequently both constant and variable bindings were represented at the
same time from which the unification result, {a/£/}, can be obtained. In the third test,
on the other hand, both fillers presented to the repeated arguments were variables.
Both argument nodes of the p predicate therefore represented only variable bindings
and those bindings were propagated to the q predicate assembly, resulting q(U) with
the unification result {U/V} after three oscillation cycles. The last test demonstrated
the active role of the CCMV. When two different constant fillers were presented to the
repeated arguments, this sub-mechanism detected the inconsistency, and blocked the
propagation of the bindings from the source predicate assembly to the target predicate
assembly.
7.2.3 Consistency Checking Between a Pair of UAGs
If arguments belonging to different UAGs get bound to the same variable filler, binding
interaction (limited unification) occurs between a pair of UAGs. This binding interac¬
tion unifys pre-established bindings in all argument nodes of UAGs involved but this
is limited unification because it does not involves any consistency checking. Thus an
additional consistency checking sub-mechanism is needed. The intermediate bindings
generated by the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCM) have to be checked how
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their consistency by this sub-mechanism before to be propagated to the target pre¬
dicate assembly. Since CASI considers consistency checking only between a pair of
UAGs, three types of binding interaction and consistency checking sub-mechanisms
(BIM&CCMs) are required to carry out this task:
• the BIM&iCCMcv - between a constant UAG and a variable UAG.
• the BIM&lCCMcc - between variable UAGs.
• the BIMCC - between constant UAGs.
Between a Constant and Variable UAGs
Objectives:
To test the binding interaction and consistency checking sub-mechanisms between a
constant UAG and a variable UAG (BIM&tCCMcv). These sub-mechanisms aire activ¬
ated only when the same variable filler is assigned to both UAGs. Otherwise, the initial
bindings propagate to the target predicate assembly through the binding propagation
sub-mechanism (BPM).
The sample rule used:
p(a,X,X) -4 q(a,X)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a, U,b) - to test binding collection and consistency checking within the repeated
variable UAG;
P2: p(U,a,U) - to test binding interaction and consistency checking within the re¬
peated variable UAG and across UAGs;
P3: p(U,U,U) - to test unification within the constant UAG and binding interaction
across UAGs:
P4: p(U,b,U) - to test the situation where the BIM&CCMn, detects consistency
violation during inference.
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The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,U,b)
. phase allocation - a[1],U[4],b[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([4][0]),arg3([0][7])}
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([4][7])}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b)
by left elements - q(0,U)
unification result - {b/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(U,a,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([6][0]),arg2([0][1]),arg3([6] [0])}
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([6][1]),arg2([6][1])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,a)
by left elements - q(U,U)
unification result - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) predicate presented: p(U,U,U)
. phase allocation - U[l]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[#],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][1]),arg3([0][1])>
. inference result - q:{pa[»],argl([1][1]),arg2([1][1])>
p_q:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,a)
by left elements - q(U,U)
unification result - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P4) predicate presented: p(U,b,U)
. phase allocation - U[1],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([1][0]),arg2([0][6]),arg3([1][0])}
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
The first test shows binding collection and consistency checking within the UAG which
has repeated arguments. Since two fillers a and U assigned to the repeated variable ar¬
guments do not violate consistency, the inference produced the expected result, p(a,b),
with the binding {b/U). In case of (P2), (P3), and (P4), the same variable filler was
assigned to argument nodes of both the constant UAG and the variable UAG which
has repeated arguments. Therefore, the BIMhCCM^ became active during infer¬
ence. The difference is that the presented predicates, (P2) and (P3), did not violate
consistency but (P4) did violate consistency. These inferences first performed binding
collection within the argument nodes belong to the variable UAG which has repeated
arguments and unification within the constant UAG and then binding interaction across
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them. Note that the result of (P4) was represented by activating both the target pre¬
dicate assembly q and the gate node of the constant a to produce the unification result
{a/17} This is because no constant filler was assigned to the repeated arguments of
the source predicate assembly. In case of (P4). consistency violation occurred between
two UAGs because they share the same variable filler U and the filler was bound to
two different constants a and b. The consistency checking part of the BIMk.CCMcv
detected this and blocked the inference. Consequently no result was obtained.
Between Two Variable UAGs
Objectives:
To explore the binding interaction and consistency checking sub-mechanism between
variable UAGs (BIMhCCMvv). A rule which requires these sub-mechanisms should
have at least one variable UAG which has repeated arguments in the source predicate.
The sample rule used:
p(X,X,Y,Y) -> q(X,Y)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a,a.b,b) - to test consistency checking for repeated variable arguments within
each UAG:
P2: p(U, V, U, V) - to test binding interaction across two variable UAGs;
P3: p(a,U,U,U) - to test binding collection and consistency checking within each
UAG and binding interaction across two UAGs when only one variable filler is
involved;
P4: p(U, V,a, U) - to test binding collection and consistency checking within each UAG
and binding interaction across two UAGs when two variable fillers are involved;
P5: p(U,a.U,b) - to test binding collection and consistency checking within each
UAG and binding interaction across two UAGs when the given predicate violates
consistency during inference.
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The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,a,b,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][1]),
arg3 ( [0] [6] ), arg4 ( [0] [6] ) >
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][6])>
(symbolic meaning) by the right elements - q(a,b)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(U,V,U,V)
. phase allocation - U[1],V [6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([1][0]),arg2([6][0]),
arg3 ( [1] [0] ) , arg4 ( [6] [0] ) >
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([1,6][0]),arg2([1,6][0])>
(symbolic meaning) by the left elements - q(U,U)
unification result - {U/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) predicate presented: p(a,U,U,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p:<pa[*],argl( [0][1]),arg2([6][0]),
arg3( [6] [0] ) , arg4 ( [6] [0])}
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([6][1]),arg2([6][1])}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,a)
by left elements - q(U,U)
unification result- {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P4) predicate presented: p(U,V,a,U)
. phase allocation - U[l],a[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([7][0]),
arg3 ( [0] [4] ) , arg4 ( [1] [0] ) >
. inference result - q:{pa[»],argl([1,7)[4]),arg2([1,7] [4])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,a)
by left elements - q(U,U)
unification result- {a/U,U/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P5) predicate presented: p(U,a,U,b)
. phase allocation - U[l],a[4],b[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([1][0]),arg2([7][0]),
arg3 ( [0] [4] ) , arg4 ( [1] [0] ) }
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
The first test simply demonstrates the propagation of the initial bindings to the target
predicate assembly after binding collection and consistency checking within each UAG.
The CCMc for each UAG was not activated because a pair of constant fillers assigned
to each repeated arguments are the same. The result q(a,b) was produced without
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involving binding interaction across UAGs. The rest of the test predicates, on the
other hand, required not only binding collection and consistency checking within each
1JAG hut. also binding interaction across the two UAGs because the same variable
filler was assigned to both UAGs at the same time. The test predicate (P2) has only
variable fillers thus produced the unification result, {U/V}, on the target predicate.
The predicates, (P3) and (P4). are basically the same except the number of variable
fillers involved. The predicate (P3) has one variable filler, U, and the predicate (P4)
two variable fillers, U and V. Their inference results are the same but the unification
results are different: {a/U} for (P3) and {a/U,U/V} for (P4). The last predicate (P5)
was chosen to cause a consistency violation. During binding interaction across two
UAGs, the consistency checking part of the BIM&CCMVV detected this violation and
blocked the inference.
Between Two Constant UAGs
Objectives:
To test the binding interaction sub-mechanism between two constant UAGs (BIMCC).
If the same variable filler is assigned to argument nodes belonging to two constant
UAGs at the same time, the BIMCC has to detect this and prevent the rule from firing.
An additional consistency checking sub-mechanism (CCM„) is not necessary in this
case because the BIMCC performs the necessary task for consistency checking between
two constant UAGs.
The sample rule used:
p(a, b) —> q(a, b)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a,b) - to test the CCM for each UAG. The completion of inference is expected
because the constant fillers assigned to constant arguments Eire the same as the
constant argument names;
P2: p(U, V) - to test unification within each constant UAG;
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P3: p(a,c) - to test the CCM associated with each UAG. The CCM for the second
argument should be able to detect the consistency violation during inference;
P4: p(U,U) - to test unification within each UAG and binding interaction across
constant UAGs. Any binding interaction occurred between constant UAGs leads
consistency violation during inference.
The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:fpa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][6])>
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][6])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b)
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:<pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([6][0])}
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([1][1]),arg2([6][6])>
p_q:a_gate[l],p_q:b_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b)
by left elements - q(U,V)
unification results - {a/U,b/V>
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles
(P3) predicate presented: p(a,c)
. phase allocation - b[l],a[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][6])}
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P4) predicate presented: p(U,U)
. phase allocation - U[1]
. initial bindings - p:fpa[»],argl([1][0]),arg2([1] [0] )>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
The first two tests were carried out to observe proper propagation of the initial bindings
to the target predicate. The first test (PI) was straight forward since the presented
constant fillers were the same as the name of the constant constant arguments. The
CCMs for the constant UAGs did not project an inhibitory signal to stop the binding
propagation. Thus this step of inference produced the result q(a,b). During the second
test, (P2), the initial variable bindings propagated not only to the target predicate
assembly but also to the gate nodes of both constants, p.q:a.gate and p.q:b.gate. The
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in-phase oscillation between these constant gate nodes and the variable fillers, U and V,
represented the results of unification required. The inference for the third test predicate
(P3) was not successful because the CCM for the constant argument b became active
during inference. The last test predicate (P4) was also failed because of the BIMCC
across the two constant UAGs detected the situation where the variable filler U gets
bound to the two different constant arguments a and b at the same time. Consequently,
the BIMCC became active and blocked the inference.
Across more than two UAGs
Objectives:
If a rule has more than two UAGs, the result of the binding interaction between two
UAGs may require further binding interaction with other UAGs. This experiment
explores how BIMSzCCMs carry out binding interaction and consistency checking
when more than two UAGs are involved.
The sample rule used:
p(a,X,X,Y,Y) -> q(a,X,Y)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a,b,U,c,V) - to test binding collection and consistency checking within each
UAG;
P2: p(U,U,U,U,U), P3: p(a,b,U,a,U) - to test binding interaction across two UAGs
and consistency checking after binding interaction;
P4: p(U,a,V,U,V), P5: p(U,b,V,U,V) - to test binding interaction across more than
two UAGs at the same time;
P6: p(U, V, W, U, V) - to test binding interaction across more than two UAGs when
all fillers are variables.
The results:
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(PI) predicate presented: p(a,b,U,c,V)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],U[5],c[7],V[9]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][3]),arg3([5][0]),
arg4([0][7]),arg5([9][0])>
. inference result - q: {pa[*] ,argl([0] [1]) ,arg2( [5] [3] ) ,arg3( [9] [7] )>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b,c)
by left elements - q(0,U,V)
unification results - {b/U,c/V>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(U,U,U,U,U)
. phase allocation - U[1]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([1][0]),arg3([1][0]),
arg4( [1] [0] ) ,arg5( [1] [0] )>
. inference result - q:{pa[*],argl([1][1]),arg2([1][1]),arg3([1][1])>
p_q:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,a,a)
by left elements - q(U,U,U)
unification results - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) predicate presented: p(a,b,U,a,U)
. phase allocation - b[l],a[4],U[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][4]),arg2([0][1]),arg3([7] [0]),
arg4 ( [0] [4] ) , arg5 ( [7] [0] ) }
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P4) predicate presented: p(U,a,V,U,V)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[«],argl([4][0]),arg2([0][1]),arg3([7][0]),
arg4 ( [4] [0] ) , arg5 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - q:{pa[»],argl([4,7][1]),arg2([4,7][1]),arg3([4,7] [1])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,a,a)
by left elements - q(U,U,U)
unification results - {a/U,U/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P5) predicate presented: p(U,b,V,U,V)
. phase allocation - b[l],U[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([4][0]),arg2([0][1]),arg3([7][0]),
arg4([4][0]),arg5([7][0])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P6) predicate presented: p(U,V,W,U,V)
. phase allocation - W[l],U[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([4][0]),arg2([7][0]),arg3([1][0]),
arg4([4][0]),arg5([7][0])}
. inference result - q: {pa[*] ,argl ( [4,7] [4] ) ,arg2( [1,4,7] [0] ) ,
arg3([1,4,7][4])>
p_q:a_gate[4]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,0,a)
by left elements - q(U,U,U)
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unification results - {a/U,U/V,V/W>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
When the first predicate (PI) was presented, the fillers assigned to the repeated argu¬
ments did not violate consistency and there was no binding interaction across UAGs.
Therefore, the predicate q(a.b.c) with the result of unification. {b/U,c/V}, was ob¬
tained as the result of inference. The second and third predicates, (P2) and (P3).
required binding interaction between two UAGs of the source predicate. When the
second predicate is presented to CASI, the intermediate binding generated between
the variable filler U and the constant UAG, a, propagated to another UAGs and this
produced the result q(a.a.a) with the unification result {a/U}. However, the third test
predicate did not produce any results because two repeated argument UAGs sharing
the same variable filler were bound to two different constant fillers and this caused con¬
sistency violation during inference. The next predicates, (P4) and (P5), demonstrated
more complicated binding interaction among the three source UAGs. For the forth
predicate, the last UAG (Gy) shares the same variable filler with the first and the
second UAGs (G„ and Gx)- Thus the inference needed binding interaction between
the first and the third UAGs and between the second and the third UAGs includ¬
ing consistency checking. The binding interaction between the first and the second
UAGs is done indirectly through the third UAG. Since all the initial bindings did not
violate consistency conditions, the desirable result is obtained. However, when the
predicate (P5) was presented, consistency violation occurred because of the constant
binding generated by the second UAG (Ga-) conflicted with another constant binding
generated between the first and third UAGs. Consequently, the inference is blocked
by the CCM after binding interaction across UAGs. Finally, the last predicate (P6)
also required binding interaction among the source UAGs during inference. Since it
has only variable fillers, the unification results have to be represented on the target
predicate assembly. The result of this inference obtained by the target argument nodes
was q(a,0,a) with the unification result {a/U, U/V, V/W] and did not produce the de¬
sirable constant binding for the second argument of the q predicate. This was found to
be one of limitations that CASI's current knowledge encoding mechanism has. More
details about this limitation will be discussed in Section 8.2.2.
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7.2.4 Rules with Multiple Antecedent Predicates
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Objectives:
When a rule whose antecedent consists of more than one predicate is encoded into an
SPN, the consequent of the rule should be activated only if all the antecedent predicates
are activated at the same time with proper initial bindings. Partial activation of the
antecedent predicates should not allow firing of the rule. This experiment explores
an additional sub-mechanism inserted into the intermediate mechanism to ensure this
condition. To make a comparison easier, this experiment uses the rule that was used
in the previous experiment. The rule has been slightly modified in such a way that all
the arguments of the antecedent tire divided into three antecedent predicates.
The sample rule used:
p(o, X) A q(X) A r(Y, Y) —>■ s(a, X, Y)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a, b) Aq(U) Ar(c, V) - to test binding collection and consistency checking within
each UAG;
P2: p(U, U) A q{U) A r(U, U), P3: p(a, b) Aq(U) A r(a, U) - to test binding interaction
across two UAGs and consistency checking after binding interaction;
P4: p(U,a) Aq(V) Ar(U,V), P5: p(U,b) Aq(V) Ar(U, V) - to test binding interaction
across more than two UAGs at the same time;
P6: p{U, V) Aq(W) Ar(U, V) - to test binding interaction across more than two UAGs
when all fillers are variables;
P7: p(a,b) A q(b) - to test the sub-mechanism for multiple antecedent predicates,
where only parts of antecedent predicates are active.
The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,b) * q(U) ~ r(c,V)
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. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],U[5],c[7],V[9]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][3])>
q:{pa[*],argl([5][0])}
r: {pa [*] , argl ( [0] [7] ) , arg2 ( [9] [0] ) >
. inference result - s:{paL*j,argl([0][1]),arg2([5][3]),arg3([9][7])>
(symbolic meaning) - by right elements - s(a,b,c)
by left elements - s(0,U,V)
Unification results - {b/U,c/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(U,U) " q(U) " r(U,U)
. phase allocation - U[l]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([1][0])>
q:{pa[»],arg2([l] [0])}
r: {pa [*] , argl ( [1] [0] ) , arg2 ( [1] [0] ) >
. inference result - s: {paO] ,argl ( [1] [1] ) ,arg2([1] [1] ) ,arg3( [1] [1] )>
p_q_r_s:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - s(a,a,a)
by left elements - s(U,U,U)
Unification results - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) predicate presented: p(a,b) ~ q(U) " r(a,U)
. phase allocation - b[l],a[4],U[7]
. initial bindings - p: {pa[«] ,argl( [0] [4] ) ,arg2( [0] [1] )>
q:{pa[*],argl([7][0])>
r: {pa [*] , argl ( [0] [4] ) , arg2 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P4) predicate presented: p(U,a) ~ q(V) " r(U,V)
. phase allocation - b[l],U[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([4][0]),arg2([0][1])>
q: {pa [*] , argl ( [7] [0] ) >
r: {pa [*] , argl ( [4] [0]) , arg2 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - s:{pa[*],argl([4,7][1]),arg2([4,7][1]),arg3([4,7][1])}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - s(a,a,a)
by left elements - s(U,U,U)
unification results - {a/U,U/V>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P5) predicate presented: p(U,b) ~ q(V) ~ r(U,V)
. phase allocation - b[l],U[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p: {pa['»] ,argl( [4] [0] ) ,arg2( [0] [1] )>
q: {pa O] , argl ( [7] [0] ) >
r: {pa[*] , argl ( [4] [0] ) ,arg2( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P6) predicate presented: p(U,V) ~ q(W) " r(U,V)
. phase allocation - W[l],U[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[#],argl([4][0]),arg2([7][0])>
q: {pa [*] , argl ( [1] [0] ) >
r: {pa [*] , argl ( [4] [0] ) , arg2 ([7] [0] ) >
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. inference result - s:{pa[*],argl([4,7][4]),arg2([1,4,7][0]),
arg3(tl,4,7][4])>
p_q_r_s:a_gate[4]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - s(a,0,a)
by left elements - s(U,U,U)
unification results - {a/U,U/V,V/W}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P7) predicate presented: p(a,b) " q(b)
. phase allocation - a[i],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][1]),argl([0][6])>
q: {pa [»] , arg2 ( [0] [6] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
As expected, the results obtained in this experiment were the same as those obtained
in the previous experiment except for the additional test predicate (P7). The last
test predicate demonstrated that this example rule fires only if all of three antecedent
predicate assemblies become active without violation of consistency conditions. As
can be seen, activation of only some of the antecedent predicates did not produce any
results.
7.2.5 Rules with Isolated UAGs in The Antecedent
Objectives:
This experiment explores an SPN encoding a rule which has isolated UAGs in the
source predicate. If an isolated UAG is a constant UAG or a variable UAG which
has repeated arguments, a consistency checking sub-mechanism is required for that
isolated UAG but it does not require a binding propagation sub-mechanism (BPM).
The sample rule used:
p(X,Y) Aq{Y,Z) -> r(X,Z)
The test predicates used:
PI: p(a,b) Aq(b,c), P2: p(a, b) A q(c, d) - to test binding propagation sub-mechanisms
when constant fillers are assigned with and without consistency violation for the
isolated UAG (Gy) in the source predicate;
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P3: p{U, U)Aq(a, V), P4: p(U, a)Aq(U, U) - to test binding collection and consistency
checking within each UAG and binding interaction between two UAGs involving
the isolated UAG;
P5: p(U, V) A q(U,V) - to test binding interaction across UAGs with only variable
fillers:
The results:
(PI) predicate presented: p(a,b) * q(b,c)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[4],c[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] ,argl([0][1]),arg2([0][4])>
q: {pa [*] , argl ( [0] [4] ) , arg2 ([0] [7] ) >
. inference result - r: {pa[#] , argl ( [0] [1] ) , arg2( [0] [7] )}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(a,c)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) predicate presented: p(a,b) ~ q(c,d)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],c[5],d[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][3])>
q: {pa [*] , argl ( [0] [5] ) , arg2 ( [0] [7] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result
(P3) predicate presented: p(U,U) * q(a,V)
. phase allocation - U,[1],a[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([1][0])>
q: {pa [*] , argl ( [0] [4] ) , arg2 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - r:{pa[»],argl([1][4]),arg2([7][0])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(a,0)
by left elements - r(U,V)
unification results - {a/U>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P4) predicate presented: p(U,a) ~ q(U,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p: {paO] ,argl ( [6] [0] ) ,arg2( [0] [1] ) >
q: {pa [*] , argl ( [6] [0] ) , arg2 ( [6] [0] ) >
. inference result - r:{pa[♦],argl([6][1]),arg2([6][1])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(a,a)
by left elements - r(U,U)
unification results - {a/U>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P5) predicate presented: p(U,V) ~ q(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[1],V[6]
. initial bindings - p: {paO] ,argl ( [1] [0] ) ,arg2( [6] [0] )>
q: {pa [»] , argl ( [1] [0] ) , arg2 ( [6] [0] ) >
. inference result - r:{pa[*],argl([1,6][0]),arg2([1,6][0])}
(symbolic meaning) by left elements - r(U,U)
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unification results - {U/V}
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The example rule has the isolate UAG (Gy) which has repeated variable arguments
(Ys). This UAG requires the associated consistency checking sub-mechanism when
encoded. The first and second predicates were simply to test binding propagation
from the source predicate assembly to the target predicate assembly when the fillers
assigned to the isolated UAG did and did not violate consistency. As can be seen, the
first inference produced the result, r(a,c), because the initial bindings on the argument
nodes of the isolate UAG did not violate consistency. The second predicate, on the
other hand, did not complete the inference because of consistency violation. The
predicate (P3) required binding interaction between the isolated UAG (Gy) and the
first UAG (G\) and the predicate (P4) needed extra binding interaction between
isolated UAG and the third UAG (Gz)- When the SPN is tested using these two
predicates, the desirable results were obtained as the results of the inference. As for
the last predicate (P5), it has only variable fillers and consequently produced only
variable bindings as the result of unification.
7.2.6 Backward Chaining
A Set of Rules and Facts
Objectives:
This experiment is to explore CASI's inference mechanism when it is used to perform
backward chaining. To carry out the experiment, a set of rules and facts are translated
into SPNs and then various query predicates, representing specific types of questions,
are posed to CASI. CASI's inference mechanism then performs backward chaining over
the network and gives answers to those queries. The basic example rules and facts used
in this experiment are taken from Shastri & Ajjanagadde (1993).
The sample rules and facts used:
give(X, Y, Z) -> own(X,Y)
buy(X,Y) -Krum(X,Y)
own(X,Y) -> cansell(X, Y)





The test queries used:
Ql: give(jane,tom,U) - corresponds to the question, "What did Jane give Tom?".
Finding an object U is the purpose of this inference;
Q2: ownfmary, U) - is considered as the question, "What does Mary own?". The aim
of this inference is finding an object that Mary owns;
Q3: own(U,car3) - indicates the question, "Who owns Car3?". A name of a person
is expected to get bound to the variable U if there is any fact matched during
inference;
Q4: cansell(john,pen5) - can be interpreted as the question, "Can John sell Pen5?".
Unlikely other queries, this query require yes or no answer as the result of infer-
Q5: cansell(U,V) - means that "Who can sell what?". All the facts which match
this query are expected to be active during inference.
The results:
(Ql) query posed: give(jane,torn,U)
. phase allocation - jane[1],tom[4],U[7]
. initial bindings - give:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][4]),arg3([7][0])>
. inference result - give.f2:{fa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][4]),arg3([7][7])}
give_f2:computer2_gate[7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f2: give(jane,torn,computer2)
by left elements - f2: give(0,0,U)
unification results - {computer2/U}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(Q2) query posed: own(mary,U)
. phase allocation - mary[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - own:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([6][0])>
. inference resultl - own_f1:{fa[»],argl([0][1] ),arg2([6][6] )}
ovn_f1:ball4_gate[6]
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(symbolic meaning) by right elements - own(mary,ball4)
by left elements - own(0,U)
unification results - {ball4/U}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles for own_fl
. inference result2 - give.f1:{fa[*],argl([0][0]),arg2([0][1]),
arg3([6][6])}
give_f1:bookl_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - give(0,mary,bookl)
by left elements - give(0,0fU)
unification results - {bookl/U}
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for give_fl
(Q3) query posed: own(U,car3)
. phase allocation - U[l],car3[6]
. initial bindings - own:{pa[*3,argl([1][0]),arg2([0][6])}
. inference result - buy_f 1: {f a [♦] , argl ([1] [1] ) ,arg2( [0] [6] )}
buy_f1:john.gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - buy(john,car3)
by left elements - buy(U,0)
unification results - {john/U}
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles
(Q4) query posed: can_sell(john,pen5)
. phase allocation - john[l],pen5[6]
. initial bindings - can_sell:{pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][6])}
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result (considered as 'no' answer)
(Q5) query posed: can_sell(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[6]
. initial bindings - can.sell: <paO] ,argl( [1] [0] ) ,arg2( [6] [0] )>
. inference result1 - own_f1:{fa[»],argl([1][1]),arg2([6] [6])}
own_f1:mary.gate[1],own_f1:ball4_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - own(mary,ball4)
by left elements - own(U,V)
unification results - {mary/U,ball4/V}
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for ovn_fl
. inference result2 - give_f1:{fa[»],argl([0][0]),arg2([1][1]),
arg3([6][6])>
give.f1:mary_gate[l],give_f1:bookl_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - give(0,mary,bookl)
by left elements - give(0,U,V)
unification results - {mary/U,bookl/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles for give_fl
. inference result3 - give.f2:{fa[»],argl([0][0]),arg2([1] [1] ),
arg3([6][6])>
give_f2:tom_gate [1],give_f2:computer2_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - give(0,torn,computer2)
by left elements - give(0,U,V)
unification results - {tom/U,computer2/V>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles for give_f2
. inference result4 - buy_f1:{fa[»],argl([1][1]),arg2([6][6])}
buy_f1:j ohn.gate [1],buy_f1:car3_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - buy(john,car3)
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by left elements - buy(U,V)
unification results - fjohn/U,car3/V>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles for buy_fl
The given query (Ql) corresponding to the question "Who owns Car3?" produced the
answer computer2. This answer was deduced from the unification result, {computer2/U}
When the second query was posed to find answers for "What does Mary own?", the
answers were ballj and bookl by the facts matched, own(mary,ball4) and givefjohn.
mary, bookl). These answers were obtained by the unification results, {ballJ/U} and
{bookl/U}. Note that a unification result produced by one encoded fact has to be
interpreted independently from those obtained by other encoded facts so that each res¬
ult is interpreted independently. Without this distinction, the two independent results,
{ball4/U) and {bookl/U}, will cause a consistency violation because one variable filler
gets bound to two different constants at the same time. In a similar fashion, the result
obtained from the query (Q3) is john. However, the query (Q4) did not generate any
result because no fact was matched during inference. As for the final query (Q5), all
facts encoded were matched and consequently produced sets of unification results from
which the answers to the query can be obtained. To disambiguate each set of result
bindings from others, CASI has to refer to the activation states of the constant gate
nodes associated with each constant node of the fact SPN.
A Set of Facts Having the Same Predicate Name
Objectives:
WThen encoded, facts which share the same predicate name and arity are associated
with the same base predicate assembly. According to a type of fillers involved, a
posed query can activate more than one fact assemblies at the same time. CASI's
fact encoding mechanism is designed to disambiguate one active fact from others in a
connectionist manner. The purpose of this experiment is to confirm the behaviour of
CASI in dealing with this situation.
The sample facts used:
fl: p(a,b,c)
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f2: p(a,a,b)
f3: p(a,a,a)
The test queries used:
Ql: p(a,a,b) - to test consistency checking sub-mechanism within each UAG when
the given fillers do not violate consistency;
Q2: p(a,c,b) - to test consistency checking sub-mechanism within each UAG when
the given fillers violate consistency;
Q3: p(a,U,a), Q4: p(a,U,V) - to test constant checking both within each UAG and
across UAGs;
Q5: p(U, U, V), Q6: p(U, V, W) - to test consistency checking across UAGs;
The results:
(Ql) query posed: p(a,b,c)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[4],c[7]
. initial bindings - p:<pa[*],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][4]),arg3([0] [7])>
(symbolic meaning) - p(a,b,c)
. inference result - p_f 3: {fa[»] ,argl ( [0] [1] ) ,arg2 ( [0] [4] ), arg3( [0] [7] )}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f3: p(a,b,c)
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(Q2) query posed: p(a,c,b)
. phase allocation - a[1],c[4],b[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][1]),arg2([0][4]),arg3([0][7])>
(symbolic meaning) - p(a,c,b)
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) - no result (considered as 'no' answer)
(Q3) query posed: p(a,U,a)
. phase allocation - U[1],a[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][6]),arg2([1][0]),arg3([0][6])}
(symbolic meaning) - p(a,U,a)
. inference result - p_f1:{fa[*],argl([1][1,6]),arg2([1][1,6]),
arg3( [1][1,6])}
p_f1:a_gate[1,6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - fl: p(a,a,a)
by left elements - fl: p(U,U,U)
unification results - fl: {a/U>
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles
(Q4) query posed: p(a,U,V)
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. phase allocation - a[l] ,U[4] ,V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»],argl([0][1]),arg2([4][0]),arg3([7][0])>
(symbolic meaning) - p(a,U,V)
. inference resultl - p.f 3: {fa[*] ,argl ( [0] [1] ) , arg2( [4] [4] ) , arg3( [7] [7] ) }
p_f3:b[4].gate,p_f3:c.gate[7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f3: p(a,b,c)
by left elements - f3: p(0,U,V)
unification results - f3: {b/U,c/V}
. inference cycles taken - 3cycles for p_f3
. inference result2 - p_f1:{fa[*],argl([4,7][1,4,7]),arg2([4,7][1,4,7])
arg3( [4,7][1,4,7])}
p.f1:a_gate[l,4,7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - fl: p(a,a,a)
by left elements - fl: p(U,U,U)
unification results - fl: {a/U,U/V>
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for p.fl
. inference result3 - p.f2:{fa[»],argl([4][1,4]),arg2([4][1,4]),
arg3( [7] [7])>
p.f2:a.gate[1,4],p_f2:b_gate[7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f2: p(a,a,b)
by left elements - f2: p(U,U,V)
unification results - f2: {a/U,b/V>
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for p_f2
(Q5) query posed: p(U,U,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*],argl([1][0]),arg2([1][0]),arg3([6][0])>
(symbolic meaning) - p(U,U,V)
. inference resultl - p.f1:{fa[*],argl([1,6][1,6]),arg2([1,6][1,6] ),
arg3([1,6][1,6])>
p.fl:a.gate[1,6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - fl: p(a,a,a)
by left elements - fl: p(U,U,U)
unification results - fl: {a/U,U/V>
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for p.fl
. inference result2 - p.f2:{fa[»],argl([1][1]),arg2([1][1]),arg3([6][6])>
p.f2:a.gate[1],p_f2:b.gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f2: p(a,a,b)
by left elements - f2: p(U,U,V)
unification results - f2: {a/U,b/V}
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for p_f2
(Q6) query posed: p(U,V,W)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[4],W[7],
. initial bindings - p:{pa[>],argl([1][0]),arg2([4][0]),arg3([7][0])>
(symbolic meaning) - p(U,V,W)
. inference resultl - p.f 3: {faO] ,argl ( [1] [1] ) ,arg2( [4] [4] ) ,arg3( [7] [7] )>
p.f3:a.gate[1],p_f3:b.gate[4],p_f3:c.gate[7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f3: p(a,b,c)
by left elements - f3: p(U,V,W)
unification results - f3: {a/U,b/V,c/W}
. inference cycles taken - 3cycles for p_f3
. inference result2 - p.f1:{fa[»],argl([1,4,7][1,4,7]),arg2([1,4,7][1,4,7])
arg3([1,4,7][1,4,7])}
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p_f1:a_gate[l,4,7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - fl: p(a,a,a)
by left elements - fl: p(U,U,U)
unification results - fl: {a/U,U/V,V/W>
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for p_fl
. inference result3 - p_f2:{fa[»],argl([1,4][1,4]),arg2([1,4][1,4]),
arg3([7][7])>
p_f2:a_gate[1,4],p_f2:b_gate[7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - f2: p(a,a,b)
by left elements - f2: p(U,U,W)
unification results - f2: {a/U,U/V,b/W}
. inference cycles taken - 4 cycles for p_f2
One of encoded facts became active when the first query was posed but none when
the second query was posed. This is because the constant fillers of the first query are
the same as the constant argument names of the first fact matched and did not violate
any constant consistency condition forced by the CCMf, whereas the second filler of
the second query (6) did not have any matched fact. The queries (Q3) and (Q4) also
produced the desirable result. Only one fact was matched when the query (Q3) is posed
but three facts when the query (Q4) is posed. Since these queries involved variable
fillers, unification results involving these variable bindings were represented on the fact
assemblies as the result of inference. The last queries, (Q5) and (Q6), contain only
variable fillers and inferences involving those queries are expected to activate any fact
assemblies representing the matched facts during inference with the representation of
the unification result on their argument nodes. Two facts were matched for the query
(Q5) and three facts for the query (Q6). As can be seen in this experiment, CASI's
mechanism disambiguates a result obtained from one matched fact from those obtained
from others using the active phases of an argument node, constant nodes, and their
associated gate nodes.
7.3 Computational Analysis of CASI
7.3.1 Time Complexity
Each SPN encoding a rule consists of the source predicate assembly and target predicate
assembly and the intermediate mechanism between them. The intermediate mechanism
is composed of several layers of nodes. A number of these layers in each intermediate
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mechanism depends on a type of rule to be encoded. It takes one oscillation cycle
to propagate activation from one layer to all the nodes on adjacent layer. In order
t.o achieve a step of inference, the activation of the source predicate assembly has to
go through all the layers of the intermediate mechanism to reach the target predicate
assembly. Therefore, a time taken for a step of inference on an SPN can be represented
with reference to the number of oscillation cycles used for that inference. If lT is the
number of layers of an intermediate mechanism, which we will call a length of a rule
SPN, the value of lr - in other words, the number of oscillation cycles needed to achieve
a step of inference - varies from one type of rules to others as follows:
. rule typel : p(X,Y) —> q(X,Y)
cycles needed: 1 oscillation cycle (lr = 1)
1 for binding propagation
. rule type2 : p(a) —> q(a)
cycles needed: 2 oscillation cycles (lr = 2)
1 for constant consistency checking for the constant
arguments
1 for binding propagation
. rule type3 : p(X,X) —> q(a,X)
cycles needed: 3 oscillation cycles (lr = 3)
1 for binding collection within repeated variable UAG
1 for consistency checking for the repeated
arguments
1 for binding propagation
. rule type4 : p(a,X) —> q(a,X)
cycles needed: 4 oscillation cycles (lr = 4)
2 for binding interaction across UAGs
1 for consistency checking after binding interaction
across UAGs
1 for binding propagation
. rule typeb : p(a,X,X) —> q(a,X)
cycles needed: 5 oscillation cycles (lr = 5)
1 for binding collection within repeated variable UAG
2 for binding interaction across UAGs
1 for consistency checking after binding interaction
across UAGs
1 for binding propagation
The simplest rule (typel) only requires one oscillation cycle for a step of inference,
whereas a rule which requires binding collection within UAG and binding interaction
across UAGs needs 5 oscillation cycles.
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If one SPN is connected with other SPNs by sharing a common predicate assembly,
the inference result obtained from the first SPN is used for the next step of inference
over the connected SPNs directly. In this case initiating an inference leads to a chain
of inference over all SPNs serially connected each other. The more SPNs are connected
serially, the longer time is required to spread the activation over the SPNs. In the worst
case, if all rules to be encoded have serial relationships each other such as pi() —> P2O,
P2O —► P3O, p3O -> P4O their corresponding SPNs will form a network which
looks like a serial inferential chain. If n rules are encoded, a diameter of all connected
SPNs d = ]C?=i Iri; where lr% is the maximum length of a rule SPN (when all rules are
type5). In the best case, if all SPNs Eire separated, the diameter of a SPN d is equal
to lr, where lr is the minimum length of a rule SPN (when all rules are typel) .
The following two sub-sections describe the time complexities measured by the number
of oscillations cycles needed for each type of inference.
Forward Chaining
In the best case, forward chaining takes 1 oscillation cycle. This is the situation where
CASI's CLDB encodes only a set of simple rules (typel as can be seen above) which do
not share any common predicates among them. The time taken for a chain of inference
in forward chaining is d where d = lr, i.e. depending on the number of oscillation cycles
needed for an individual SPN. In case of the basic rule (typel rule), lr is equal to 1.
Thus total time taken for inference in the best case is 1 oscillation cycle.
In the worst case, it takes 5n inference cycles to complete a chain of inference if n rules
are encoded. This is the case where all input rules are serially related each other and all
rules have more than one repeated argument UAGs where lTj becomes the maximum
length of a rule. This is the case when all n rules are typeS. Since d = J2"=i 'r, an^
lTi = 5, d is 5n. This shows that forward chaining, in the worst case, requires 5n
oscillation cycles for a step of inference.
Another factor that affects the time complexity is the number of phases in each oscil¬
lation cycle. The larger the number of phases CASI adopts to represent the constant
and variable entities, the longer it takes for a chain of inference. This makes the time
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taken for a chain of inference also to be linearly proportional to the number of phases
in each oscillation cycle.
If the number of phases is fixed, the time complexity of CASI is therefore O(n), where
n is the number of rules encoded. This indicates that, in forward chaining style of
inference, the time taken for a chain of inference is linearly proportional to the number
of rules to be encoded. Therefore, the performance of CASI's reasoning mechanism
does not dramatically decrease as the number of rules to be encoded increases.
Backward Chaining
If a set of rules and facts are given to be encoded to support backward chaining, they
are translated into a set of rule SPNs and fact SPNs. When rules are encoded, a rule
SPN is either connected to or separated from others according to its dependencies with
them. In a similar way, a fact SPN is either separated from a rule SPN or associated
with a rule SPN whose name and arity are the same as the base predicate assembly of
the fact SPN. Let us consider the following example rule and facts:
p(X) -4 q(X),
P(a), q(b), r(c).
When encoded, the fact SPN for p(a) will be associated with the predicate assembly
representing p(X) and the fact SPN for q(b) the predicate assembly representing q(X).
The fact SPN for r(c), however, will be built separately from the rule SPN because it
does not have any shared predicate with the given rule.
When a query predicate is posed, CASI activates the base predicate assembly corres¬
ponding to the given query predicate to initiate backward chaining. The procedure to
obtain the first answer to the given query is summarised as follows:
1. if no base predicate assembly which corresponds to the given query predicate is
encoded in CLDB. stop the inference;
2. when the base predicate is activated, if it has any associated fact assemblies,
propagate the initial bindings to those fact assemblies. The answer to the query
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is obtained from the activation states of fact assemblies became active;
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3. if the activated base predicate does not have any associated fact assembly, propag¬
ate the initial bindings to the adjacent predicate assemblies connected through
links. Then propagate bindings from those predicate assemblies directly to their
associated fact assemblies, if any. to obtain the answer;
4. continue the step 3 until there are no more predicate assemblies to be activated.
To describe the time taken for a step of backward chaining, it is necessary how many
oscillation cycles are required to activate fact assembly once its base predicate assembly
is activated. Let If to be a length of a fact SPN which corresponds to the number of
oscillation cycles needed to propagate activation from the base predicate assembly to
the fact assembly, the value of Ij varies according to a type of a fact as follows:
. fact typel : p(a,b,c)
cycles needed: 3 oscillation cycles (If = 3)
2 for consistency checking
1 for binding propagation to the fact assembly
p(a,a,b)
4 oscillation cycles (If = 4)
1 for binding collection within UAG
2 for consistency checking
1 for binding propagation to the fact assembly
In the best case, obtaining the first answer to the given query requires only 3 oscillation
cycles. This refers to the situation where a fact which does not have repeated arguments
(typel fact) is encoded in CLDB and the given query predicate directly matches with
this encoded fact. Posing the query predicate activates the base predicate assembly of
its corresponding SPN and then, after lr oscillation cycles, the fact asembly becomes
active. Since the fact does not have repeated arguments (type 1), lr = 3.
In the worst case, the first answer is obtained after 5n + 4 cycles, where n is the number
of rules encoded. This occurs if n rules are serially related each other and a fact which
has repeated argument (type 2) is associated with the antecedent predicate assembly
of the first rule. In order to obtain the answer, the consequent predicate of the last
rule has to be activated first and the initial bindings propagate through n rule SPNs
. fact type2 :
cycles needed:
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to the antecedent predicate assembly of the first rule and then to the fact assemblies
associated with it. It takes 5ri (which is equal to X)"=1 'r,, where lr> = 5) for the initial
bindings to reach the antecedent predicate assembly of the first rule. Additional 4
inference cycles (which is equal to If of the encoded fact) are needed to propagate
those bindings to the fact assembly associated with the antecedent predicate assembly
of the first rule. The total time taken for a step of inference, in the worst case, is
therefore 5n + 4. This shows that the time complexity of backward chaining is also
O(n), which is linearly proportional to the number of rules encoded.
7.3.2 Space Complexity
CASI uses a different number of neuron elements to build an SPN for each rule and
fact. The factors that affects the number of neuron elements are as follows:
• the number of UAGs in the source and target predicate;
• the type of each UAG: a constant UAG or a variable UAG;
• the number of arguments in each UAG: single or repeated.
The number of neuron elements needed to build each rule and fact SPN is different
according to their types. The following subsections analyse space complexities, in the
worst case, in encoding rules and facts.
In Encoding Rules
Encoding each rule firstly requires two predicate assemblies to represent the source and
target predicates. If both of them has k arguments, this requires 2 r-and nodes for the
predicate activators and 2k entity nodes (4k 7r-btu elements) for their argument nodes.
The intermediate mechanism to be built between them will consist of simple links if the
given rule is of the basic type (which has only single variable arguments) or the number
of sub-mechanisms otherwise. In the latter case, CASI decides a required number of
sub-mechanisms according to a syntactic condition that the given rule enforces. The
total number of neuron elements for the intermediate mechanism can be obtained
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by figuring out the number of required sub-mechanisms and the number of neuron
elements needed to construct each sub-mechanism. The following is the number of
neuron elements required for each sub-mechanism:
. the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCM):
2 7r-btu elements (bl)
. the consistency checking sub-mechanism for a constant UAG (CCMc):
1 r-or (tol)
. the consistency checking sub-mechanism for a variable UAG (CCMV):
1 multiphase T-or (mtol)
. the binding interaction and consistency checking sub-mechanisms:
for BIMkCCMcv and BIM&CCMVV
1 r-or (to2),
2 rr-btu elements (62),
1 multiphase r-or (mto2)
for BIMcc
1 r-or (to2)
. binding propagation sub-mechanism (BPM):
for a constant UAG
2 7r-btu elements (for a constant itself),
1 r-or (for a constant ihb node),
1 7r-btu element (for a constant gate node)
for a variable UAG
none
Consider a rule whose source and target predicate consist of k arguments. If the k
arguments of the source predicate are categorised into m distinct UAGs, the total
number of neuron elements required will be at a maximum (the worst case) when all
m UAGs are distinct repeated variable UAGs because the BIMX.CCM,,V will require
4 neuron elements to be built between any two UAGs. The number of BIMfcCCMvvs
is calculated by the formula
m!
i!(m — i)!
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which specifies the number of ways of combining i UAGs out of m UAGs (mC,) without
order. The number of ways selecting pairs of UAGs out of m UAGs is therefore
m! m2 — m
2(m - 2)! = 2
because i = 2. As can be seen, the number of BIM&CCMvvs increases quadratically
as the number of UAGs of a rule increases. Figure 7.1 shows the relationship between
number of BIMhCCMs with reference to the number of UAGs of a rule.
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A number of source UAGs (g)
Figure 7.1: The relationship between the number of source UAGs and the number of
BIMSzCCMs required
The total number of neuron elements required to encode one rule can be analysed as
follows:
• 2 r-or elements and 4k jr-btu elements are needed for the predicate activators
and argument nodes of the source and target predicate assemblies:
• 2m 7r-btu elements are required to build BCM for m UAGs;
• m multiphase r-or elements are required for the CCMV\
• no neuron element is needed for the BPMr;
• (m2 — m) 7r-btu elements, (m2 — m)/2 r-or elements, and (m2 —m)/2 multiphase
r-or elements are needed for the (m2 — m)/2 BIMhCCM„„.
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The sum of all of these neuron elements are 2m2 + m + 4k + 2. This demonstrates that
the space complexity of CASI in encoding n rules is O (nm2) and is quadratic in the
number of UAGs in the source predicate of the rules.
In Encoding Facts
Encoding a fact requires less number of neuron elements because it does not require
BIM&lCCMs between UAGs. When a fact is given to be encoded, the fact is repres¬
ented using two predicate assemblies, one for based predicate assembly and the other
fact assembly. Then, the intermediate mechanism has to be built between them. The
number of neuron elements needed to build each sub-mechanism of the intermediate
mechanism is as follows:
. the binding collection sub-mechanism (BCM/):
2 7r-btu elements (63)
. the consistency checking sub-mechanism (CCMj):
1 r-or (p63),
1 7r-btu element (pbl)
. the binding propagation sub-mechanism (BPMf):
for right elements of the argument nodes:
2 7r-btu elements (for a constant itself),
1 r-or (for a constant ihb node),
1 7r-btu element (for a constant gate node)
for the left elements of the argument nodes
none
For a given fact which has k arguments and m UAGs whose size is greater than 1, the
total number of neuron elements needed to encode the fact is analysed as follows:
• 2 t-and and \k 7r-btu elements (2k entity nodes) tire necessary for the base and
fact predicate assemblies:
• 2m 71-btu elements for the BCMf,
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• one r-or and one 7r-btu elements are required for the CCMf (there are share by
all UAGs);
• 2m 7r-btu elements, m r-or elements, and m 7r-btu element for the BFMf.
Therefore the total number of neuron elements needed to encode a fact is 6m + 4k + 4.
Thus, the space complexity in encoding n facts, in the worst case, is O(nm), which is
linear to the number of UAGs in the source predicate of the facts.
In each rule and fact, the relationship between the number of arguments (k) and the
number of UAGs (m) is k > 2m if all the UAGs have repeated arguments because
a repeated UAG has at lease 2 arguments. Since CASI needs one phase to represent
entities in a distinct UAG dynamically, the number of UAGs involved in a chain of
inference can not exceed the number of phases allowed. A more detailed discussion
about this will be described in Section 8.2.1.
7.4 Comparison with Similar Systems
7.4.1 Comparison with SHRUTI
Since CASI's basic dynamic binding mechanism is inspired by Shastri & Ajjanagadde's
temporal synchrony approach, it is interesting to compare their connectionist system.
SHRUTI, with CASI.
The most important difference is found in a behaviour of a basic neuron elements.
SHRUTI restricted their p-btu element to carrying only a single phase signal per os¬
cillation cycle but CASI's rr-btu element allows multiple phase signals per cycle and
propagates these in synchrony with the driving inputs. Thus, a 7r-btu element is a
generalised p-btu element.
The next difference lies in the structure of the entity node they adopt. SHRUTI uses
a single p-btu element to represent an entity but CASI uses a pair of rr-btu elements.
Consequently, SHRUTI's dynamic binding mechanism represents only constant bind¬
ings explicitly on p-btu elements and leaves variable bindings unspecified - by tagging
all of them inactive states throughout the entire oscillation cycle. SHRUTI does not
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therefore differentiate one variable binding from others. Its ability to replicate sym¬
bolic style of inference is fundamentally limited in this respect because this is a basic,
and fundamentally important, feature of symbolic inference. CASI. on the other hand,
is capable of representing both variable and constant bindings on entity nodes using
temporal synchronous activity between them.
Thirdly, SHRUTI's rule and fact encoding mechanisms do not consider all the syn¬
tactic conditions that symbolic rules and facts may impose when encoding them. In
particular, it cannot provide any information with which to build sub-mechanisms for
carrying out binding interaction and consistency checking across UAGs. This also lim¬
its SHRUTI's unification ability only within each UAG. However, CASI can represent
groups of unifying arguments and can perform unification across them with consistency
checking.
Fourthly, SHRUTI's backward chaining differentiates wy-type query processing from
yes-no type. In case of wh-type query processing, SHRUTI requires two separate stages
to obtain the desirable result. This requires SHRUTI to activate the source predicate
assembly twice for wh-type query processing (see Section 3.3.3): once to activate all
fact nodes1 which will be matched with the query predicate during the first stage; and
again to active constant nodes which are to be matched with variable fillers of the query
predicate during the second stage. Whereas CASI's fact encoding mechanism does not
differentiate wh-type query from yes-no query and, thus, does not require different
network configurations to support them. In CASI, these two query procedures are
merged into the common fact encoding mechanism (this eliminates the need of latch
nodes used by SHRUTI). When a wh-type query is presented, CASI's mechanism
automatically propagates initial activation of the variable filler to its corresponding
argument node of a fact assembly matched during inference. Consequently, the result
of unification between the variable filler and constant nodes will be represented on
the fact assemblies matched without an additional stage of query processing, but they
must be collected from their distributed locations in the network.
Fifthly, time taken for forward chaining in SHRUTI is proportion to d, where d is the
1 In fact, it is the latch node associated with each fact which maintains activation even after the
first stage of query processing. This activation persists until the second stage of wh-type query is
finished.
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maximum diameter of a network. If n rules are serially represented in the network,
d = 53"=i lTi, where /r, is a length of each rule involved. In the worst case, lT = 3 in
SHRUTI, therefore, the time taken for a step of inference involving n rules is 3n. This
is slightly faster than that of CASI's (which is 5n). In backward chaining, to process
a yes-no type query involving n rules, SHRUTI needs approximately 3n + 1 because
d = JCjLj lr, + '/ and 'r, = 3 and If = 1 (see Section 4 of Shastri & Ajjanagadde
(1993)). Since wh-type of query processing requires two phase processing the time
taken for a chain of inference will be approximately double the previous case, i.e 6n + 2.
Whereas CASI needs 5n+4 oscillation cycles regardless of a type of queries for backward
chaining.
A comparison in terms of the number of neuron elements needed is that CASI generally
requires a larger number of elements in encoding rules and facts than SHRUTI. In order
to encode a simple rule (typel), CASI needs the double the number of neuron elements
than SHRUTI because CASFs entity node consists of a pair of 7r-btu elements whereas
SHRUTI's entity nodes are composed of a single p-btu element. However, it is difficult
to compare the number of neuron elements needed to encode rules which require a
special treatment during inference such as unification across different UAGs because
SHRUTI does not provide any mechanism to encode such rules. The additional neuron
elements required for CASI to encode this type of rule are
• one entity node to build BCM for a variable UAG which has repeated arguments:
• one r-or element to build CCMc for a constant UAG;
• one r-or element, one entity node, one multiphase T-or element to build BIM&tCCM
across UAGs.
Finally, SHRUTI provides extensions to support multiple instantiation of predicates
and a connectionist representation of an IS-A hierarchy which can cooperate with
SHRUTI's reasoner. CASI cannot currently deal with multiple instantiation of pre¬
dicates. However, Entity categorisation using an IS-A hierarchy and defeasible rules
described in SHRUTI can be supported in CASI without requiring special purpose
additional mechanisms. In this case, CASI translates defeasible rules and ISA hier¬
archy definitions into the form of ordinary rules and facts and encodes them using the
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standard translation algorithm. This approach is in substantial agreement with that
of Ajjanagadde (1994).
7.4.2 Comparison with CONSYDERR
Sun's CONSYDERR, consists of two sub-systems one of which uses distributed rep¬
resentation, the other localist representation. The localist sub-system can deal with
various knowledge representation issues such as consistency checking, unification, etc..
The major difference between the localist sub-system of CONSYDERR and CASI lies
in the functional requirements of nodes in a network. CASI uses only one type of pre¬
dicate assembly which consists of a r-and element and entity nodes. The behaviour of
the predicate assembly is quite transparent because, apart from temporal behaviour,
each element of entity nodes performs very simple processing (summing of weighted
inputs and thresholding over temporal phases). CONSYDERR, however, uses three
different types of assemblies. Ordinary assemblies compute weighted sums of inputs
and pass along bindings for the variables; OR assemblies compute maximum of inputs
and select one set of bindings out of many based on who is the winner; and Complex
assemblies perform consistency checking, unification, and also binding generation when
necessary (see p. 106 of Sun(1992)). Although it does not use temporal phases, the
need for high computational ability of the assemblies and the use of abstraction which
hides network details is beyond simple summation with thresholding and so demands
much more sophisticated neural elements than CASI requires.
Another difference is that CASI's dynamic variable binding mechanism uses the tem¬
poral synchrony approach, thus the number of distinct entities allowed in each infer¬
ence is constrained by the number of phases in one oscillation cycle. However, CON¬
SYDERR uses numeric values to tag different entities. Therefore it can accommodate
larger number of distinct entities in each inference. Moreover, CONSYDERR's infer¬
ence can deal with a measure of degree of belief. The antecedent predicate assembly of
a network can be instantiated with a certain confidence value and the output obtained
from the consequent predicate can also represent the degree of confidence in a numeric
form. In CASI, on the other hand, argument nodes are activated as binary values (1
or 0) and a result of inference is also represented by those values.
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Finally, CASI can carry out both types of inference: forward chaining and backward
chaining but CONSYDERR's architecture only supports forward chaining.
7.4.3 Comparison with ROBIN
Another similar approach to CASI can be found in ROBIN proposed by Lange & Dyer
(1989a, 1989b). The first difference is that ROBIN'S network is based on semantic
network in which each node representing a concept is connected to others with links
representing special relationships between them but CASI's network is based on SPNs
which are constructed by direct compilation of rules and facts.
Dynamic binding mechanisms in both systems share many similarities. Both systems
represent a dynamic binding between a variable and a concept by making nodes repres¬
enting them share the same activation value or pattern. ROBIN activates the binding
node associated with a value node and the signature associated with a concept node in
the same activation pattern (called a signature) and CASI activates the variable and
concept nodes in the same phase to establish the dynamic binding between the variable
node and the concept node. The difference is that ROBIN can maintain large num¬
ber of distinct dynamic bindings using numerical signatures. The number of distinct
bindings in CASI is constrained by the number of phases allowed.
ROBIN can represent a degree of confidence by different activation values but it can¬
not deal with key knowledge representation issues such as consistency checking and
unification. Only forward chaining is supported in ROBIN.
7.5 Summary
This chapter first explored CASI's ability, as a connectionist compiler, with the series of
experiments. In each experiment, an example rule was translated into the correspond¬
ing SPN and various types of predicates are presented to test how well CASI replicates
symbolic styles of inferences over the networks. The results of experiments showed that
the SPNs produced by CASI's knowledge encoding mechanism successfully replicated
various types of symbolic inferences. CASI was able to represent symbolic components
of rules and facts in a connectionist manner. It's dynamic binding mechanism was able
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to represent both constant bindings and variable bindings. An intermediate mechan¬
ism of each SPN performed necessary subtasks to achieve symbolic inference such as
consistency checking, unification and binding propagation. However, the experiments
show that CASI has a problem in representing a result of inference on the consequent
predicate assembly when a rule which requires binding interaction across more than
two UAGs during inference is used for a step of inference.
A time taken for a chain of inference in CASI is proportional to the number of rules
encoded. The number of neuron elements required to encode a rule is exponential to
the number of UAGs in the antecedent of the rule. When encoding a fact, the number
of neuron elements needed is proportional to the number of UAGs of the fact.
In comparison to other similar connectionist inference systems, CASI's inference mech¬
anism provides more expressive power than SHRUTI and ROBIN by providing connec¬
tionist sub-mechanisms to handle the various knowledge representation issues. CASI's
SPNs have more transparent network architecture than CONSYDERR and requires





Any connectionist model which aspires to replicate symbolic inference based on first or¬
der Horn clause expressions should be able to represent the following in a connectionist
manner:
• representation of symbolic knowledge components;
• representation of dynamic bindings involving constant and variable bindings:
• representation of strategies to be used for drawing inferences;
This thesis proposes a connectionist architecture for symbolic inference (CASI) which
provides connectionist mechanisms for all these requirements to achieve a standard
symbolic style of inference.
8.1.1 Representing Knowledge Components
Representing symbolic knowledge components involves representing symbols and struc¬
tured knowledge such as n-ary predicates.
To represent symbols in a connectionist manner, CASI uses entity nodes. An entity
node consists of a pair of rr-btu elements and is used as a variable node, a constant
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node, or a binding node. A symbolic constant or variable is represented using this entity
node. Because of the temporal oscillatory property of a 7r-btu element, when an entity
node is used as a binding node it can represent several variable and constant bindings
in one oscillation cycle at the same time, which allows limited multiple instantiations.
In biological systems, an entity node does not need to be a single neuron cell - it
might find a counterpart in an ensemble of neurons or a small part of the brain - but
biological plausibility is not the main theme of this thesis.
The n-ary predicates are represented using an assembly of nodes, called a predicate
assembly, which is composed of one r-and element and n entity nodes. The r-and
nodes is used to indicate the activation state of the predicate and entity nodes n
arguments of the predicate. The same structure of predicate assemblies is used to
represent all the predicates appearing in input rules and facts. The use of entity nodes
as the arguments of a predicate assembly allows CASI easily represents the results of
inference and unification on each argument node.
8.1.2 Representing Dynamic Bindings
Based on the structured representation of symbols and predicates, CASI represents
variable bindings and constant bindings using synchronous activity among entity nodes.
A variable binding is represented by activating a variable filler node in phase with the
left element of a binding node, a constant binding by activating a constant filler node
in phase with the right element of the binding node. Multiple instantiations on a
binding node allow several variable bindings and constant bindings involving the same
argument at the same time. This property of an entity node efficiently represents
the result of inference and unification. The number of bindings involved in dynamic
bindings during a chain of inference is only bounded by the number of phases in each
oscillation cycle not by the number of entities involved.
8.1.3 Representing Inference Strategies
One of difficulties in achieving symbolic inference in a connectionist manner is how to
achieve some strategies needed to draw inferences. CASI provides connectionist equi¬
valents to two basic symbolic inference procedures: matching and substitution. The
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match procedure has been implemented by the initial binding instantiation proced¬
ure and a consistency checking sub-mechanism of an intermediate mechanism. Since
the initial binding instantiation procedure simply sets up dynamic bindings between
a presented predicate and the corresponding base predicate assembly of an SPN. this
sub-mechanism performs necessary consistency checking. The substitution procedure,
on the other hand, is implemented by a binding propagation sub-mechanism which
is embedded into the intermediate mechanism. The effect of symbolic substitution is
achieved by propagating the initial bindings from the source predicate assembly to the
target predicate assembly through this sub-mechanism.
Since different types of rules and facts require different structure for their intermediate
mechanisms, the difficulties in building intermediate mechanisms lie in how to decide
a required set of sub-mechanisms according to various types of rules and facts. CASI's
knowledge compiler provides a set of algorithms for this task. On receiving input
rules and facts, the knowledge compiler examines each rule and fact to figure out
types of arguments in the source predicate and argument matching between the source
and the target predicates. Through this procedure, the knowledge compiler builds an
intermediate mechanism which performs two standard symbolic inference procedures.
Once SPNs are constructed from the input rules and facts, inference in CASI is auto¬
matic. When a predicate is presented to a network, CASI starts inference by setting
up initial bindings between fillers appearing in the presented predicate and arguments
nodes of its base predicate assembly. Since the initial variable instantiation procedure
does not involve any form of consistency checking, the intermediate mechanism does
this and provides a binding propagation path from the source predicate assembly to
the target predicate assembly. The result of inference is obtained by observing the
filler nodes and predicate assemblies activated during inference.
8.1.4 Application of CASI
One possible application of CASI will be translating symbolic specifications to a sub-
symbolic level. Although specifications expressed in a symbolic style are usually more
convenient to read and manipulate, some domains may demand specifications at a sub-
symbolic level (for faster run times or to enable inference using simpler components).
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This creates an extra layer in the software lifecycle, with the symbolic specification act¬
ing as an intermediary between high-level requirements and sub-symbolic specification.
CASI. proposed in this thesis, could be used as an automatic translation mechanism
from a symbolic specification language (a subset of Horn clause logic) to a sub-symbolic
language (For more details see [Robertson et al (1994)]). This could allow users to work
at the symbolic level and have their descriptions compile to the sub-symbolic level.
Secondly, CASI may be used as a connectionist reasoner for a knowledge-based system
adopting a production system architecture. When rules and facts describing knowledge
of a specific domain are given to CASI, it encodes the input rules and facts into CLDB
in the form of SPNs [Park & Robertson (1996b), Park et al. (1994). Park et al. (1996)].
Thus, CASPs CLDB corresponds to the rule memory (long-term memory) of the pro¬
duction system. During inference CASI maintains activation states (oscillation states)
between entities and argument nodes of predicate assemblies participating a chain of
inference. Therefore, these activation states over SPNs during inference corresponds
to the working memory (short-term memory) of a production system. Finally, CASI
implements the inference engine part of the production system into the structure of
SPNs as an embedded connectionist mechanism. An initialisation of a certain predic¬
ate assembly of SPNs automatically produces a result of inference by propagation the
initial activation throughout the network.
Finally, CASI may be used as a part of cognitive model to explore various aspects of
human cognitive processes. This possibility will be discussed in Section 8.3.2.
8.1.5 Concluding Remarks
CASI translates a significant subset of Horn clause into a connectionist representation,
called structured predicate networks (SPNs), which may be executed very efficiently
(not only in forward chaining but also in a backward chaining style). The major
contributions of CASI is summarised as follows:
• it provides a connectionist representation of symbolic components in first-order
calculus;
• it extends the temporal synchrony solution to the dynamic binding problem to
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represent both variable and constant bindings efficiently;
• it introduces UAG concept to analyse each type of symbolic rules and facts;
• it provides the connectionist equivalents to the two basic symbolic inference pro¬
cedures, matching and substitution.
• it provides a set of algorithms which automatically decides necessary sub-mechanisms
to build an intermediate mechanism when encoding a rule or a fact;
CASI is a step in achieving symbolic inference in a connectionist manner. It's know¬
ledge encoding mechanism provides a way of representing not only a group of unifying
arguments but also many groups of such arguments involving consistency checking by
various sub-mechanisms adopted [Park & Robertson (1995), Park & Robertson (196b),
Park et al. (1996)]. This extends the expressive power of a connectionist inference sys¬
tem. However, in order to have the full expressive power of first-order Horn clause
expressions, CASI will have to be extended to tackle some of its limitations described
in the next section. Currently, no connectionist system has provided convincing solu¬
tions to these constraints and to do so, in general, we would have to sacrifice one of
the most attractive features of this class of system: its ability to guarantee an answer
in finite time.
8.2 Limitations
As a compiler for first-order Horn clause expressions CASI has the following limitations.
8.2.1 Fundamental Limitations
The most clear constraint of CASI is the limitation of the number of distinct entities
allowed to participate in dynamic bindings simultaneously. This was one of constraints
that the original temporal synchrony approach has. The temporal synchrony approach
requires each entity to occupy one distinct phase in a period of oscillation to avoid
cross-talk. Thus the maximum number of different entities allowed at a time cannot
exceed the number of phases. Since CASI's dynamic binding mechanism adopts this
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approach, this fundamental limitation remains. As described in Section 3.5.1, Sha.st.ri
& Ajjanagadde suggested an appropriate number of phases on the basis of biological
and psychological measurements. According to their estimation, the number of entities
referenced by the dynamic bindings is five or less. It is interesting that this estimation
coincides a commonly accepted measure of short-term memory capacity. 7 ± 2 [Miller
(1956)] and this merits further investigation.
8.2.2 Unification Across More Than Two UAGs
During the experiments, CASI shows one limitation in processing unification across
more than two UAGs. This situation was detected when the predicate. p(U, V, W, U, V),
is presented to the SPN encoding the following rule:
p(a,X,X,Y,Y) -+ q(a,X,Y).
To decide the necessary sub-mechanisms to build the intermediate mechanism, two
sets of UAGs for the given rule have to be obtained as follows:
Ss = {Ga, Gx,GY}
where Ga — {p:argj}, Gx = {p:arg2,p:aTg3}, Gy = {p:arg4,p:argo},
St = {Ga, Gx,Gy]
where Ga = {l'iTgl}, Gjy = {q:argS}, Gy = {p.argS}.
The required sub-mechanisms of the intermediate mechanism are
BCM = {Gx,Gy},
CCMc = {Ga},CCMv = {Gx.Gy},
BIMkCCMn = {(Ga, Gx), (Ga, GY)},
BIMkCCMvv = {(Gx, Gy)},
BIMCC = {},
BPM = {Ga,Gx,Gy}.
Once the SPN is built based on this analysis, a step of inference over the SPN will be
initiated by presenting the predicate to CASI, which sets up the initial bindings between
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the fillers and arguments of the source predicate assembly. Presenting the predicate,
p(U, V, W, U, V), sets up the initial bindings on the source predicate assembly of the
SPN as follows:
p:{pa[*],argl([4],[0]),arg2([7],[0]),argS([l],[0]),arg4([4],[0]),arg5([7],[0])},
where phase allocation to the fillers is W[l], U[4], V[7J. This corresponds to the same
effect that the variable filler U is assigned to the Ga, and two variable filler V and W
to the Gx- and the rest two fillers U and V to Gy. Consequently, the pair of UAGs,
(Ga,Gy), share the variable filler, U, and the pair of UAGs, (Gx,Gy), the variable
filler, V.
Since the given rule has three BIMkCCMs between the following pairs of UAGs:
1. the BIMkCCM^, between Ga and Gx,
2. the BIMkCCMcv between Ga and Gy,
3. the BIMkCCMvv between Gx and Gy,
presenting the predicate therefore leads activation of the second BIMkCCMcv and
the third BIMkCCMvv during inference. The first BIMk.CCMCT remains inactive
because two UAGs, Ga and Gx, do not share the same variable filler. When the initial
bindings are propagated through these mechanisms, they become active in parallel and
generate the following intermediate bindings
• by the second BIMkCCMthe intermediate bindings, {a/U,U/V}, are gen¬
erated and propagated to the first and third argument nodes of the q predicate
assembly;
• by the third BIMkCCMvv, the intermediate bindings, {V/W,U/V}, tire pro¬
duced and propagated to the second and third argument nodes of the q predicate.
When binding propagation is finished, the argument nodes of the q predicate assembly
become active in




The activation states of the right elements of the argument nodes represent the result
of inference, q(a,0.a), and that of the left elements of the argument nodes. q(U,U.U).
From these, the unification result. {a/U, U/V, V/W7}, is obtained.
This result shows that the right element of the second argument node does not properly
represent the desirable constant binding, {a/q:arg2}. Although the desirable result can
be inferred from the unification result, the right element of the second argument node
did not become active during inference. This is because CASI's SPNs are designed to
carry out only single-phase unification between each pair of UAGs, it cannot therefore
deal with unification which requires more than one-phase computation. This situation
occurs when a UAG is unifiable with another UAG indirectly through other UAGs. In
the case of the example, when the predicate, p(U, V, W, U, V), is presented, the UAG,
Ga, is unifiable with the UAG. Gx, indirectly through the UAG Gy• The unification
between the two UAGs, Ga and Gx, must be done after unification between the two
UAGs, Gx and Gy to produce desirable result. Thus, this requires one more phase
to complete all the unification procedure involved. This additional unification step
can be achieved by inserting another set of BIMIlCCMs between the first layer of
BIM&CCMs and the argument nodes of the q predicate assembly. When the current
outputs of the inference go through this additional layer of BIM&CCMs, the desirable
result will be produced, which will make the right element of the second argument node
in-phase with the constant filler a as follows:
q:{pa[*],argl([l,4,7][4]),arg2([l,4,7][4]),arg3([l,4,7][4])},
p-q:a.gate[4].
In general, if there are m UAGs in the antecedent of a rule or a fact, this type of
inference architecture requires m — 1 layers of BIM&CCMs to perform full unification
among all the UAGs.
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The ability to handle multiple instantiations of the same predicate allows the system
to deal with more complex inferential dependencies including symmetric and transitive
inferences and bounded recursion. Although CASI allows multiple instantiations of an
entity node consisting of a pair of 7r-btu elements, it does not deal with multiple instan¬
tiations of predicate assemblies directly. This means that the mechanism cannot reason
with the rules such as sibling(x,y) —» sibling(y,x), lessJhan(x, y) Aless.than(y, z) —>
less-than(x, z) because these rules force the same predicate to become active more
than once with different sets of dynamic bindings during a step of inference. In CASI,
all predicates which share the same predicate name and arity are represented using the
same predicate assembly.
One solution to multiple instantiations of predicates based on temporal synchrony was
introduced in Shastri h Ajjanagadde (1993). In their solution, they limited the number
of predicates participating in multiple instantiations during reflexive reasoning to be 3
because of additional time and space costs associated with it. However, we argue that
this estimation due to the necessity of keeping these resources within bounds in the
context of reflexive reasoning may not be reasonable. In the following two paragraphs,
for example, it is difficult to answer who likes whom after reading the first paragraph
without repetition but it is not the case in the second paragraph. Both paragraphs have
four multiple instantiations and there is not much difference in the number of distinct
entities involved in both paragraphs. The first paragraph has six distinct entities and
the second paragraph five distinct entities.
Paragraphl: Susan likes Tom. John likes Lisa. Tom likes Mary. Clara likes Tom.
Paragraph2: Susan likes Tom. Susan likes Lisa. Susan likes Mary. Susan likes Clara.
This example shows that the sequence of information plays an important role in human
cognition [Stenning et al (1988), Stenning & Levy (1988)]. If the number of multiple
instantiations that human can handle simultaneously is bounded mainly by the cost of
time and space, it should be equally difficult to understand both the above paragraphs
but this is not the case. This may imply that the human limitation in dealing with
multiple instantiations is bounded by the measure of short-term memory capacity and
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other factors such as an active role of the sequence of information rather than the cost
of time and space. It may be also possible that there is a mechanism in the human
brain which is capable of handling of multiple instantiations in a more efficient way.
Following this direction requires CASI to be extended to cooperate with yet another
connectionist modules which control the sequence of information during inference or
to adopt higher order predicate logic.
8.2.4 Further Limitations
In addition to the limitations discussed so far, there remains a couple of knowledge
representation issues which should be tackled further to improve CASI's expressive
power as a connectionist inference system. These include:
• allowing negated predicates in rules and facts;
• allowing recursive definitions in rules.
Extending CASI's knowledge encoding mechanism to handle negated predicates will
enable CASI represents logical expressions like
John is not a student: ->student(john)\
Jacob is not father of Abraham: -<father(jacob.abraham)\
No member is allowed to enter: ->member(X,Y) —> -^enter(X, Y).
This would enhance CASI's expressive power a step further to approach the expressive
power of first-order Horn clause expressions. One way of achieving this would be ad¬
opting a solution proposed by Shastri & Grannes (1995) to allow negated predicates in
SHRUTI. They modified the structure of predicate assemblies by introducing two col¬
lectors: one indicates positive assertion of a predicate and the other negative assertion
of a predicate. They also proposed how contradictions and inconsistencies are dealt
with in a connectionist manner.
Encoding recursively defined rules is difficult to achieve in a connectionist manner
because each step of recursion of a rule has to be represented by a finite network
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and there is no information about how many steps are needed to complete a recursive
inference in advance. However, a limited number of recursion my be allowed if we can
provide connectionist mechanisms which perform the following sub-tasks:
• multiple instantiations of predicate assemblies;
• a mechanism to control a depth of recursions to avoid an indefinite loop;
• a mechanism to store and retrieve intermediate results.
No convincing connectionist mechanism has yet been proposed to carry out these tasks.
8.3 Future Directions
Apart from some extension needed to overcome the limitations of CASI described in
the previous subsection, future work related to CASI involves the following: dealing
with degrees of confidence, exploring CASI as a part of a cognitive model, and finding
more efficient implementation of CASI.
8.3.1 Dealing With Degrees of Confidence
Since CASI cannot represent degrees of confidence on SPNs during inference, some
work may be needed to extend CASI in this direction. One way of allowing degrees
of confidence into CASI's inference mechanism would be to use different confidence
activation values rather than using binary values when instantiating the source pre¬
dicate assembly. This may require additional connectionist mechanisms which carry
out merging confidence values according to "and" or "or" relationship between rules
involved. Adjusting weights of links may be considered as another way of representing
degrees of confidence on SPNs or combination of both.
Another way of representing degrees of confidence may be using the degrees of oscil¬
lation between nodes involved in a binding. When two entity nodes become active in
the same phase to set up a binding, the degree of tightness in phase locking between
them may be considered as a degree of confidence to support that binding. The more
closely related nodes oscillate in tighter phase locking and the more remotely related
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nodes oscillate in looser phase locking. This is possible since the degree of synchron¬
isation between node depends 011 the strength of connections between them [Baddeley
(1QQ9) Cairns et, al (1993)]. However, building such a network model would require
an additional connectionist mechanism supported by well established mathematical
analysis.
8.3.2 Exploration as A Cognitive Model
Until now. CASI has been explored mainly as a compiler of first-order Horn clause
expressions. However, CASI also proposes many interesting behaviours as a part of
models for human cognitive processes: such as how language in the form of rules and
facts may be understood in a connectionist manner: how much working memory space
is needed to perform a chain of inference involving specific rules and facts, etc..
As a part of a connectionist language understanding model, CASI might be used as a
reasoning module which performs inferences (in either a backward or forward chaining
fashion) based on the knowledge it encodes. In this case, CASI may need to cooperate
with other models such as
• a module which performs natural language preprocessing;
• a module which carries out focus maintenance;
• a module which sets up and controls overall inference plans.
Since CASI deals with first-order Horn clause expressions, a language preprocessing
module would need to connect the natural language inputs to the input expressions
that CASI takes. When a natural language style of inputs is given, this module has to
parse the natural language input and provides inputs for CASI's inference instantiation
procedure. These inputs may involve information about how entities appearing in a
sentence can be translated into a series of predicates which consist of predicate names
and entities as arguments.
When one predicate assembly is activated to initiate a chain of inference, the initial
bindings are propagated to all the predicate assemblies connected to the initial pre¬
dicate assembly. This means that CASI, as a reasoning module, only controls the
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adequacy of argument-fillers and leaves the activation control issues untouched. In im¬
plementing forward inferencing, for instance, there exists the danger that there are too
many available inferences. People perform some forward inferencing on the guess that
the same patterns occur. But they do not carry them vary far because the certainty
of the inferences quickly falls below some threshold of plausibility [Ezquerro, J. & Iza,
M. (1995)]. CASI's inferential behaviour is unfocused. Thus, an additional module is
needed to maintain focus of inference.
In addition, language understanding might involve a planning module which cooperates
with the focus maintenance module to maintain continuous inference. This module
recognises current intermediate results of inference and starts subsequent chains of
inference.
Secondly, as a connectionist reasoner, CASI might be used to investigate the following
aspects of human cognitive process:
• it might suggest a plausible size of working memory used for a chain of inference
because its inference involves activation of all the constant and variable entities
at the beginning of inference;
• it can be used to estimate time taken for backward chaining style of inference or
inference involving unification across groups of unifying arguments; CASI sug¬
gests that a wh-type of inference takes the same time as a yes-no type of inference
because it does not use two-phase query processing for wh-type queries as is the
case in SHRUTI;
• its architecture might suggest that why certain types of rules (which represent
special types of inference) are more difficult to encode than others; such as rules
which require multiple instantiations, rules which have recursive definitions, and
unbalanced rules which require a special mechanism for binding generation.
8.3.3 More Efficient Implementation of CASI
CASI was implemented as a simulator using Prolog. Some features of the simulator
were adopted from those of Rochester Connectionist Simulator (RCS) [Goddard et al
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(1988)]. Although CASI's behaviour has been successfully simulated using the Prolog
based simulator, there are some ways of improving CASI's performance.
Firstly, enhancement of its performance can be achieved by implementing the reason¬
ing module of CASI using more efficient programming language sucli as C. CASI is
composed of several modules: the parsing module, the network building module, the
reasoning module, and the user interface module. Among them, the reasoning module
requires the most computing power because it performs the basic computation for all
neuron elements involved in a chain of inference. Thus implementing this module using
more efficient programming language, the performance of CASI will be improved.
Secondly, reimplementation of CASI on parallel machines or hardware platforms dedic¬
ated to neural network systems will greatly improve CASI's performance. In this case,
dividing CASI's modules and further splitting of the task of the reasoning module to
fit into the structure of a parallel machine and a dedicated hardware platform will be
necessary.
Finally, if four basic neuron elements used to build SPNs can be implemented using
corresponding components of hardware, CASI might be built directly on hardware.
This will be the procedure implementing precompiled SPNs on hardware. The most
difficult issue in this case, however, will be how temporal property of each neuron
element is implemented as a hardware component. Although some neuron elements
which have an oscillatory temporal behaviour have been proposed by Konig & Schillen
(1991), Somers & Kopell (1993) and Wang (1995), a connectionist inference mechanism
which uses these elements has not been proposed yet.
8.3.4 User Interface
As can be seen in Appendix A and B, CASI has a simple, text-based user interface. To
provides more user friendly environment, CASI's current user interface may need to be
reimplemented to have a X-window based user interface. This graphical user interface
will give users the ability to explore CASI in more convenient ways.
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This appendix demonstrates CASI's inference procedure with the example rule and
fact described in Section 5.5.2. The first session shows forward chaining with the
example rule, p(X,X,Y) —» g(X,Y), and the second session backward chaining with
the example fact. p(a,a,b). Since CASI is an interactive simulator written in Prolog,
encoding rules and facts and performing inference is carried out interactively with a
text-based user interface. Should the readers refer to User Manual (Appendix C) for
the detailed commands to operate CASI.
A.l Starting CASI
Since CASI is implemented using Prolog, a standard Prolog interpreter is needed.
CASI was implemented and simulated using Sicstus Prolog (Version 3.0) under UNIX
and also in SWI-Prolog (Version 2.1.9) under LINUX. When the Prolog interpreter is
invoked, the modules of the simulator have to be loaded first by typing "[load).". Then
CASI is started by by typing "casi." as follows:




{~namseog/phd/work/sim/mesgs.pi consulted, 70 msec 6512 bytes}
{consulting "namseog/phd/vork/sim/interface.pi...}
{~namseog/phd/work/sim/interface.pi consulted, 280 msec 20928 bytes}
{consulting "namseog/phd/work/sim/paser.pi...}
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{~namseog/phd/work/sim/paser.pi consulted, 170 msec 14752 bytes}
{consulting "namseog/phd/work/sim/compiler.pi...}
{"namseog/phd/work/sim/compiler.pi consulted, 1160 msec 64240 bytes}
{consulting "namseog/phd/work/sim/reasoner.pi...}
{"namseog/phd/work/sim/reasoner.pi consulted, 490 msec 30160 bytes}
{~namseog/phd/work/sim/load.pl consulted, 2350 msec 186016 bytes}
yes
I ?- casi.
WELCOME TO A C0NNECTI0NIST ARCHITECTURE FOR SYMBOLIC INFERENCE (CASI)
01996, NAM SE0G PARK, DEPT. OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, EDINBURGH
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
A.2 Forward Chaining
This sample session demonstrate how CASI carries out forward chaining over the SPN
encoding the following rule:
This example rule is loaded using the load command and compiled by the knowledge
compiler. Once the SPN is built, one can present various types of predicates to CASI
to obtain the result of inference. The following axe some guidance to help understand
the sample session:
• according to the Prolog naming convention, any name beginning with a lowercase
alphabetic character is assumed to be a constant. All names beginning with
uppercase letters are variable names.
• in processing of queries, a number n represents the nth phase of an oscillation
cycle. The node names coming after symbol are candidate nodes to be con¬
sidered firing and the node names coming after '*+" symbol are nodes fired during
that period of oscillation. The initial bindings, after a predicate is presented, are
represented at the beginning of inference after the symbol, "Q:+".
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
p(X,X,Y)^q(X,Y).
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TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
AUV KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn>: SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
A X V EXIT <sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
I: 1.
FILE NAME: rpxxyqxy.
load: p(X,X,Y) —> q(X,Y)
<MESG> LoadSuccess: rules and facts are loaded successfully
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk> SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss> SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn> SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si> SET INFERENCE TYPE
<
1 : c.
x>: EXIT <sv> SET VERBOSE MODE
RULE TO BE ENCODED: p(X,X,Y) --> q(X,Y)
<MESG> FvNetBuilt: network for forward chaining has been built
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk> SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss> SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn> SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si> SET INFERENCE TYPE
<
I : ss.
x>: EXIT <sv> SET VERBOSE MODE
Input knowledge : 1 rules 0 facts
Network type : forward only
Network status : built
Inference type : forward
Verbose mode : off
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk> SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss> SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn> SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si> SET INFERENCE TYPE
< x>: EXIT <sv> SET VERBOSE MODE
I: i.
ENTER QUERY: p(a,U,U).



















q: {pa [*] arglC[6][l]) arg2C [6] [1] )>
By the initial binding instantiation procedure, the argument nodes of the p predic¬
ate assembly became active in-phase with the filler nodes of the presented predicate
predicate, p(a,U,U). After 5 oscillation cycles, the argument nodes of the q predicate
assembly became active as shown above. These activation states represent the result
of inference, q(a,a), and the result of unification, {a/U], produced during inference.
A.3 Backward Chaining
Backward chaining is carried out in a similar fashion to forward chaining. The example
fact used for this session is
p(a, a, b).
A step of inference is performed after the corresponding SPN is built from the example
fact.
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn>: SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
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<MESG> LoadSuccess: rules and facts are loaded successfully
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn>: SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
< x>: EXIT <sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
I : c.
FACT TO BE ENCODED: p(a,a,b)
<MESG> BuildBWNetOnly: no rule exists, only net for backward chaining
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE











TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
ENTER QUERY: p(a,U,V).
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+ (p.f 1: fa[*] ) (a[l ,4]) (b[7])
Cp.f1:argl.l[4])(p.f1:arg2_l[4])(p.f1:argl.r[1,4])
(p.f1:arg2_r[1,4])(p.f1:arg3.1[7])(p.f1:arg3_r[7])













Posing the query predicate. p(a, U, V), makes CASI set up the initial bindings between
the filler nodes of the posed predicate and the argument nodes of the p predicate as¬
sembly. As inference cycles continue, the fact assembly (p/i) which encode the fact.
p(a,a,b), became active after 4 oscillation cycles. The activation of the fact assembly
indicates the affirmative answer to the posed query predicate and the activation states
of the arguments nodes represent the results of the unification. Since the query pre¬
dicate has variable fillers, the bindings obtained from the unification result is used to
produce the values to the variable fillers. Since the unification result obtained from
this inference is {a/U,b/V}, the values for the variable fillers (U and V) are a and b.
Appendix B
More Experiments with CASI
This appendix contains the results of more experiments carried out to test CASI's
ability to support symbolic inference. Six rules which can be categorised into three
groups are selected as follows:
• rules with repeated constant arguments
p(a,a) -> q(a)
p(a,a,b,b) -> q{a,b)
• rules with mixed types of arguments
p(a,X,X,Y) -> q{Y)
p(a, a, 6, b, X.X) —> q(a, b, X)
• rules with multiple antecedent predicates
p(X,Y) Aq(X,Y) -*r(X,Y)
p(a, X) A q(X) -yr(X)
Each rule is encoded into CASI's CLDB. Then, various types of test predicates are
presented to test CASI's ability to accommodate a symbolic style of inferences. The
rest of this appendix illustrates the detailed results obtained from each experiment.
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P(a, a) -> ?(a)
Results:
(PI) query presented: p(a,a)
. phase allocation - a[l]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[>] argl([0][l]) arg2([0][1])>
. inference result - q:{pa[*] argl([0] [1])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a)
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P2) query presented: p(a,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][1]) arg2([0][6])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P3) query presented: p(a,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([0][l]) arg2([6][0])>
. inference result - q:{pa[*] argl([6][1])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a)
by left elements - q(U)
unification results - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P4) query presented: p(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[1],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([l][0]) arg2([6][0])>
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([1,6][1,6])}
p_q:a_gate[1,6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a)
by left elements - q(U)
unification results - {a/U,U/V}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles




p{a, a, 6, b) —> q(a, b)
Results:
(PI) query presented: p(a,a,b,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([0][l]) arg2([0][l])
arg3( [0] [6] ) arg4( [0] [6] ) >
. inference result - q:{pa[*] argl([0][l]) arg2([0][6])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b)
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P2) query presented: p(U,U,b,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],b[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([1][0]) arg2([l][0])
arg3 ( [0] [4] ) arg4 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([l][l]) arg2([7] [4])>
p_q:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b)
by left elements - q(U,V)
unification results - {a/U,b/V}
. inference cycles taken - 3 cycles
(P3) query presented: p(U,U,U,U)
. phase allocation - U[13
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([l][0]) arg2([1] [0])
arg3 ( [1] [0] ) arg4 ( [1] [0] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P4) query presented: p(U,a,U,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl ([6] [0]) arg2([0][l])
arg3( [6] [0] ) arg4( [6] [0] )}
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P5) query presented: p(U,V,U,V)
. phase allocation - U[1],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([l][0]) arg2([l][0])
arg3([6][0]) arg4( [6] [0] ) }
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P6) query presented: p(U,a,U,b)
. phase allocation - a[1],U[4],b[7]
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. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([4][0]) arg2([0][1])
arg3([4][0]) arg4([0] [7])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P7) query presented: p(U,b,c,c)
. phase allocation - U[l],b[4],c[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([l][0]) arg2([0][4])
arg3([0][7]) arg4([0] [7])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
B.2 Rules with mixed types of arguments
B.2.1 Experiment 3
Sample rule used:
p(a,X,X, Y) -» q(Y)
Results:
(PI) query presented: p(a,U,a,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],a[4],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{paO] argl([0][4]) arg2( [1] [0])
arg3 ( [0] [4] ) arg4( [7] [0] )>
. inference result - q:{paO] argl ( [7] [0] ) >
p_q:b_gate[5]
(symbolic meaning) by left elements - q(V)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) query presented: p(a,b,b,c)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[4],c[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([0][l]) arg2([0][4])
arg3([0][4]) arg4( [0] [7] )>
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([0][7])}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(c)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) query presented: p(a,b,c,d)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],c[5],d[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([0][3])
arg3([0][5]) arg4([0][7])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
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(P4) query presented: p(U,U,b,c)
. phase allocation - U[l],b[4],c[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([l][0]) axg2([l][0])
arg3 ( [0] [4] ) arg4( [0] [7] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P5) query presented: p(U,b,V,U)
. phase allocation - V[1],b[4],U[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([7][0]) arg2 ([0] [4])
arg3([l][0]) arg4( [7] [0] )}
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([7][7])}
p_q:a_gate[7]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a)
by left elements - q(U)
unification results - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P6) query presented: p(U,U,U,U)
. phase allocation - U[1]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([1] [0]) arg2([1][0])
arg3( [1] [0] ) arg4( [1] [0] )}
. inference result - q:{paO] argl ( [1] [1] ) >
p_q:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a)
by left elements - q(U)
unification results - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
B.2.2 Experiment 4
Sample rule used:
p{a,a,b,b,X,X) q(a, b, X)
Results:
(PI) query presented: p(a,U,b,V,V,V)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[3],b[5],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([7][0]) arg2([0][1]) arg3([0][5])
arg4( [3] [0] ) arg5([7][0]) arg3 ( [0] [5] )}
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([3][l]) arg2([7][5]) arg3([7] [5])}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b,b)
by left elements - r(U,V,V)
unification results - {a/U,b/V>
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) query presented: p(U,U,V,V,U,U)
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. phase allocation - V[1],U[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([6][0]) arg2([6][0]) arg3([0][l])
arg4([0][l]) arg5 ( [6] [0] ) arg3([6] [0])}
. inference result - q:{pa[»] argl([6][6]) arg2([l][l]) arg3( [6] [6] )>
p_q:b_gate[1],p_q:a_gate[6]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b,a)
by left elements - r(U,V,U)
unification results - {a/U,b/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) query presented: p(a,U,V,V,b,W)
. phase allocation - a[1],U[3],V[5],b[7],W[9]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0] [1]) arg2([3][0]) arg3([5][0])
arg4([5][0]) arg5([0][7]) arg3([9][0])>
. inference result - q:{pa[*] argl([3][l]) arg2([5][7]) arg3([9][7])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b,b)
by left elements - r(U,V,W)
unification results - {a/U,b/V,b/W}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P4) query presented: p(a,U,V,V,V,W)
. phase allocation - a[l],U[3],V[5],W[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([3][0]) arg3([5][0])
arg4( [5] [0] ) arg5 ( [5] [0] ) arg3( [7] [0] )>
. inference result - q:{pa[*] argl([3][l]) aLrg2( [5,7] [5] ) arg3( [5,7] [5] )>
P_q•b_gate[5]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - q(a,b,b)
by left elements - r(U,V,V)
unification results - {a/U,b/V,V/W}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P5) query presented: p(a,U,b,U,V,V)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],U[5],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([5][0]) arg3([0][3])
arg4( [5] [0] ) arg5 ( [7] [0] ) arg3 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P6) query presented: p(a,U,b,V,U,V)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],U[5],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([5][0]) arg3([0][3])
arg4([7][0]) arg5( [5] [0] ) arg3( [7] [0] )>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P7) query presented: p(U,U,V,V,U,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([l][0]) arg2([l][0]) arg3([6][0])
arg4([6][0]) arg5([l][0]) arg3([6][0])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P8) query presented: p(a,U,V,V,b,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],V[3],b[5],U[7]
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. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([7][0]) arg3([3][0])
arg4( [3] [0] ) arg5([0] [5]) arg3( [7] [0] )>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result





(PI) query presented: p(a,b) " q(b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[«] argl([0][l]) arg2([0] [6])>
q: {pa [*] argl ( [0] [6] ) >
. inference result - r:{pa[#] argl([0] [6])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(b)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) query presented: p(a,a) ~ q(b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([0] [1])>
q:{pa[*] argl( [0] [6] ) >
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P3) query presented: p(U,U) ~ q(U)
. phase allocation - U[1]
. initial bindings - p:{paO] argl([l][0]) arg2( [1] [0] )>
q:{pa[>] argl([1] [0])>
. inference result - r:{pa[»] argl ( [1] [1] )}
p_q:a_gate[1]
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(a)
by left elements - r(U)
unification results - {a/U}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P4) query presented: p(U,V) " q(b)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[4],b[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([l][0]) arg2( [4] [0]) >
q:(pa[*] argl([0] [7])}
. inference result - r:{pa[*] argl([4] [7])}
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(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(b)
by left elements - r(V)
unification results - {b/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P5) query presented: p(U,b) ~ q(U)
. phase allocation - b[l],U[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl ( [6] [0] ) arg2 ( [0] [1] ) >
q:{pa[*] argl([6][0])>
. inference result - none





(PI) query presented: p(a,b) ~ q(a,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl ( [0] [1] ) arg2( [0] [6] )}
q:{pa[»] argl([0] [1]) arg2([0][6])>
. inference result - r:{pa[«] argl([0][l]) arg2([0][6])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(a,b)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P2) query presented: p(U,V) ~ q(U,V)
. phase allocation - U[1],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([l][0]) arg2([6][0])>
q:{paO] argl([l][0]) arg2( [6] [0] ) >
. inference result - r:{pa[»] argl([l][0]) arg2([6][0])}
(symbolic meaning) by left elements - r(U,V)
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P3) query presented: p(a,b) ~ q(U,V)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[3],U[5],V[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][l]) arg2([0] [3])>
q: {pa [*] argl ( [5] [0] ) arg2 ( [7] [0] ) >
. inference result - r:{pa[*] argl([5][l]) arg2([7][3])}
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(a,b)
by left elements - r(U,V)
unification results - {a/U,b/V}
. inference cycles taken - 5 cycles
(P4) query presented: p(a,a) ~ q(b,b)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[6]
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. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([0][l]) arg2([0] [1])>
q:{pa[*] argl([0] [6]) arg2([0] [6])>
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P5) query presented: p(a,b) ~ q(U,U)
. phase allocation - a[l],b[4],U[7]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[»] argl([0][1]) arg2([0][4])>
q:{pa[»] argl([7][0]) arg2([7][0])
. inference result - none
(symbolic meaning) no result
(P6) query presented: p(U,U) ~ q(V,V)
. phase allocation - U[l],V[6]
. initial bindings - p:{pa[*] argl([l][0]) arg2([1][0])>
q:{pa[*] argl([6][0]) arg2([6][0])
. inference result - r:{pa[»] argl([1,6][0]) arg2([1,6] [0])>
(symbolic meaning) by right elements - r(U,U)
unification results - {U/V>




A Connectionist Architecture for Symbolic Inference (CASI) is a connectionist model
which encodes symbolic rules and facts in first-order Horn clause expressions into a set
of corresponding structured networks called structured predicate networks (SPNs) and
performs a symbolic style of inferences over these networks.
CASI has been implemented using a Prolog version of a connectionist simulator. This
simulator was built based on Rochester Connectionist Simulator (RCS)1 and modified
to adopt CASI's specialised functions.
The simulator consists of three major modules, the input parser, the knowledge com¬
piler, and the reasoner. Their tasks in CASI are as follows:
the input parser: performs parsing over input rules and facts with syntactic error
checking and prepare inputs for the knowledge compiler;
the knowledge compiler: builds SPNs from the inputs given by the rule parser;
the reasoner: carries out inference either in forward chaining style or backward chain¬
ing style over the SPNs built.
1 Goddard, N. H., Lynne, K. J. & Mintz, T. (1988), Rochester Connectionist Simulator, Technical
Report 233 (Revisedj, University of Rochester.
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The following files contain the code for the simulator:








interface.pl: A simple text-based user interface; contains a top level command line
menu handler.
parser.pl: The input parser; contains a description of the grammar for the input
language in DCG syntax of Prolog. It also contains the input handler.
compiler.pl: The network builder; contains all functions which are needed to build
SPNs from input rules and facts. Each SPN can be built to support either forward
chaining or backward chaining or both.
reasoner.pl: The reasoner; contains query processors which performs forward or back¬
ward chaining style of inferences over the SPNs built.
mesgs.pl: Message utilities: provides message utilities used by the simulator.
utils.pl: Other utilities; contains a description of predicates which are not supported
by standard Prolog such as DEC-10 Prolog.
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C.2.2 The Prolog
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Version 3.0 of SICStus Prolog2 was used to implement the simulator. SICStus Prolog
follows the mainstream Prolog tradition in terms of syntax and built-in predicates, and
is largely compatible with DEC-10 Prolog and Quintus Prolog3.
Following predicates are used from the list library of SICStus Prolog to support some
modules of the simulator:
• The knowledge compiler uses following library predicates:
- append(?Prefix,?Suffix,?Combined): is true when Combined is the combined
list of the elements in Prefix followed by the elements in Suffix.
- nth(?N} ?List,?Element): is true when Element is the Mh element of List.
The first element is numbered 1.
• The reasoner uses following library predicates:
- append(?Prefix,?Suffix,?Combmed'.): see above description.
- nth(?N,?List,?Element): see above description.
- nthO(?N,?List,?Element): is true when Element is the Mh element of List,
counting the first element as 0.
- remove-duplicates(+List,?Pruned)\ is true when Pruned is the result of re¬
moving all identical duplicate elements in List.
- memberchk(+Element,+List): is true when Element is a member of List,
but memberchk/2 only succeeds once.
- sublist(?Sub, ?List): is true when Sub contains some of the elements of List.
The implementation of these predicates are in the file utils.pl. When a Prolog inter¬
preter which does not contain these predicates is used, it is required to load this file
together with the main simulator codes.
2 SICStus Prolog User's Manual. Release 3 #2, Swedish Institute of Computer Science, June 1995.
3 Quintus Prolog Reference Manual. Version 10, Qumtus Computer Systems, Inc. Mountain, View.
1987.
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The simulator has been also successfully tested using SWI-prolog (Version 2.1.9) under
LINUX environment with only built-in predicates.
C.2.3 Starting the Simulator
When SICStus Prolog is used to run the simulator, the following sequence of operations
is needed to start the simulator:
• To run Prolog.
% sicstus
• To load the necessary modules.
?- [load].
• T run the simulator.
?- casi.
C.3 Preparing Input
CASI takes symbolic rules and facts in first-order Horn clause expressions as defined
in Chapter 4. To confirm the syntax of each rule and fact given, CASI uses a formal
grammar on which the parsing process based as follows:
input -> fact, '' .''
I rule,
fact -> grounded_pred
grounded_pred -> atom, const.args,
const.args -> atom
I atom, const.args
rule -> pred.list, sps, ''—>", sps, pred
pred.list -> pred
I pred, pred.list
I pred, sps, '•*»>, sps, pred.list
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The input rules and facts axe expected to be in a file before they Eire parsed by the
input parser. The following example rules and facts are given to illustrate the syntax
of them:













All variables in rules are assumed to be universally quantified. Note that the comment
lines are not supported by the parser currently. Although most of the features are
self-evident, some points are to be noted regarding the input syntax as follows:
• According to the Prolog naming convention, any name beginning with an lower¬
case alphabetic character is assumed to be a constant. All names beginning with
uppercase letters are variable names. Names of predicates should be atoms, i.e.
should begin with lowercase letters. Capitalisation of names should be consist¬
ently used - for example. const_a and const_A are different constants;
• A full stop (.) indicates the end of one rule or fact. It also indicates that more
input is to follow. The end of inputs is indicated by end.of.file in input files:
• The input is therefore affected by the insertion of blanks, tabs or newlines to the
position where the grammar doesn't allow them.
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C.4 Running the Simulator
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C.4.1 The Command Line Menu
Once the simulator is started it gives the following command line menu:
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
A n V KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
A•HV START INFERENCE <sn>: SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
< x>: EXIT <sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
i :
Any commands can be selected from the command line to interact with CASI. The
behaviour of the simulator for each command is as follows:
• I command: loads rules and facts from an input file given;
• sn command: sets network type, either for forward chaining or for backward
chaining or for both;
• sv command: sets the verbose mode either on or off. The default is off. When
the verbose mode is on, the knowledge compiler gives detailed information about
the knowledge encoding process;
• c command: builds SPNs from the input rules and facts loaded;
• sk command: lists rules and facts encoded in a symbolic format;
• ss command: shows current status of the networks encoded such as numbers of
rules and facts, a type of SPNs, and values of status variables;
• pn command: print detailed information about a neuron by its name, which
involves the name of the neuron, threshold, forward and backward links, etc.;
• si command: sets types of inference, either forward chaining or backward chain¬
ing;
• i command: processes inference by presenting a predicate;
• x command: exits the simulator and returns to the Prolog top level.
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C.4.2 Load Input Rules and Facts
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Rules and facts are loaded into CASI by selecting the I command from the menu as
follows:
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn>: SET NET TYPE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
< x>: EXIT <sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
I: 1.
FILE NAME: testfile.
load: p(X,Y) —> qCX,Y)
load: p(a,b)
<MESG> LoadSuccess: rules and facts are loaded successfully
On receiving a filename from the user, the parser scans input rules and facts to prepare
for the network construction. With respect to reading rules and facts from a file, the
following needs to be noted:
• syntax error(s) in an input file results in aborting the input process. The entire
input read is completely abandoned. The error in the file must be fixed and the
file should be reloaded:
• minimal error checking has been implemented with respect to the form of the
rules and facts, so as to leave some room for further extension. For example, the
parser does not report an error if an input rule contains isolated UAGs in the
antecedent even if this type of rule is not yet supported by the current version
of CASI.
The handler for the on-line insertion of rules and facts is not yet implemented for the
command line menu. The loading rules and facts therefore has to be done only from
the file.
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C.4.3 Building SPNs
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Before building SPNs, the user can select the types of networks to be built. This is done
by selecting the sn command. The type of networks can be either forward chaining
only or backward chaining only or both as follows:
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
I : sn.
SET UP NETWORK TYPE <f>: FOR FORWARD CHAINING ONLY
<b>: FOR BACKWARD CHAINING ONLY
<a>: BOTH FOR FORWARD AND BACKWARD CHAINING
If the input contains only a set of facts, the knowledge compiler automatically detects
this and constructs SPNs only for backward chaining. If the input contains rules and
facts, one should select a type of network before constructing the networks. The default
setting is forward chaining only.
The loaded input rules and facts are encoded into the corresponding SPNs by selecting
the c command from the menu as follows:
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
RULE TO BE ENCODED: p(X,Y) —> q(X,Y)
<MESG> FwNetBuilt: network for forward chaining has been built
RULE TO BE ENCODED: p(X,Y) —> q(X,Y)
FACT TO BE ENCODED: p(a,b)
<MESG> BwNetBuilt: network for backward chaining has been built
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
Note that we have chosen the a command from the previous command line to build
SPNs for both forward chaining and backward chaining. Thus, two types of SPNs were
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built separately. The SPN for the fact is built only for backward chaining because it
is used only for backward chaining.
To observe detailed rule and fact encoding procedure, the sv command can be selected.
This command enables the user turn on or off the verbose mode for rule encoding
procedure:
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
If the verbose mode is on before the compilation commend, the following compila¬
tion command prints out all the details involved in the encoding procedure such as
information about creating neuron elements, setting up links and intermediate outputs
generated etc.. Since the simulator does not have an associated debugger, this mode
is very helpful to obtain useful information for the debugging when the rule or fact
encoding procedure fails.
C.4.4 Getting Current States
There are two commands which provide useful information about CASI's connectionist
logical database (CLDB): the command showing rules and facts encoded and the com¬
mand showing network status and system variables. The sk command gives the user a
list of rules and facts loaded into CASI in a symbolic format. The ss command prints
out the number of rules and facts encoded, the current type of network, the current
type of inference and the current states of the verbose mode.
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
I : sv.
SET VERBOSE MODE <o>: VERBOSE MODE ON
<f>: VERBOSE MODE OFF
I : o.
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
I : sk.





TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS










1 rules 1 facts
forward and backward
built
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE






Two types of inferences are possible in CASI: forward chaining and backward chaining.
Each type of inference is started by presenting or posing the predicate to CASI. This
input predicate has the form. pred..name(t\,t2,..., tn), where fj's are either constants
or existentially quantified variables. Each input predicate corresponds to a short de¬
scription of a real situation. For instance, the sentence, "Mary bought car7", may be
represented by the predicate, buyfmary, car7). Also "John owns something" by the
predicate, own(john,U). In forward chaining, presenting these predicates correspond
to telling CASI the initial description to start inference. In backward chaining, on the
other hand, these predicates are considered as queries which ask CASI proper answers.
The above two example predicates are therefore interpreted as the sentences, "Did
Mary bought car7?" and "What does John own?".
Forward Chaining
When SPNs are built and the type of inference is set to forward chaining, a chain of
inference can be carried out by selecting the i command. By presenting a predicate after
this command, CASI initiates a chain of inference. The detailed inference procedure
can be summarised as follows:
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1. the inference initiator receives a predicate from the user;
2. the reasoner set up the initial bindings by activating each filler appearing in the
presented predicate and its corresponding argument nodes of the source predicate
assembly;
3. get the first candidate nodes which are connected from the argument nodes of
the source predicate assembly by forward links;
4. for each candidate nodes to be fired, process the following computations according
to their type
(a) sum inputs,
(b) compare with the threshold,
(c) activate it if the sum is greater than or equal to the threshold;
5. accumulate next candidate nodes from fired nodes;
6. continue from the step 4 until no more candidate node exists for the next step of
inference;
7. the answer of inference is obtained from the states of the predicate assemblies
activated during inference.
The system is case sensitive, in that predicate names and constants should begin with
lowercase in exactly the same way as they were typed in initially. The following demon¬
strates the CASI's inference procedure when the predicate p(a,b) is presented to the
example rule
TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>: SHOW RULES AND FACTS
p{X,Y)->q(X,Y).
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>: SHOW STATUS OF NET
< i>: START INFERENCE
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON
< x>: EXIT
<sn>: SET NET TYPE
<si>: SET INFERENCE TYPE
<sv>: SET VERBOSE MODE
I: i.
ENTER QUERY: p(a,b).
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TOP LEVEL COMMAND < 1>: LOAD RULES AND FACTS <sk>:
< c>: KNOWLEDGE COMPILATION <ss>:
< i>: START INFERENCE <sn>:
<pn>: PRINT ONE NEURON <si>:
< x>: EXIT <sv>:
SHOW RULES AND FACTS



















4:- (p_f 1 :fa,0) (a,0) (b,0)
(p_f1:argl_r,0)(p_f1:arg2_l,0)(p_f1:arg2_r,0)
+ (p_f 1 :fa[«0 ) (a[l] ) (b[6] )
(p_fl:argl_r[1])(p_f1:arg2_l[6])(p_f1:arg2_r[6] )












After 4 oscillation cycles, the fact assembly pjx became active in
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Pfi:{fal*]> argl([0],[l]), arg2([6],[6])}.
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This represents the affirmative answer to the given query predicate. The value for
the variable filler (U) is obtained from the result of unification. {a/U}. The following
additional outputs are generated by the user interface
- a[1] ,b[6]
- p_f1:a.gate [1],p_f1:b_gate[6],
provides the user more detailed information about the symbolic constant arguments
of the fact and the relationship between these arguments and the fillers of the posed
predicate. The first line gives the names of two constant argument of the fact and
their activation states and the second line the states of their associated gate nodes.
The result of unification, {a/U}, is obtained by observing in-phase activation between
Pfi:b-gate[6] and P;\-^92T,gkt[S] and that between U[6] and p/i:arg2lgft[6].
C.4.6 Printing Neurons
The information about the internal structure and status of a neuron element can be
printed by selecting the pn command from the command line menu and giving a name




flink_to: [List of pairs of to-neuron and delay],
flink_from: [List of links],
blink_to: [List of pairs of to-neuron and delay],
blink_from: [List of links] ]).
Based on this internal structure of neuron, the pn command prints out all the detailed
information about the neuron element including the link information for backward and
forward chaining as follows:
